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Abstract 

Dravet syndrome is a rare form of severe epilepsy primarily caused by loss-of-function 

mutations of the SCN1A gene. This gene encodes for the 1-subunit of the voltage-gated 

sodium channel NaV1.1, which is predominantly found in GABAergic inhibitory interneurons. 

Unlike most epilepsy conditions, that are characterised by increased activity of excitatory 

neurons, in Dravet syndrome the disease mechanism is thought to be associated with reduced 

activity of inhibitory interneurons. The leading hypothesis in the field is that expression of 

NaV1.1 mutant channels impairs the ability of interneurons to regulate network activity, 

therefore leading to generalised hyperexcitation and seizure events. This has been termed the 

‘interneuron hypothesis’. Current treatment options for Dravet syndrome are very limited, with 

many GABA agonists having surprisingly little effect.  

Human induced Pluripotent Stem Cell (hiPSC) technology has permitted initial studies on 

neuronal cells derived from patients with Dravet syndrome. However, an in vitro disease model 

that accounts for the interaction between excitatory and inhibitory components of cortical 

circuits has yet to be established. Such a model could provide important insights into disease 

and drug mechanisms, as well as facilitating the discovery of novel treatments. For this study, 

we used a Dravet patient-derived hiPSC line (DS1) harbouring the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T loss-of-

function mutation to generate a novel and comprehensive in vitro model of Dravet syndrome. 

Specifically, we have generated wildtype, DS1 and CRISPR-corrected isogenic control hiPSC 

lines suitable for differentiation into excitatory cortical neurons and inhibitory interneurons. We 

then combined inhibitory and excitatory neurons, together with mouse astrocytes, into a co-

culture at physiological cell-type ratios to generate an in vitro model of cortical circuits.  

Interestingly, single-neuron and network analysis show opposing phenotypes when comparing 

excitatory and inhibitory neurons over time. DS1 inhibitory interneurons undergo an initial 

phase of hyperactivity followed by a general reduction in firing properties in mature cultures, 

in line with previously reported GABAergic phenotypes. In contrast, in mature cultures, 

analysis of excitatory neurons shows a phenotype characterised by hyperexcitability and 

network hyperactivity in the DS1 model compared to controls. These findings are consistent in 

excitatory mono-cultures as well as in co-cultures, suggesting this is an innate phenotype of 

DS1 excitatory neurons that is independent from the compromised function of interneurons. 

Furthermore, using mixed genotype co-culture models we demonstrated that the presence of 
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the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation in either the excitatory or the inhibitory component of the 

network is sufficient to cause a disease phenotype characterised by increased network activity.  

With this work we present evidence of a previously uncharacterised contribution of excitatory 

neurons in Dravet syndrome pathogenesis. This previously overlooked excitatory contribution 

could explain the poor efficacy of current treatments mainly aimed at restoring basal levels of 

inhibition. Although these observations were made specifically in the context of the 

SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation, there have been a number of studies on other DS-related mutations 

that also demonstrate hyperexcitability of excitatory neurons, suggesting that our findings have 

potentially wider reaching implications, beyond the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

1.1 Human iPSC-derived cortical neural circuits 

Historically, strategies to generate differentiated cell types from hiPSCs have focused on 

faithfully reproducing, in a dish using extrinsic factors, the molecular processes taking place 

during in vivo development. This approach, called directed differentiation, consists of the 

temporally controlled application of numerous small molecules and recombinant signalling 

proteins in order to differentiate hiPSCs into specific cell types. Directed differentiation has 

been successfully adopted to derive multiple cell lineages in vitro, however, a new approach is 

now emerging as a promising alternative for stem cell differentiation. Similar to direct 

reprogramming of somatic cells, this strategy, termed forward programming (Moreau et al., 

2016), relies on the induced expression of lineage-specific transcription factors to directly 

convert hiPSCs into the desired cell types. This approach initially requires extensive screening 

to identify master transcription factors capable of controlling entire regulatory gene networks 

that determine cellular identity. However, once established, forward programming enables the 

rapid and homogenous generation of specific cell lineages at relatively low cost. In recent years, 

both directed differentiation and forward programming have been crucial in supporting the 

study of human neural circuits, with each approach providing useful platforms to model disease 

phenotypes in vitro. 

1.1.1 Directed differentiation of hiPSCs to cortical networks 

During in vivo development, neural induction is promoted through the inhibition of the bone 

morphogenetic protein (BMP) signalling pathway (Purves et al., 2001). BMP canonical 

signalling pathway is mediated by SMAD proteins, which, after being phosphorylated, 

translocate to the nucleus to regulate the transcription of target genes (R. N. Wang et al., 2014). 

During neural induction, inhibition of BMP signalling is mediated by BMP inhibitors such as 

noggin and chordin, which prevent SMAD phosphorylation and transduction (Purves et al., 

2001). Following neural induction, ventral versus dorsal forebrain specification is determined 

by opposite gradients of Wnt and Sonic hedgehog (SHH). High concentrations of Wnt and low 
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concentrations of SHH promote dorsal forebrain specification by activating the expression of 

PAX6, the transcription factor necessary to generate excitatory neuron progenitors (Urbach & 

Technau, 2013). Conversely, low concentrations of Wnt and high concentrations of SHH 

promote ventral forebrain specification by activating the expression of NKX2.1, the 

transcription factor required for the development of GABAergic interneuron progenitors 

(Fuccillo et al., 2004). 

hiPSC directed differentiation approaches have exploited our knowledge of in vivo brain 

development to recapitulate developmental processes in vitro and direct the differentiation of 

hiPSCs towards specific cellular fates. In the past fifteen years significant efforts have been 

made to develop directed differentiation protocols for the generation of several neuronal 

lineages (Kawasaki et al., 2000; H. Lee et al., 2007; K. S. Lee et al., 2012; Pang et al., 2011; 

Tornero et al., 2013; Watanabe et al., 2005). In vitro, neural induction is obtained through dual 

inhibition of SMAD signalling. This blockade, alone, results by default into a dorsal-type 

differentiation, inducing rapid and complete neural conversion to a predominantly excitatory 

dorsal forebrain fate (Fig. 1.1-A) (Chambers et al., 2009; Y. Shi et al., 2012). Soon after, this 

approach was modified to achieve ventral forebrain specification into GABAergic inhibitory 

interneurons (ventral-type differentiation) via inhibition of Wnt canonical pathways and 

subsequent activation of SHH signalling (Fig. 1.1-A) (Y. Liu, Liu, et al., 2013; Maroof et al., 

2013). With all differentiation protocols, the efficiency in generating the desired cell type is far 

below 100%. Both ventral- and dorsal-type differentiations produce heterogenous populations 

of cells, only some of which form mature neurons (Y. Sun et al., 2016). A different approach 

consists in the differentiation of cortical progenitors capable of generating both excitatory and 

inhibitory neurons. These cultures are able to form synaptic networks in vitro, providing a 

system for the study of the development and function of cortical circuits in humans (Iida et al., 

2018; J.-E. Kim et al., 2011; Kirwan et al., 2015; Mariani et al., 2012; Y. Shi, Kirwan, & Livesey, 

2012; J. C. Xu et al., 2016).The approach used in these studies, however, does not permit for 

tuning of the relative ratios of inhibitory and excitatory neuronal populations, and thus these 

derived neuronal networks lack a physiological E/I balance (Nadadhur et al., 2017).  

Over the last decade, 3-dimensional (3D) directed differentiation methods have been 

established, taking advantage of cell-intrinsic developmental programs to generate more 

complex neural tissue (Velasco et al., 2020). Early work from the Sasai and Knoblich groups 

showed that, when grown in 3D, even in the presence of minimal extrinsic signals, hiPSCs are 
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able to self-organise and spontaneously give rise to complex 3D structures resembling the 

developing human brain. These structures, termed whole-brain organoids, are characterised by 

the presence of broad regional identities, including the cerebral cortex, choroid plexus, and 

retina (Lancaster et al., 2013; Quadrato et al., 2017). If specific signalling molecules are 

introduced, the differentiation process can be directed to form specific brain regions, such as 

the cortex or basal ganglia, to generate so-called patterned brain organoids (Kadoshima et al., 

2013; Mariani et al., 2012; Pasca et al., 2015; Qian et al., 2016; Sloan et al., 2017a; Velasco et 

al., 2019). Both these organoid models can generate many of the major cell types of a complex 

brain region, and their transcriptional identity correlates to that of the corresponding cell types 

in the endogenous brain (Camp et al., 2015; Quadrato et al., 2017; Velasco et al., 2019). 

Furthermore, within the organoid, different cell types are generated in the same temporal 

sequence observed in the developing human brain (Camp et al., 2015; Velasco et al., 2019). 

Together, these properties make brain organoids an incredibly valuable model for the study of 

human brain development and disease, however, some of the limitations associated with this 

technology must be considered. Most noticeably, organoids can have substantial batch-to-batch 

and organoid-to-organoid variability, with specific cell types being produced only by a subset 

of organoids and at variable ratios (Quadrato et al., 2017). Furthermore, organoids lack regional 

patterning and anatomical structural organisation (Velasco et al., 2020). To improve cellular 

diversity and make up for the lack of regional patterning, patterned brain organoids of different 

identity (e.g. dorsal and ventral forebrain identity) can be fused together to form assembloids 

(Vogt, 2021). For instance, dorsal and ventral forebrain organoids have been fused to study 

interneurons migration in the context of development and disease (Bagley et al., 2017; Birey et 

al., 2017; Sloan et al., 2018; Xiang et al., 2017). More recently, cortical, spinal and muscular 

organoids have been fused to form cortico-motor assembloids, offering a new exciting platform 

for the study of damage or degeneration of the cortico-motor circuits (Andersen et al., 2020).  

Directed differentiation of hiPSCs has pioneered the field of in vitro developmental studies and 

disease modelling of human diseases. However, the high complexity and low reproducibility of 

these protocols has limited their use. While optimised and more specialised differentiation 

protocols continue to emerge, other differentiation strategies, such as forward programming, 

are gaining ground.  
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1.1.2 Forward programming of hiPSCs to neurons and glia 

In recent years, forward programming of hiPSCs for neuronal derivation has become an 

appealing alternative to directed differentiation.  Neural directed differentiation protocols are 

typically very time-consuming, requiring 4-6 weeks to generate neuronal progenitors and up to 

7 additional weeks to achieve functional maturation (Tao & Zhang, 2016). Additionally, directed 

differentiation is characterised by high variability and low reproducibility. This is mainly caused 

by variability in the hiPSC response to signalling molecules, which results in intrinsic 

differences in differentiation potential across cell lines (B. Y. Hu et al., 2010; K. Kim et al., 

2011; Koyanagi-Aoi et al., 2013; Osafune et al., 2008). Forward programming overcomes these 

limitations by rapidly inducing a neuronal fate through the forced expression of lineage-

defining transcription factors that supersede the effects of intrinsic heterogeneity between 

hiPSC lines (Y. Zhang et al., 2013). In forward programming, transgene expression is typically 

regulated via Tetracycline-Controlled Transcriptional Activation (Gossen et al., 1995) with a 

Tet-ON system. This system is based on the mechanism of action of reverse tetracycline 

transactivator (rtTA) protein in response to tetracycline or its derivate, doxycycline. When 

bound to doxycycline, rtTA interacts with the TetO operator sequences of the tetracycline 

response element (TRE) present in the transgene promoter region causing initiation of 

transcription, thus allowing for doxycycline inducible gene expression (Fig. 1.1-B) (Das et al., 

2016). 

Using this method, hiPSCs can be rapidly converted to functional glutamatergic cortical 

neurons with high efficiency and purity by inducing the expression of a single gene, 

Neurogenin-2 (NGN2) (Fig. 1.1-C) (Frega et al., 2017; Nehme et al., 2018; Y. Zhang et al., 

2013). NGN2 is a proneural transcription factor expressed throughout the developing nervous 

system. It was shown to promote the commitment of neuronal progenitors towards dorsal fate 

(glutamatergic neurons) by inhibiting glial and GABAergic fate, inducing a cascade of pan-

neuronal genes, promoting neuronal migration and cell cycle exit (Hulme et al., 2022). 

Similarly, the combined expression of ASCL1 and DLX2 was shown to induce highly efficient 

differentiation of hiPSCs to exclusively GABAergic interneurons (Fig. 1.1-C) (Barretto et al., 

2020; Yang et al., 2017). The transcription factor ASCL1 plays a role analogous to, but 

functionally divergent from NGN2. Indeed, opposite to NGN2, ASCL1 promotes the 

specification of a ventral fate (GABAergic neurons) during the initial steps of neurogenesis 

(Aydin et al., 2019). On the other hand, DLX2 determines neuronal versus oligodendroglial fate 
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acquisition by repressing the formation of oligodendrocyte precursor cells and promoting 

GABAergic interneuron specification (Petryniak et al., 2007). Finally, a culture of pure 

astrocytes can be obtained through forward programming of hiPSCs, by co-expressing NF1B 

and SOX9 (Fig. 1.1-C) (Canals et al., 2018; X. Li et al., 2018a). NF1 genes, including NF1B, 

are transcription factors responsible for the gliogenic switch and act by initiating glial-fate 

specification in neural progenitors (Rowitch & Kriegstein, 2010). Contrarily, SOX9 is not 

required for the initiation of gliogenesis but instead it is necessary to maintain it by suppressing 

neurogenesis (Vong et al., 2015).   

Integration of the rtTA and TRE-regulated transgenes into hiPSC lines is commonly achieved 

by lentiviral transduction, however, this strategy can result in variability of expression levels, 

random genomic insertion, transgene silencing and often requires additional purification steps 

to enrich for the desired cell population (Darabi et al., 2012; J. R. Smith et al., 2008a).  An 

alternative and perhaps more refined approach consists of targeting genomic safe harbour sites 

(Sadelain et al., 2012) to achieve stable and reproducible transgene integration. Specifically, the 

AAVS1 (Oceguera-Yanez et al., 2016; J. R. Smith et al., 2008a), CLYBL (Cerbini et al., 2015; 

Fernandopulle et al., 2018) and Rosa26 loci (Bertero et al., 2016) are commonly targeted for 

safe integration in hESC/hiPSCs using CRISPS/Cas9 or TALE nuclease (TALEN) technology. 

This approach has been successfully used to produce engineered hiPSC lines for the generation 

of glutamatergic neurons (Fernandopulle et al., 2018; C. Wang et al., 2017) and GABAergic 

interneurons (Rhee et al., 2019). 
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Figure 1.1. hiPSC cortical differentiation strategies. A – Schematic representation of dorsal 

and ventral directed differentiation of hiPSCs. Initially, dual SMAD inhibition prevents BMP-

mediated signalling and promotes neural induction. This inhibition is sufficient to direct the 

differentiation of hiPSCs towards neuronal progenitors of dorsal identity, which will generate 

cortical excitatory neurons. Instead, dual SMAD inhibition is followed by inhibition of the Wnt 

canonical pathway and activation of SHH signalling to direct the differentiation of hiPSCs 

towards neuronal progenitors of ventral identity, which will generate cortical inhibitory 

neurons. B – Tet-ON illustrative scheme. In the absence of doxycycline (Dox), the reverse 

tetracycline trans-activator (rtTA) is unable to bind to the tetracycline response element (TRE) 

in the transgene promoter region. When Dox is added, the newly formed Dox-rtTA complex 

can bind the TRE promoter and initiate transcription. C – Schematic representation of forward 

programming strategies to derive cortical neurons and astrocytes from iPSCs. Excitatory 

cortical neurons are obtained through the doxycycline-induced expression of NGN2 (left) while 

cortical inhibitory interneurons are produced by inducing the expression of ASCL1 and DLX2 

(right). Similarly, the doxycycline-induced expression of NF1B and SOX9 causes 

differentiation of hiPSCs into astrocytes (centre).   
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1.2 Dravet Syndrome 

Epilepsy is a disorder of the central nervous system (CNS) characterised by spontaneous, 

recurrent seizures (R. S. Fisher et al., 2005) that are defined as temporary manifestations of 

symptoms caused by an abnormal excessive excitation or synchronous neuronal activity in the 

brain (R. S. Fisher et al., 2014). Dravet syndrome (DS), is a rare form of epilepsy affecting 1 in 

every 20,000-40,000 births (Hurst, 1990). It was first described by Charlotte Dravet in 1978 as 

a new epilepsy syndrome characterised by typical myoclonic seizures (brief muscle spasms) 

and called “Severe Myoclonic Epilepsy of Infancy” (SMEI) (Dravet, 2011). Since many 

patients diagnosed with SMEI did not experience myoclonic seizures, the syndrome was later 

renamed Dravet syndrome (Dravet, 2011).  

DS is considered an early-onset epilepsy syndrome characterised by three distinguishable stages 

(Dravet, 2011). The “pre-epileptic/onset” stage comprises the time preceding and including the 

onset of the disease. DS typically presents between 5 and 8 moths of age with an initial seizure 

that is usually prolonged and induced by hyperthermia (Verbeek et al., 2015). Indeed, first 

seizure manifestation triggered by fever is considered typical of DS and observed in up to 55% 

of subjects (W. Li et al., 2021). Following onset, prolonged and frequent seizures continue 

during the “severe” stage. This stage, comprising infancy and early childhood, is characterised 

by severe epileptic symptoms and onset of comorbidities including neurological deterioration 

and behavioural problems (Dravet, 2011). Tonic-clonic and hemiclonic seizures are the most 

common types of seizure in DS (W. Li et al., 2021). Tonic-clonic seizures are characterised by 

generalised, sustained (tonic) and then short and repetitive (clonic) muscle contractions, while 

hemi-clonic seizures consist of short and repetitive muscle contractions in only one side of the 

body (hemi). Episodes of status epilepticus are also frequent in DS, occurring with a lifetime 

prevalence of 75% (Strzelczyk et al., 2019). Status epilepticus is defined as a seizure lasting 

longer than 5 minutes or consecutive seizures without full recovery of consciousness in between 

them (D. M. Smith et al., 2016). The final stage of disease progression, termed “stabilisation”, 

typically occurs after the age of 5 and involves convulsive seizures that persist throughout life 

but become shorter and less severe (Lagae et al., 2018). 

In DS, the epileptic symptoms are accompanied by a series of common comorbidities. 

Developmental delays, associated with cognitive and speech impairment, usually manifest after 

the second year of life and are observed in 80% of subjects (Lagae et al., 2018). Motor deficits 

including slower motor development, hypotonia (low muscle tone), ataxia (poor muscle 
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control) and gait disturbances are described in 74% of patients with DS (Lagae et al., 2018). 

Furthermore, behavioural disorders are progressively observed with age in nearly 70% of cases, 

with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and autism (or autistic-like behaviour) 

being the most prevalent (Brunklaus et al., 2012).  

Patients with DS experience poor quality of life, and the long-term outcome is characterised by 

high epilepsy-related premature mortality, affecting up to 21% of DS cases (Dravet, 2011; 

Genton et al., 2011). Sudden Unexpected Death in Epilepsy (SUDEP) and status epilepticus 

account for up to 81% of fatalities, with 73% of deaths occurring before the age of 10 and 93% 

before the age of 20 (Shmuely et al., 2016). 

1.2.1 Genetics of Dravet syndrome  

Dravet syndrome is predominantly associated with mutations in genes encoding for neuronal 

voltage-gated sodium channels (NaV). These channels comprise of an α-subunit containing four 

homologous domains forming the channel pore and the inactivation gate (Fig. 1.2) (Catterall, 

2000), and two accessory -subunits that modulate voltage dependence, kinetics and 

localisation of the α-subunit (Messner & Catterall, 1985). Approximately 70-80% of DS cases 

are caused by mutations of the gene SCN1A encoding for the α1-subunit of the channel NaV1.1 

(Marini et al., 2011). More than 500 different DS-associated mutations have been identified 

distributed throughout the entire SCN1A gene, including truncations, nonsense and missense 

mutations as well as splice-site changes (Marini et al., 2011). Several selected mutations taken 

from the H. Sun et al. (H. Sun et al., 2010) patient cohort are represented throughout the SCN1A 

protein in Fig.1.2. Genotype-phenotype association studies suggest that the severity of clinical 

symptoms may be related to the type or location of the SCN1A mutation. For example, nonsense 

or frameshift mutations and mutations in the pore region of the NaV1.1 channel are typically 

associated with a more severe phenotype (Meng et al., 2015). Roughly 90% of all SCN1A 

mutations are de novo, with familial mutations occurring only in 5-10% of cases (Claes et al., 

2002; Harkin et al., 2007). Furthermore, almost all pathogenic SCN1A mutations are 

heterozygous, with their predominant effect considered to be loss-of-function (LOF), 

demonstrating haploinsufficiency of the SCN1A gene (Mantegazza, 2011; Meisler & Kearney, 

2005). Considering the fundamental role of NaV channels in generating the rising phase of 

action potentials (Xu et al., 2019), LOF of the NaV1.1 channel should be consistent with 

decreased neuronal excitability and reduced network excitation. However, the 

pathophysiological mechanism of DS is thought to be dictated by the specialised expression of 
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NaV1.1 channels in inhibitory interneurons, where their LOF causes a lack of network 

inhibition which indirectly results in an increase in network excitation (Mantegazza, 2011; 

Ogiwara et al., 2007a) (pathophysiology of DS further discussed in section 1.1.2). Based on 

this mechanism, gain-of-function (GOF) mutations should have the opposite effect, that is to 

increase the activity of inhibitory interneurons and therefore result in an indirect decrease in 

network excitation. While SCN1A GOF mutations are primarily associated with familial 

hemiplegic migraine type 3 (FHM3) (Dichgans et al., 2005; Mantegazza & Cestèle, 2018; 

Vahedi et al., 2009), they have also been reported in several patients with atypical epilepsy 

phenotypes (Berecki et al., 2019; Clatot et al., 2022; Jaber et al., 2021; Sadleir et al., 2017; 

Spagnoli et al., 2019; Trump et al., 2016). Recently, a comprehensive study of SCN1A GOF 

mutations revealed an association between pathological presentation and the extent of GOF, 

with milder GOF causing early infantile epileptic encephalopathy and stronger GOF leading to 

FHM3 (Brunklaus et al., 2022). FHM3 variants cause hyperexcitability of inhibitory 

interneurons and the subsequent generation of spreading depolarisation (Chever et al., 2021), a 

pathological mechanism of migraine and a recognised anti-seizure mechanism (Tamim et al., 

2021). Contrarily, epilepsy variants would cause a milder interneuron hyperexcitability, not 

sufficient to induce spreading depolarisation (Brunklaus et al., 2022). Interestingly, SCN1A 

GOF-associated epilepsies present an equally severe although very different phenotype 

compared to DS, characterised by a very early onset of non-febrile seizures and profound 

intellectual disability (Brunklaus et al., 2022). However, how a relatively moderate SCN1A 

GOF can cause such a severe epileptic phenotype is not yet understood.  

This supposed indirect effect of SCN1A loss-of-function mutations distinguishes DS from most 

other forms of idiopathic epilepsy, where the effect of the mutation is directly linked to an 

increase in network excitation. For example, GOF mutations in the α2-subunit (SCN2A) of 

NaV1.2 channels, typical of benign familial neonatal-infantile seizures, exert a direct pro-

excitatory effect by inducing hyperexcitability of excitatory neurons (Liao et al., 2010; 

Scalmani et al., 2006). Similarly, LOF mutations in different subunits of GABA-A receptors 

(GABRA1, GABRB2, GABRB3 and GABRG2), found in many types of idiopathic epilepsies, 

exert a direct pro-excitatory effect by causing disinhibition of excitatory neurons (Johannesen 

et al., 2016; Kang & MacDonald, 2016; Maillard et al., 2022).  

While SCN1A mutations account for the majority of DS cases, mutations in other genes have 

also been identified in patients with phenotypes compatible to DS. Specifically, other NaV 
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mutations affect the α2-subunit (SCN2A) of NaV1.2 channels (Ogiwara et al., 2009; X. Shi et 

al., 2009), the α9-subunit (SCN9A) of NaV1.7 channels (N. A. Singh et al., 2009) and the 1-

subunit (SCN1B) (Patino et al., 2009). Rare mutations in non-NaV genes have also been linked 

with DS, including KCNA2 (voltage-gated potassium channel Kv1.2) (Steel et al., 2017), 

GABRA1 (GABA-A receptor α1-subunit), GABRB3 (GABA-A receptor 3-subunit) and 

GABRG2 (GABA-A receptor 2-subunit) (Hernandez et al., 2021). Finally, mutations in non-

channel genes, including PCDH19 (protocadherin 19), STXBP1 (syntaxin-binding protein 1) 

and CHD2 (chromodomain helicase DNA-binding protein 2), have been in some cases 

associated with a Dravet-like phenotype (Steel et al., 2017). Approximately 15-20% of DS cases 

are of unknown aetiology, potentially suggesting the involvement of additional, currently 

unidentified genes (Marini et al., 2009).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 SCN1A-associated mutations. Schematic representation of the SCN1A protein, 

comprising of four homologous domains (HD I-IV) each of which containing 6 transmembrane 

segments: S1-S3 (blue), S4 voltage sensor (grey), S5-S6 pore region (yellow). Several 

mutations observed in the H. Sun, Y Zhang, X. Liu, et al. (H. Sun et al., 2010) patient cohort 

are represented throughout the protein.  
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1.2.2 Pathophysiology of Dravet syndrome 

Voltage-gated sodium channels (NaV) contribute to neuronal electrical excitability. These 

channels are activated by membrane depolarisation which causes a voltage-dependent 

conformational change that increases the channel permeability to sodium ions (Na+) (Xu et al., 

2019). The influx of Na+ in the cell causes further depolarisation of the membrane potential 

which is responsible for the rising phase of an action potential (Xu et al., 2019). The channels 

are then rapidly inactivated as part of the falling phase of the action potential resulting in its 

termination (Xu et al., 2019). Different NaV have distinct cellular and subcellular distribution 

as well as functional properties, and therefore play unique roles in the initiation and propagation 

of action potentials in distinct neuronal subsets and CNS regions (Escayg & Goldin, 2010). As 

previously mentioned, considering the important role of NaV in mediating neuronal firing, it is 

surprising that the reduced function of NaV1.1, one of the main sodium channels in the brain, 

leads to network hyperactivity.  

The expression of SCN1A, the gene encoding for the α1-subunit of the channel NaV1.1, begins 

in infancy and early childhood and continues throughout life (Heighway et al., 2022). Studies 

in rodents and human brain tissue have demonstrated that NaV1.1 channels are primarily 

localised at the axon initial segment (AIS) of inhibitory interneurons, particularly somatostatin 

(SST) and parvalbumin (PV)-positive interneurons (T. Li et al., 2014; Lorincz & Nusser, 2008; 

Ogiwara et al., 2007a; Tian et al., 2014). Furthermore, the first mouse model of DS revealed 

that heterozygous Scn1a deletion resulted in reduced Na+ current densities and reduced firing 

frequency in GABAergic inhibitory interneurons (particularly PV-positive interneurons) but not 

pyramidal excitatory neurons (F. H. Yu et al., 2006a). In healthy neuronal networks, GABAergic 

inhibitory interneurons regulate the activity of nearby excitatory neurons in response to feed-

forward and feed-back inhibition mechanisms (Somogyi et al., 1998) (Fig. 1.3). Therefore, a 

reduction/loss of functional NaV1.1 in these neurons is thought to compromise the network 

balance between excitation and inhibition. Together, these observations gave rise to the so 

called “interneuron hypothesis”, whereby the impaired function of GABAergic inhibitory local 

circuits and networks subsequently results in the abnormal hyperexcitation and hypersynchrony 

responsible for epileptic seizures in DS (Fig. 1.3) (Mantegazza, 2011; Ogiwara et al., 2007a). 

More than a decade of research on DS mouse models has supported this hypothesis (discussed 

in section 1.2.1). Particularly, studies conducted in interneuron-specific SCN1A knock-out 

mouse models have really consolidated a major role for inhibitory interneurons in driving DS 
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disease phenotypes. While SCN1A deletion in GABAergic interneurons only is sufficient to 

recapitulate a DS phenotype (Cheah et al., 2012), conditional knock-out in specific interneurons 

subtypes has provided key insights into the pathophysiology of DS comorbidities. Specifically, 

deletion of SCN1A in PV interneurons resulted in an epileptic phenotype accompanied by ataxia 

(Ogiwara et al., 2013), hyperactivity and altered spatial memory (Tatsukawa et al., 2018) and 

social-deficits and autistic-like behaviour (Rubinstein, Han, et al., 2015). Contrarily, SST 

interneuron-specific SCN1A deletion caused epilepsy and hyperactivity but no autistic 

behaviour (Rubinstein, Han, et al., 2015). This type of studies really highlights the contribution 

of different interneuron subtypes to the behavioural and epileptic phenotype typical of DS.  

However, more recently, studies in global SCN1A knock-out mice showed that reduced 

interneuron activity was only transient and limited to the severe stage of the disease (Favero et 

al., 2018; Tran et al., 2020a), suggesting that the pathological mechanism of chronic epilepsy 

in DS may be more complex. While NaV1.1 was reported to be located primarily at the AIS of 

inhibitory interneurons, in both mouse and human brain tissue this channel was also found to 

be expressed on the soma of pyramidal excitatory neurons (Ogiwara et al., 2013; Tian et al., 

2014; W. Wang et al., 2011). In some mouse models, alongside reduced excitability of inhibitory 

interneurons, pyramidal neurons displayed increased Na+ currents and hyperexcitability (Almog 

et al., 2021; Mistry et al., 2014). These studies would suggest a potential role for excitatory 

neurons in the pathophysiology of DS, so far however, experimental results across studies have 

proven to be inconsistent. Indeed, the interneuron-specific deletion of Scn1a was found to 

produce a more severe epileptic phenotype compared to deletion in both excitatory and 

inhibitory neurons, suggesting that loss of NaV1.1 in pyramidal cells might be partially 

protective (Ogiwara et al., 2013). A recent study investigated changes in the intrinsic, synaptic 

and network properties of hippocampal pyramidal neurons in a DS mouse model prior to disease 

onset, revealing important developmental changes to the intrinsic properties of these neurons. 

Notably, they reported an early phase of hypoexcitability (P10-12) and disrupted homeostatic 

plasticity in response to increased network activity (P10-12 and P14-16). Interestingly, these 

phenotypes were re-normalised by the age of seizure onset (P18-20), suggesting a role for 

excitatory neurons dysfunction in the early stages of networks development (S. P. Jones et al., 

2022). The majority of evidence supporting a functional role for excitatory neurons in DS 

pathology has come from in vitro human models, generated using induced pluripotent stem cells 

(hiPSCs) derived from DS patients. These studies have reported increased Na+ current densities 

and generalised hyperexcitability in hiPSC-derived pyramidal neurons (Jiao et al., 2013; Y. Liu, 
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Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013). One recent study in particular, has shown that cultures of SCN1A-

deficient excitatory neurons are sufficient to recapitulate mutation-specific phenotypes in 

networks where inhibitory interneurons are not present (van Hugte et al., 2023).  

Overall, both mouse and human models provide important insights into the pathophysiology of 

DS, however, discordant results within and across models suggest that the exact disease 

mechanisms exerted by SCN1A mutations are not yet fully understood. For now, the interneuron 

hypothesis remains the most accepted disease mechanism. Nevertheless, continuous research 

and development of more refined disease models would provide further insights into the 

pathological mechanisms of DS.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Pathophysiological mechanism of Dravet syndrome, the “interneuron hypothesis”. 

Schematic representation of physiological and Dravet neuronal circuits. In healthy circuits 

(left), inhibitory interneurons regulate the activity of nearby excitatory neurons through direct 

inhibitory synapses activated in response to feed-forward and feedback inhibition mechanisms. 

When the activity of inhibitory interneurons is compromised, such as in Dravet syndrome 

(right), the network balance is severely altered, resulting in hyperexcitation.  
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1.2.3 Treatment strategies for Dravet syndrome  

To date there is no effective treatment for Dravet syndrome, with no therapy able to achieve 

seizure freedom and normal cognitive/behavioural development. The main goal of current 

treatments is to reduce seizure frequency and improve cognitive and motor symptoms, however, 

drug resistance is often observed in patients with DS (Gataullina & Dulac, 2017). Until the early 

2000s there were no medications specifically approved for DS, and common treatment 

regimens included combinations of generic Anti-Epileptic Drugs (AEDs) such as valproate, 

clobazam and topiramate. While the mechanism of action of AEDs is not always fully 

understood, all three of these compounds have been proposed to elicit a positive GABAergic 

effect by either increasing the total levels of GABA (valproate) or by acting as GABA receptor 

agonists (clobazam and topiramate) (Schubert-Bast et al., 2019). Stiripentol was the first drug 

specifically approved for the treatment of DS after being demonstrated to have antiepileptic 

efficacy in DS when prescribed in association with clobazam and valproate (Aras et al., 2015; 

Chiron et al., 2000). Stiripentol is an inhibitor of cytochrome P450 and was initially thought to 

act by an indirect mechanism, increasing the plasma concentration of concomitant AEDs (Perez 

et al., 1999). However, recent studies have suggested that stiripentol also possesses a direct 

anticonvulsant activity through positive allosteric modulation of GABA-A receptors (J. L. 

Fisher, 2009, 2011; Quilichini et al., 2006). More recently, two new drugs have been approved 

for use in DS. Cannabidiol (CBD), a phytocannabinoid contained in the cannabis plant, was 

approved as an additive agent while fenfluramine, an amphetamine derivative, was approved 

as an “add-on” or stand-alone treatment (He et al., 2022). Both treatments are showing 

remarkable results in reducing seizure frequency in patients with DS. Emerging surveillance 

studies revealed that up to 51% of patients treated with fenfluramine have stopped the 

concomitant dosage of other anti-seizure medications (Guerrini et al., 2022), suggesting that in 

many cases, the effect mediated by this drug, alone, is sufficient to achieve a satisfactory 

reduction of seizure frequency. While the exact mechanism of their anticonvulsant activity is 

not fully understood yet, both CBD and fenfluramine are thought to act through combined 

effects of increasing GABAergic inhibition as well as decreasing glutamatergic activity (P. 

Martin et al., 2021; Rosenberg et al., 2017; Y. Sun & Dolmetsch, 2018).  

Collectively, observations on the efficacy of treatments in DS provide interesting insights into 

the mechanisms of DS pathophysiology. Traditional DS treatments involving the use of GABA-

agonists aimed at restoring physiological levels of inhibition have demonstrated limited 
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efficacy in reducing seizure frequency. Instead, successful seizure control seems to be promoted 

through the synergistic action of enhancing inhibition while simultaneously reducing excitation. 

This could suggest that both a decrease in inhibition as well as an increase in excitation might 

play an active role in mediating the epileptic phenotype observed in DS. 

Current pharmacological treatments focus on reducing seizure frequency and managing 

cognitive and behavioural symptoms, but they are often ineffective, rarely provide a long-term 

solution, and can be associated with significant side effects (Gataullina & Dulac, 2017). In recent 

years, gene therapy approaches are being investigated as viable alternatives for the treatment of 

DS (Chilcott et al., 2022; Higurashi et al., 2022).  Rather than treating the symptoms, gene 

therapy aims to address the underlying genetic cause of the disorder. By delivering the corrected 

gene or modulating its expression, gene therapy seeks to restore normal neuronal function and 

reduce seizure activity more effectively than pharmacological approaches. In the case of 

SCN1A, gene replacement therapy is not the preferred option, due to the cDNA length (∼6 kb) 

exceeding the packaging capacity of adeno-associated virus (AAV) (Chamberlain et al., 2016). 

However, several gene regulation therapies are currently being investigated in clinical trial or 

pre-clinical models (Chilcott et al., 2022). At the moment, the only therapeutic undergoing 

clinical trial is STK-001, an antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) developed by Stoke Therapeutics. 

STK-001 utilises a novel technology called Targeted Augmentation of Nuclear Gene Output 

(TANGO) (Lim et al., 2020).Specifically, STK-001 targets alternative SCN1A splice-sites, 

reducing the production of non-functional SCN1A mRNA and instead promoting the generation 

of functional full-length isoforms, thus increasing the production of NaV1.1 protein. This 

approach has been shown to rescue the excitability of PV interneurons, reduce seizures and 

improve survival in mouse models of DS (Z. Han et al., 2020; Wengert et al., 2022). Another 

gene regulation therapy called ETX101 (AAV9-REGABA-eTFSCN1A) developed by Encoded 

Therapeutics, will soon undergo clinical trial. ETX101 uses AAV9 to deliver an engineered 

transcription factor (eTFSCN1A) designed to upregulate the expression of endogenous SCN1A. 

Furthermore, the expression of eTFSCN1A is targeted specifically to GABAergic inhibitory 

interneurons by a cell type-specific regulatory element (REGABA) incorporated into the AAV9 

vector (Tanenhaus et al., 2022). ETX101 was able to increase Scn1a transcripts specifically 

within GABAergic inhibitory interneurons and resulted in prolonged survival and reduced 

spontaneous seizures in two DS mouse models (Tanenhaus et al., 2022) . Further gene 

regulation therapies are currently being developed and tested in animal models. Particularly, a 

recent CRISPR activation (CRISPRa) strategy has been shown to increase the expression of 
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endogenous Scn1a and restore NaV1.1 protein levels in both cellular and animal models of DS, 

resulting in significant phenotypic improvements. In this strategy, a catalytically dead Cas9 

(dCas9) fused to the transcriptional activator VP64 was packaged into AAV9 and co-delivered 

with a single gRNA targeting the Scn1a proximal promoter (AAV9-Scn1a-dCas9A - (Colasante 

et al., 2020)). In this instance, Scn1a activation is targeted to forebrain inhibitory interneurons 

using the interneuron-specific Dlx5/6 promoter to control the expression of the regulatory 

CRISPRa elements. Following delivery of AAV9-Scn1a-dCas9A in a DS mouse model, the 

compromised electrophysiological properties of PV interneurons were rescued and the animals 

displayed increased threshold to hyperthermia-induced seizures (Colasante et al., 2020). 

Another ASO-based strategy was designed to target a novel SCN1A natural antisense transcript 

(SCN1ANAT). SCN1ANAT is a long non-coding RNA transcribed from the opposite strand 

of SCN1A that acts to reduce gene expression (Hsiao et al., 2016). Blocking SCN1ANAT with 

an ASO (termed AntagoNAT), resulted in upregulation of SCN1A in different DS cell models. 

In a mouse model of DS, AntagoNAT treatment restored the excitability of PV interneurons, 

reduced the number and duration of spontaneous seizures and increased the threshold to 

hyperthermia-induced seizures (Hsiao et al., 2016). Finally, a gene replacement therapy has 

been developed, using a high-capacity adenoviral vector (HC-AdV) to deliver a codon 

optimised version of the SCN1A gene (HCA-CAG-SCN1A – (Mora-Jimenez et al., 2021). These 

vectors are barren of all viral genes, allowing a cloning capacity of up to 37 kb and avoiding 

residual expression of viral genes in transduced cells (Ricobaraza et al., 2020). DS mice treated 

with HCA-CAG-SCN1A showed reduced epileptiform activity and sensitivity to hyperthermia-

induced seizures, increased survival as well as improved motor functions and behavioural 

manifestations (Mora-Jimenez et al., 2021). 

Collectively, gene therapy approaches offer a promising new avenue for the treatment of Dravet 

syndrome. However, the translation of pre-clinical data into trials is still lacking and further 

efforts will be required to determine the validity of these approaches in patients.   

1.2.4 Neuronal excitability in Dravet syndrome  

Neuronal excitability is an intrinsic neuronal property describing the propensity of a neuron to 

generate an action potential (AP) in response to an input stimulus. Intrinsic neuronal excitability 

can be modulated by various factors, including the neuron’s biophysical properties and the 

profile, quantity and distribution of ion channels and neurotransmitter receptors (Brodal, 2016). 

Neuronal activity, instead, is an emerging property of neuronal networks and is the result of 
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numerous factors including the quality and quantity of external input signals, the intrinsic 

excitability of individual neurons and the excitation/inhibition (E/I) balance of the network, 

determined by the type, number and strength of synapses and the relative number of excitatory 

and inhibitory neurons within it (Brodal, 2016).  

As previously discussed, reduced intrinsic excitability of GABAergic inhibitory interneurons is 

considered the predominant phenotype in DS. The first mouse model of DS showed that 

heterozygous Scn1a deletion resulted in reduced Na+ current densities in inhibitory interneurons 

but not excitatory neurons. This reduction did not alter the threshold for the generation of single 

APs but compromised the ability of inhibitory interneurons to fire sustained trains of APs. The 

reduction in number, frequency and amplitude of action potentials fired by GABAergic 

interneurons resulted in a generalised decrease in their excitability (Yu et al., 2006). Using 

different mouse and human in vitro models, a similar phenotype has been observed in different 

interneuron subtypes, including PV, SST and VIP interneurons both in the hippocampus as well 

as in the cortex (Almog et al., 2021; Favero et al., 2018; Goff & Goldberg, 2019; Higurashi et 

al., 2013a; H. W. Kim et al., 2018; J. Liu et al., 2016a; Martín-Suárez et al., 2020; Mistry et al., 

2014; Ogiwara et al., 2007a; Tai et al., 2014; Tsai et al., 2015). Decreased interneuron 

excitability, and therefore activity, is thought to compromise the network balance between 

excitation and inhibition and result in network hyperactivity. While reduced intrinsic 

excitability of inhibitory interneurons in DS is well documented, analysis of their activity in in 

vivo cortical networks showed no evidence of reduced activity during spontaneous cortical 

dynamics (De Stasi et al., 2016). However, during the stabilisation phase of DS, the activity of 

PV interneurons exhibited decreased synchronisation immediately before seizure onset (Tran 

et al., 2020a).  

Alongside well characterised excitability/activity properties of inhibitory interneurons, a few 

studies reported altered excitability of pyramidal neurons. Indeed, increased Na+ current 

densities in pyramidal excitatory neurons were observed in two mouse model studies. This 

increase was associated with a higher AP firing frequency, indicating an increase in neuronal 

excitability (Almog et al., 2021; Mistry et al., 2014). Similarly, several iPSC-based human 

models of DS have shown hyperexcitability of excitatory neurons characterised by increased 

Na+ current density, higher AP amplitude and firing frequency as well as increased spontaneous 

bursting (Jiao et al., 2013; Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013; van Hugte et al., 2023).  
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Intrinsic excitability and neuronal activity are intimately linked and changes to one or the other 

can trigger the potentiation of homeostatic plasticity mechanisms to restore physiological 

balance. Synaptic and AIS plasticity are two well-established homeostatic mechanisms. For the 

purpose of this thesis, AIS-mediated plasticity will be discussed in more detail. 

Axon initial segment (AIS) plasticity 

The AIS is a specialised domain of the proximal axon molecularly defined by a unique 

cytoskeletal arrangement of scaffolding proteins and ion channels. The principal scaffolding 

protein found at the AIS is ankyrin G (Ank-G). This protein is found periodically spaced 

between actin rings and anchors NaV and Kv channels to the axonal membrane in a periodic 

manner (Huang & Rasband, 2018). Different types of NaV and Kv channels can be found at the 

AIS, including NaV1.1, NaV1.2 and NaV1.6 and Kv1.1, Kv1.2, Kv7.2 and Kv7.3. The specific 

channel composition and distribution along the AIS varies across neuron types and 

developmental stages (Huang & Rasband, 2018). In particular, while the AIS of GABAergic 

inhibitory interneurons mainly comprises NaV1.1 channels, in excitatory pyramidal neurons 

the AIS is populated proximally by NaV1.2 and distally by NaV1.6 channels (Duflocq et al., 

2008; W. Hu et al., 2009). The high density of NaV channels found at the AIS was shown to be 

crucial for the generation and shaping of AP. As such, the AIS was demonstrated to be the 

primary site of AP initiation (Kole et al., 2008).  

The length of the AIS (20-60 m) and its distance from the soma have been shown to affect 

neuronal intrinsic excitability and AP properties. Theoretical studies have demonstrated that 

increasing AIS length is predicted to increase neuronal excitability via increasing sodium 

conductance density (Gulledge & Bravo, 2016). This directly proportional correlation between 

AIS length and excitability has also been extensively confirmed in different experimental 

settings (Chand et al., 2015; Evans et al., 2015; Jamann et al., 2021a; Telenczuk et al., 2017). 

On the other hand, assessing the correlation between AIS position and neuronal excitability has 

proven more complicated. Some theoretical models predict that, due to the resistive coupling 

between the soma and the AIS, a shorter distance between them reduces the axial resistance, 

which is inversely proportional to the amount of current necessary for axonal depolarisation. 

Thus, according to these models, a more proximal AIS should be associated with reduced 

neuronal excitability (Brette, 2013; Telenczuk et al., 2017). In contrast, other theoretical studies 

have reported that a shorter distance between the soma and the start of the AIS should reduce 

the dissipation of charges during propagation from the soma, thus, a more proximal AIS should 
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increase neuronal excitability (Gulledge & Bravo, 2016). Several experimental studies have 

shown results in line with these latter models, whereby a proximal shift of the AIS is 

accompanied by increased neuronal excitability characterised by lower current threshold and 

higher AP firing frequencies (Grubb & Burrone, 2010; Hatch et al., 2017; Lezmy et al., 2017; 

Wefelmeyer et al., 2015).  

Remarkably, the structure of the AIS can undergo different forms of homeostatic plasticity in 

response to neuronal activity. Studies have shown that, in response to low neuronal activity 

(achieved through deprivation of input stimuli) the AIS extended in length, causing a 

homeostatic increase in neuronal excitability characterised by reduced current and voltage 

thresholds and increased spontaneous AP firing (Fig. 1.4) (Jamann et al., 2021a; Kuba et al., 

2010). In contrast, in response to high neuronal activity (achieved through both acute and 

chronic depolarisation) shortening of the AIS resulted in a decrease in neuronal excitability, 

associated with higher current threshold and lower AP firing frequencies (Fig. 1.4) (Chand et 

al., 2015; Evans et al., 2015; Sohn et al., 2019). Furthermore, distal/proximal relocation of the 

AIS has also been observed in response to neuronal activity. High neuronal activity induced by 

chronic depolarisation treatments cause a distal relocation of the AIS, which resulted in a 

homeostatic reduction in excitability characterised by increased current threshold and lower AP 

firing frequencies. Additionally, this relocation was shown to reverse when neurons were 

returned to basal levels of activity (Fig. 1.4) (Grubb & Burrone, 2010; Hatch et al., 2017; Lezmy 

et al., 2017; Wefelmeyer et al., 2015).  

Considering the important role of the AIS in mediating neuronal function and regulating 

neuronal excitability, and given that epilepsy-related mutations are often found in AIS resident 

proteins (including NaV and Kv), it is unsurprising that AIS dysfunction has been proposed as 

a possible mechanism in epileptogenesis (Wimmer et al., 2010). Despite this, AIS research in 

the context of genetic epilepsy is surprisingly limited, with only one study showing AIS 

dysfunction in a mouse model of DS. This study was limited to cortical PV interneurons, which 

showed AIS elongation during the severe and stabilisation stages. Lengthening of the AIS, 

initially, did not result in an increase in neuronal excitability (severe stage) however, neuronal 

excitability was restored during the stabilisation stage (Favero et al., 2018). 
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Figure 1.4. AIS activity-dependent homeostatic plasticity. Increased levels of neuronal activity 

can lead to shortening or distal relocation of the AIS (highlighted in red). Both these changes 

are associated with a decrease in intrinsic neuronal excitability. In contrast, decreased levels of 

neuronal activity can cause lengthening or proximal relocation of the AIS. These changes are 

associated with an increase in intrinsic neuronal excitability. 

 

 

1.3 Current experimental models of Dravet syndrome 

Dravet syndrome phenotypes and pathological mechanisms have been investigated with a 

variety of in vivo and in vitro experimental models. The first studies to assess the functional 

effects of SCN1A mutations were initially performed in vitro using immortalised human cancer 

cell lines. These studies revealed that most of the tested mutations resulted in complete loss-of-

function (Mantegazza, 2011). Instead, the first pathophysiological studies were made possible 

by the generation of DS model organisms. A number of different model organisms have been 

adopted to study DS, including zebrafish and flies. However, the vast majority of DS research 

is typically conducted in mouse models (Griffin et al., 2018). More recently, with the advent of 

hiPSCs, in vitro human models have been established using neurons directly generated from 

hiPSCs derived from patients with DS (Isom, 2017). For the purpose of this thesis, only mouse 
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and human models will be discussed, as they represent the two most commonly adopted model 

systems.  

1.3.1 In vivo/ex vivo mouse models of Dravet syndrome 

Historically, Dravet syndrome phenotypes and pathological mechanisms have been investigated 

using mouse models. The first DS model was generated through heterozygous deletion of Scn1a 

exon 26. This loss-of-function deletion resulted in a severe epileptic phenotype and provided 

the first in vivo confirmation that Scn1a haploinsufficiency leads to seizures. As previously 

discussed, this study also demonstrated for the first time that Scn1a loss-of-function caused 

reduced intrinsic excitability of inhibitory interneurons – but not pyramidal neurons – isolated 

from the hippocampus at post-natal day (P) 14-16 (F. H. Yu et al., 2006a). Subsequent studies 

using the same loss-of-function mouse models showed reduced intrinsic excitability of putative 

PV and SST interneurons – but not pyramidal neurons – in cortical layer V at P21 (Tai et al., 

2014). However, while these observations were made in dissociated neurons or brain slices, 

additional in vivo studies found no evidence of interneuron hypoexcitability and showed that 

the firing of PV and SST interneurons is unaltered during spontaneous cortical dynamics at 

P15-18 (De Stasi et al., 2016). 

Another commonly used loss-of-function mouse model has been generated by heterozygous 

deletion of Scn1a exon 1. Similarly to the model previously described, these mice also showed 

decreased excitability of cortical PV interneurons. Interestingly, decreased PV interneuron 

excitability was observed at P18-21 but it was found to normalised by P35, while the excitability 

of pyramidal neurons appeared unaffected across developmental stages (Favero et al., 2018). 

The same mouse model was found to exhibit reduced Na+ current densities in hippocampal 

GABAergic interneurons at P21, but only in a mouse strain associated with more severe 

epileptic phenotype. In contrast, increased Na+ current densities and higher spontaneous firing 

frequency in hippocampal pyramidal neurons were observed independently of the mouse 

background strain, but only after P21 (Mistry et al., 2014). Additional studies on this mouse 

model showed that a subset of cortical vasoactive-intestinal peptide (VIP)-expressing 

interneurons also displayed reduced excitability and reduced repetitive firing in brain slices 

between P18 and P55 (Goff & Goldberg, 2019). Furthermore, an in vivo study showed that, 

while PV-interneuron firing was unaltered during spontaneous cortical dynamics, they 

exhibited decreased synchronisation immediately before seizure onset at later disease stages 

(P90)  (Tran et al., 2020a).  
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Mouse models carrying specific Scn1a point mutations found in DS patients were also 

generated. Heterozygous knock-in of the R1407X truncation mutation resulted in recurrent 

epileptic seizures and sudden death after P18. Additionally, this study showed impaired fast 

spiking of putative cortical PV interneurons, while no differences were observed in pyramidal 

neurons (Ogiwara et al., 2007a). Another study showed that mice carrying the heterozygous 

R1848H missense mutations exhibited low levels of spontaneous generalised seizures but a 

higher susceptibility to drug- and hyperthermia-induced seizures. Bipolar inhibitory 

interneurons isolated from cortical tissue at P13-15 showed reduced Na+ current densities but 

no signs of reduced intrinsic excitability. On the other hand, pyramidal neurons showed a 

tendency towards increased Na+ current densities (M. S. Martin et al., 2010). Heterozygous 

knock-in of the E1099X truncation mutation resulted in early-onset spontaneous seizures and 

higher susceptibility to hyperthermia-induced seizures. PV-positive interneurons of the 

hippocampal dentate gyrus at P21-28 showed reduced intrinsic excitability and lower action 

potential amplitudes, while pyramidal neurons were not characterised. Furthermore, the number 

of NaV1.1 expressing interneurons was found to be reduced and the characterisation of 

spontaneous inhibitory/excitatory post-synaptic currents (sIPSCs/sEPSCs) showed decreased 

frequency of sIPSCs and increased frequency of sEPSCs (Tsai et al., 2015). Finally, mice 

carrying the heterozygous A1783V missense mutation were used to investigate numerous 

behavioural traits, comorbidities and hippocampal phenotypes (Fadila et al., 2020; Kuo et al., 

2019; Ricobaraza et al., 2019; Styr et al., 2019). Particularly, developmental changes in the CA1 

hippocampal circuit were investigated. This study found that the intrinsic excitability of 

interneurons within this network was reduced throughout all disease stages, with the greatest 

impairment observed during the severe stage. In contrast, excitatory neurons displayed a 

transient increase in excitability during the pre-epileptic stage, followed by reduced excitability 

during the severe stage (Almog et al., 2021). A summary of the main findings, including global 

disease phenotype as well as cell type-specific phenotypes, is reported for each mouse model 

in Table 1.1.  

Several conditional knock-out mouse models have also been generated. Conditional 

heterozygous deletion of Scn1a in forebrain GABAergic interneurons was proved sufficient to 

cause epilepsy and premature death around P18-22 (Cheah et al., 2012). This mouse model was 

also shown to exhibit autistic-like behaviours (S. Han et al., 2012). Both these studies, however, 

did not investigate the contribution of pyramidal neurons. Two other studies, instead, performed 

conditional Scn1a heterozygous inactivation only in inhibitory interneurons or only in 
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excitatory neurons to assess the contribution of the different mutated populations to the epileptic 

phenotype (Dutton et al., 2013; Ogiwara et al., 2013). One study found that conditional Scn1a 

inactivation in hippocampal interneurons, but not excitatory neurons, was sufficient to increase 

the susceptibility to drug- and hyperthermia-induced seizures. Furthermore, reduced Scn1a 

expression in interneurons resulted in the generation of spontaneous seizures (Dutton et al., 

2013). Similarly, PV-interneuron specific Scn1a inactivation was found to be sufficient to cause 

spontaneous epileptic seizures and ataxia. Interestingly, when Scn1a was inactivated in 

excitatory neurons, additionally to PV interneurons, this had a beneficial effect on the severe 

epileptic phenotype (Ogiwara et al., 2013). However, the presence of spontaneous epileptic 

activity in animals with selective inactivation of Scn1a in excitatory neurons only was not 

investigated in either study. Further studies on conditional knock-out mouse models revealed 

important insights into DS comorbidities. Conditional heterozygous deletion of Scn1a in PV 

interneurons was shown to lead to an increased susceptibility to hyperthermia-induced seizures 

accompanied by autistic like-behaviour with no hyperactivity. Scn1a inactivation in SST 

interneurons, instead, resulted in increased susceptibility to hyperthermia-induced seizures and 

hyperactivity, without autistic-like behaviour. When Scn1a was inactivated in both PV and SST 

interneurons, the mice displayed impaired cognition, assessed as the impairment of long-term 

spatial memory in context-dependant fear conditioning (Rubinstein 2015). A similar study 

confirmed the presence of epileptic and behavioural phenotypes in a PV interneuron-specific 

Scn1a knock-out model. These mice displayed spontaneous epileptic seizures as well as 

hyperactivity, impaired social novelty recognition and altered spatial memory. SST-interneuron 

specific Scn1a inactivation, instead, did not lead to either spontaneous epileptic activity nor 

behavioural abnormalities (Tatsukawa 2018). A summary of the main disease phenotype, 

including behavioural phenotypes, is reported for each conditional mouse model in Table 1.2. 

Importantly, most of the described mouse models recapitulate the typical disease progression 

observed in DS patients, presenting with pre-epileptic, severe and stabilisation stages (Almog 

et al., 2021; Miller, Hawkins, McCollom, et al., 2014; Mistry et al., 2014; Oakley et al., 2009a; 

Ogiwara et al., 2007a; Tsai et al., 2015; F. H. Yu et al., 2006a). Moreover, many of these models 

also recapitulate hyperthermia-induced seizures, a phenotype typical of DS (Almog et al., 2021; 

Cheah et al., 2012; Dutton et al., 2013; Kalume et al., 2013; M. S. Martin et al., 2010; Oakley 

et al., 2009a; Ogiwara et al., 2007a; Tsai et al., 2015). However, numerous studies have also 

demonstrated that the presence and severity of seizure phenotypes as well as survival rates are 

highly dependent on the background strain of the mice (Kalume et al., 2013; Ogiwara et al., 
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2007a; Rubinstein, Westenbroek, et al., 2015; F. H. Yu et al., 2006a). One study in particular 

has shown that impairment of Na+ current densities and correlated severity of the phenotype 

were both age- and strain-dependant (Mistry et al., 2014). These differences have been 

attributed to strain-specific genetic modifier genes (Miller, Hawkins, McCollom, et al., 2014).  

Collectively, work performed in mouse models largely supports the interneuron hypothesis. 

However, most studies only demonstrate that Scn1a loss-of-function in inhibitory interneurons 

is sufficient to produce seizures. In itself, the observation that targeted deletion of an important 

sodium channel in GABAergic neurons results in network hyperexcitability is not surprising. 

Furthermore, reduced interneuron excitability has been almost exclusively characterised during 

the second and third post-natal week (P10-21), because this period coincides with the start of 

NaV1.1 expression. This stage is the equivalent of 2/3 years of age in humans, corresponding 

to the severe stage of DS progression (Griffin et al., 2018). Phenotypes of pre-epileptic and 

stabilisation stages have not been thoroughly characterised and may reveal more complex 

pathophysiological mechanisms.



Mouse model Disease phenotype Approach GABAergic interneurons phenotype Pyramidal neurons phenotype Study (citation) 

Scn1a exon 26 

heterozygous 

deletion 

Spontaneous seizures 

and sporadic death 

after P21  

Ex vivo 

(dissociated 

neurons) 

Reduced Na+ current density and 

reduced intrinsic excitability 

(hippocampus P14-16) 

No phenotype 
(F. H. Yu et al., 

2006b) 

Ex vivo (brain 

slices) 

Reduced intrinsic excitability of PV 

and SST interneurons (cortical layer V 

P21) 

No phenotype (Tai et al., 2014) 

In vivo  

Unaltered firing of PV and SST 

interneurons during spontaneous 

dynamics (neocortex P15-18) 

No phenotype 
(De Stasi et al., 

2016) 

Scn1a exon 1 

heterozygous 

deletion 

Spontaneous and 

temperature-induced 

seizures, sudden death, 

hyperactivity and 

deficits in social 

behaviour. Severity of 

disease phenotypes was 

shown to be strain-

dependant.  

Ex vivo 

(dissociated 

neurons) 

Reduced Na+ current density only in 

the mouse strain with more severe 

epileptic phenotype (hippocampus P21) 

Increased Na+ current density and 

higher spontaneous firing frequency 

independently of the strain 

(hippocampus >P21) 

(Mistry et al., 2014) 

Ex vivo (brain 

slices) 

Reduced Na+ current density and 

reduced intrinsic excitability of PV 

interneurons (somatosensory cortex 

P18-21) 

 

Restored Na+ current density and 

intrinsic excitability of PV interneurons 

(somatosensory  

cortex P35-56) 

No phenotype (Favero et al., 2018) 

Ex vivo (brain 

slices) 

Reduced intrinsic excitability of VIP 

interneurons (somatosensory cortex 

P18-21, P30-55) 

Not investigated 
(Goff & Goldberg, 

2019) 
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In vivo 

Higher mean activity at baseline but 

decreased synchrony of PV 

interneurons immediately before 

seizure onset (neocortex P90) 

Higher mean activity at baseline 

(neocortex P90)  

 

(Tran et al., 2020a) 

Heterozygous 

R1407X 

truncation 

mutation 

Spontaneous seizures 

and sudden death after 

P18 

Ex vivo (brain 

slices) 

Impaired fast-spiking of putative PV 

interneurons (neocortex P25-29) 
No phenotype 

(Ogiwara et al., 

2007b) 

Heterozygous 

R1848H missense 

mutations 

Infrequent spontaneous 

seizures but higher 

susceptibility to drug- 

and hyperthermia-

induced seizures 

Ex vivo 

(dissociated 

neurons) 

Reduced Na+ current density but 

normal intrinsic excitability (cortex 

P13-15) 

Tendency towards increased Na+ 

current densities  

(cortex P13-15) 

(M. S. Martin et al., 

2010) 

Heterozygous 

E1099X 

truncation 

mutation 

Early-onset 

spontaneous seizures 

and higher 

susceptibility to 

hyperthermia-induced 

seizures 

Ex vivo (brain 

slices) 

Reduced number of NaV1.1 expressing 

interneurons. 

Reduced intrinsic excitability and 

lower action potential amplitudes of 

PV interneurons. (hippocampal dentate 

gyrus P21-28) 

Not investigated (Tsai et al., 2015) 

Heterozygous 

A1783V missense 

mutation 

Frequent spontaneous 

seizures and 

susceptibility to 

hyperthermia-induced 

seizures 

Ex vivo (brain 

slices) 

Reduced intrinsic excitability 

throughout all disease stages, with the 

greatest impairment observed during 

the severe stage (hippocampus P14, 

P21, P35) 

Transient increase in excitability 

during the pre-epileptic stage, followed 

by reduced excitability during the 

severe stage (hippocampus P14, P21, 

P35) 

(Almog et al., 2021) 

 
Table 1.1 – Summary of the main findings in DS mouse model studies. 
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Mouse model Behavioural phenotype Study (citation) 

Conditional heterozygous deletion of Scn1a in 

forebrain GABAergic interneurons 

Spontaneous seizures, susceptibility to hyperthermia-induced seizures and sudden death 

after P18-22 
(Cheah et al., 2012) 

Conditional heterozygous deletion of Scn1a in PV 

interneurons 

Spontaneous generalised seizures and increased susceptibility to drug- and hyperthermia-

induced seizures 

(Dutton et al., 2013) 

Conditional heterozygous deletion of Scn1a in 

pyramidal neurons 
No alteration of susceptibility to drug- and hyperthermia-induced seizures 

Conditional heterozygous deletion of Scn1a in PV 

interneurons 
Spontaneous epileptic seizures and ataxia  

(Ogiwara et al., 2013) 

Conditional heterozygous deletion of Scn1a in PV 

interneurons and pyramidal neurons 
Amelioration of severe epileptic phenotype 

Conditional heterozygous deletion of Scn1a in PV 

interneurons 
Increased susceptibility to hyperthermia-induced seizures, autistic like-behaviour 

(Rubinstein, Han, et 

al., 2015) 
Conditional heterozygous deletion of Scn1a in SST 

interneurons 
Increased susceptibility to hyperthermia-induced seizures, hyperactivity 

Conditional heterozygous deletion of Scn1a in PV 

interneurons  

Spontaneous epileptic seizures, hyperactivity, impaired social novelty recognition, and 

altered spatial memory 
(Tatsukawa et al., 

2018) 
Conditional heterozygous deletion of Scn1a in SST 

interneurons  

No spontaneous seizures, only increased susceptibility to hyperthermia-induced seizures, 

no behavioural abnormalities 

 

Table 1.2 – Summary of the main findings in DS conditional knock-out models. 



1.3.2 In vitro human models of Dravet syndrome 

Alongside well-established animal models, in an attempt to further understand the mechanisms 

involved in DS pathology, human in vitro models have also been employed. Before the advent 

of hiPSCs, in vitro human models of DS mainly consisted of artificial expression systems, 

typically involving cancer cell lines which expressed exogenously transfected human genes 

harbouring DS mutations (Mantegazza, 2011). While these systems are relatively cheap and 

provide good recording conditions for whole-cell patch clamping, they also have important 

intrinsic disadvantages. Standard expression systems lack a neuronal cell background, are not 

able to form neuronal circuits, and the protein of interest is normally overexpressed at non-

physiological levels (Mantegazza, 2011). In order to develop more representative human 

models of DS, recent work has used hiPSCs derived from Dravet patients to generate cortical 

neurons. hiPSCs have many advantages: they possess an unlimited capability for self-renewal, 

can be differentiated into diverse and specific neuronal populations and, by retaining their 

genotype, allow for the generation of disease models that recapitulate the exact genetic 

background of Dravet patients. The number of studies performed on hiPSC-based DS models 

represent a small fraction compared to mouse model studies. Nonetheless, in the past decade, 

Dravet patient-derived hiPSCs have been used to study the effect of specific mutations 

(Higurashi et al., 2013a; Y. Sun et al., 2016), uncover novel disease mechanisms (Y. Liu, Lopez-

Santiago, et al., 2013) and characterise disease phenotypes (Jiao et al., 2013a; van Hugte et al., 

2023). Several of these studies have focused exclusively on patient-derived GABAergic 

inhibitory interneurons. The investigation of disease phenotypes in particular interneuron 

subtypes is limited by the lack of specificity of current differentiation protocols, however, 

cultures of mixed GABAergic interneurons can be obtained through various differentiation 

strategies. 

hiPSC-derived interneurons (primarily SST and calretinin - CR) carrying the c.4933C>T 

truncation mutation displayed reduced intrinsic excitability, characterised by lower AP firing 

frequency (Higurashi et al., 2013a). Similarly, the missense mutation c.5768A>G was shown 

to cause decreased excitability of GABAergic interneurons, with reduced Na+ current densities, 

reduced AP amplitude and frequency. Furthermore, these neuronal cultures were found to 

display a lower frequency of sIPSCs and a higher frequency of sEPSCs (J. Liu et al., 2016a). 

Another study characterised the effect of two different mutations, missense c.4261G > T and 

frameshift c.3576_3580. Both mutations resulted in decreased intrinsic excitability of 
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interneurons (mainly SST), characterised by reduced Na+ currents and lower AP firing 

frequency. Interestingly, the severity of the phenotype observed matched the symptomatic 

severity of the donors (H. W. Kim et al., 2018). 

Additional patient-derived hiPSC studies have investigated disease phenotypes in both 

excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Phenotypes inferred by the missense mutation S1328P were 

characterised in telencephalic excitatory and inhibitory neurons (mainly SST and CR) 

separately derived. While excitatory neurons displayed normal Na+ currents and firing 

properties, GABAergic interneurons were found to display reduced excitability, characterised 

by reduced Na+ current densities and firing frequency (Y. Sun et al., 2016). The IVS14+3A>T 

splice donor site mutation and the c.975T>A truncation mutations were investigated in mixed 

neuronal cultures containing forebrain pyramidal neurons and calbindin (CB), CR, SST and PV 

interneurons. Interestingly, both mutations were found to confer hyperexcitability to both 

excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Indeed, both types of neurons displayed increased Na+ 

current densities, increased repetitive firing frequency and spontaneous bursting activity (Y. 

Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013). However, it is important to note that neuronal identity was 

only assessed based on morphology (pyramidal vs. bipolar). hiPSC-derived neurons in culture 

can assume morphologies that differ substantially from the pyramidal or bipolar morphology 

that is considered typical of excitatory or inhibitory neurons, respectively. Therefore, a 

classification based solely on morphology cannot be considered at all accurate. In this case, a 

bias towards the most abundant neuronal identity present in culture (80-90% inhibitory 

interneurons) should be taken into consideration (Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013).  

Finally, two studies investigated the effects of various SCN1A mutations on cultures containing 

only cortical glutamatergic excitatory neurons. The Q1923R and F1415I missense mutations 

were both found to increase the excitability of glutamatergic neurons, causing increased Na+ 

currents, higher AP amplitudes and firing frequency (Jiao et al., 2013a). Hyperexcitability of 

glutamatergic neurons was also consistently observed across 5 different patient lines and 2 

CRISPR-mutated lines, all harbouring different SCN1A mutations. Interestingly, excitatory 

networks displayed increased rates of high frequency bursts that were aggravated by fever-like 

temperatures (van Hugte et al., 2023).  

Overall, research in hiPSC-based DS models is in agreement with previous observations on the 

reduced excitability of inhibitory interneurons. However, several studies have also consistently 

reported hyperexcitability of glutamatergic neurons, suggesting that these neurons might also 
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play a role in DS pathology. Importantly, the characterisation of DS phenotypes within these 

models was mainly performed in isolated cultures of either inhibitory or excitatory neurons. 

While these models offer important new insights into the pathophysiology of DS, the lack of 

interactions between the excitatory and inhibitory components of neural networks does not 

allow for a comprehensive study of disease phenotypes. 



1.4 Hypothesis and project aims 

While the majority of Dravet syndrome (DS) research has historically been carried out using 

animal models, more recently, an increasing number of studies have used patient-derived 

hiPSCs to generate neuronal models that recapitulate the exact genetic background of Dravet 

patients. However, characterisation of DS phenotypes within these models was performed in 

isolated cultures of either inhibitory or excitatory neurons. These models offered important new 

insights into DS disease mechanisms, suggesting that excitatory neurons might play an active 

role in the pathophysiology of DS. However, in these studies, the lack of an interacting network 

composed of both excitatory and inhibitory neurons does not allow for a comprehensive study 

of disease phenotypes. Our central hypothesis is that Dravet syndrome occurs as the result of a 

complex pathoetiology emerging from the active contribution of both excitatory and inhibitory 

neurons. We predict that network disinhibition is not the only pathological mechanism in DS, 

but instead, innate excitatory hyperactivity acts synergically with disinhibition to generate the 

epileptic phenotype. Thus, the generation of an in vitro model composed of inhibitory and 

excitatory neurons forming functional, ratio-defined networks, could provide a more powerful 

tool for the study of DS pathology and uncover novel disease mechanisms. 

Therefore, the principal aim of this work was to generate a novel in vitro human model of 

cortical circuits with physiological excitation/inhibition balance, and apply it to the study of DS 

disease mechanisms inferred by the SCN1AIVS 14+3A>T loss-of-function mutation.  

The individual aims of this projects were to: 

• Generate separately derived populations of cortical excitatory neurons, inhibitory 

interneurons and astrocytes from hiPSCs.  

- Test dorsal and ventral directed differentiation protocols. 

- Generate hiPSC subclone lines suitable for forward programming. 

- Test forward programming strategies for the generation of excitatory and inhibitory 

neurons and astrocytes.  

• Generate an in vitro model of cortical circuits with physiological cell type ratio suitable 

for the study of disease phenotypes.  
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- Establish a co-culture comprising 70% excitatory neurons, 30% inhibitory 

interneurons and astrocytes to resemble the human cortex E/I ratio.   

- Generate co-culture models from wildtype, Dravet and CRISPR-corrected hiPSC 

lines.  

- Functionalise excitatory and inhibitory neurons with distinct genetically encoded 

calcium indicators for monitoring of network activity with distinguishable neuronal 

population contribution.  

• Characterise inhibitory and excitatory neuron-specific phenotypes in inhibitory and 

excitatory monocultures over time. 

- Assess neuronal activity.  

- Characterise intrinsic excitability. 

- Investigate AIS phenotypes.  

• Characterise disease phenotypes and assess neuronal population contribution in co-

culture over time. 

- Characterise network activity and individual neuronal population contribution.  

- Assess the relative contribution of Dravet excitatory and inhibitory neurons to the 

overall disease phenotype using mixed-genotype cultures. 

- Investigate AIS phenotypes and activity-dependant plasticity. 
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Chapter 2  

Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Human induced Pluripotent Stem Cell (hiPSC) maintenance 

culture 

The wildtype PAMV1 hiPSC line used in this study was obtained from the human induced 

pluripotent stem cell initiative (HiPSCi - https://www.hipsci.org/lines/#/lines/HPSI1013i-

pamv_1). The DS1 patient-derived hiPSC line included in this study, previously described in 

Yu Liu et al. (Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013), was kindly provided by Prof. Jack Parent 

(University of Michigan). This line harbours the SCN1AIVS 14+3A>T splice donor site mutation. 

This mutation results in SCN1A abnormal transcript missing exon 14 and was classified as a 

loss-of-function mutation (Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013). Finally, the DS1 Corrected line 

was generated in our lab, using CRISPR Cas9 technology to correct the IVS 14+3A>T mutation 

present in the DS1 line, as described below.  

All lines were maintained on tissue culture (TC)-treated plates coated with 1:30 Laminin-521 

(BioLamina, LN521) at 37C, 5% CO2, 20% O2 in StemMACS iPS-Brew XF (Miltenyi Biotec, 

130-104-368) supplemented with 1% PenStrep (Gibco, 15140122). Medium was replaced 

every 1-2 days and cells were passaged at 70-80% confluency. To passage the cells, colonies 

were dissociated to a single cell suspension by incubating in TrypLE Express (Gibco, 

12605010) at 37C for 5 minutes. The cells were then centrifuged at 1200 RPM for 4 minutes 

and re-suspended in fresh iPS-Brew. Rock inhibitor Y-27632 (ROCKi) (Tocris, 1254) 10μM 

was added to the medium for 24h after passaging. 

2.2 CRISPR correction of the DS1 line 

Targeted gene editing of the DS1 line to correct the endogenous SCN1AIVS 14+3A>T mutation 

(genome coordinates NC_000002.11[166,039,420]) was achieved using CRISPR/Cas9 

mediated Homology-Directed Repair (HDR). The single guide RNA (sgRNA) (CRISPR ID: 

941482857) (Table 2.1) was designed using the online tool provided by the Wellcome Sanger 

Institute Genome Editing (WGE). The sgRNA was chosen based on its proximity to the 

https://www.hipsci.org/lines/#/lines/HPSI1013i-pamv_1
https://www.hipsci.org/lines/#/lines/HPSI1013i-pamv_1
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mutation and its off-target score (Mismatch score: MM1:0 – MM2:0 – MM3:0). The double 

strand oligonucleotide (dsOligo) (Sigma-Aldrich – Table 2.1) donor template was designed 

according to the wildtype sequence and it was modified to introduce a silent MspI restriction 

site in the seed region of the sgRNA binding site of the CRISPR edited cells. The sgRNA was 

cloned into the pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (PX459) V2.0 plasmid (Addgene #62988) following the 

procedure described in section 2.3.1 (Molecular cloning) below. For hiPSC transfection, 5 μg 

of the resulting SpCas9-2A-Puro_sgRNA(DS1) plasmid were pre-mixed with 5 μl of dsOligo 

template (100 μM) at room temperature. 1x106 DS1 cells were electroporated with the 

plasmid/dsOligo mix following the procedure described in section 2.3.3 (Electroporation of 

hiPSCs) below. The day after electroporation, the cells were treated with 0.5μg/ml puromycin 

(Gibco, A1113803) for 24h then maintained in culture with fresh iPS-Brew provided daily. 

When the cells reached 80% confluency, they were dissociated with TrypLE Express and 

divided in 2. Half of the cells were re-plated in a LN521-coated dish for future single-cell 

sorting while the other half was used to extract bulk genomic DNA (gDNA) to assess CRISPR-

editing success and efficiency. gDNA was extracted using DNeasy Blood & Tissue kit (Qiagen, 

69504) and used for PCR amplification using Q5 High-Fidelity 2X Master Mix (NEB, 

M0492S) and primers SCN1A-14/13_2F and SCN1A-14/13_3R (Sigma-Aldrich - Table 2.1) 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The resulting PCR product was digested using the 

restriction enzyme MspI (NEB, R0106S) for 1h at RT and subsequently run on a 1% agarose 

gel to confirm the presence of a digested fragment. After confirming successful CRISPR-

editing, the remaining cells in culture were single-cell sorted using FACS as described in the 

section 2.3.5 (FACS sample preparation and sorting) below. Single-cell clones were grown up 

to 24-well plate format then screened for the presence of the MspI restriction site. gDNA was 

extracted from individual clones using QuickExtract solution (Epicenter - QE09050) according 

to the manufacturer’s protocol and PCR-based genotyping was performed as described above. 

Positive clones were then sequenced using sanger sequencing (SourceBioscience) to confirm 

successful correction as well as the integrity of the genomic sequence around the editing site 

(~1000 bp upstream and downstream of the mutation). The top 5 off-target sites were also 

sequenced to confirm the absence of off-target editing (Table 2.1).  Finally, we carried out g-

banding to confirm a normal karyotype (CellGuidanceSystems).  
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Name Sequence (5’-3’) Ta Genome coordinates 

sgRNA (CRISPR 

ID: 941482857) 
TGTTCTCCGTTCATTTCGAT  2: 166,039,422 – 166,039,444 

dsOligo 

TGACATTGCTATGCAAGAACCCTGAT

TGTTAGAAAGGTTTTTGAATTTGGTG

CTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTACCAACCGGA

ATGAACGGAGAACAGATAATCCTTCC

ACATTGGCGAGTCCAAGTTCTACCAG

GCTAAGCG 

 2: 166,039,350 – 166,039,490 

SCN1A-14/13_1F CCTCCCAGGTTAAAGTGATC 59C 2: 166,894,918 – 166,894,938 

SCN1A-14/13_1R GCTTCTAGAGACTACTACAG 59C 2: 166,895,668 - 166,895,688 

SCN1A-14/13_2F TCTCTCCTTTGACTTTCGCA 64C 2: 166,895,487 - 166,895,507 

SCN1A-14/13_2R GAAGGCTGGAATATCTTTGACG 64C 2: 166,896,014 - 166,896,034 

SCN1A-14/13_3F GCTAATGGTTGTGTGGCAAA 65C 2: 166,895,835 - 166,895,855 

SCN1A-14/13_3R ATTTCACCCATCTGAAGACCTC 65C 2: 166,896,340 - 166,896,360 

SCN1A-14/13_4F GCTTATGCTATTTTCCCACA 57C 2: 166,896,185 - 166,896,205 

SCN1A-14/13_4R CATGTGCATAACAAAGAATG 57C 2: 166,896,915 - 166,896,935 

OT-1_F CCCATTTTGCATGTTGTCTC 59C 11: 25,288,027 – 25,288,047  

OT-1_R GCCTAGGAATCAATTTAACC 59C 11: 25,288,807 – 25,288,827 

OT-2_F TTGCAATGGCTACGTAGGAA 60C 9: 74,161,353 – 74,161,373 

OT-2_R GTCGATAGTTTGTTTTGCTG 60C 9: 74,162,124 – 74,162,144 

OT-3_F GCTGTGCAGAAGCTTGTTAG 65C 1: 59,490,498 – 59,490,518 

OT-3_R GCAAGCAAGCAAGCAAGCAG 65C 1: 59,490,977 – 59,490,997 

OT-4_F TTGGCATGATGAAATTCTAT 53C 1: 72,723,460 – 72,723,480 

OT-4_R CTACCTAGGAATAAATGTAA 53C 1: 72,724,231 – 72,724,251 

OT-5_F TCGTTTCAATTGAAAGAGGA 59C 21: 32,954,014 – 32,954,034 

OT-5_R TATAACGCATAAACTCAGCA 59C 21: 32,954,767 – 32,954,787 

Table 2.1. sgRNA, dsOligo and primer sequences used for the CRISPR-correction of the DS1 

line. Red ink in the dsOligo sequence highlights the SCN1AIVS 14+3A>T mutation and blue ink 

highlights the silent MspI restriction site. 

2.3 Generation of hiPSC transgenic lines 

Wildtype, DS1 and Corrected hiPSC lines were genetically modified to generate subclonal lines 

suitable for forward programming differentiation into cortical excitatory neurons (iGlut), 
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inhibitory interneurons (iGABA) and astrocytes (iAstro). For each genetic background, iGlut 

and iGABA lines were further modified to express the genetically encoded calcium indicator 

(GECI) GCaMP6f and jrGECO1a, respectively. 

A summary of the transgenic hiPSC lines produced for this project is given in Table 2.2. 

Cell line Transgene 1 Transgene 2 Cell line name 

Wildtype (AAVS1)TetO-NGN2 (iGlut)  WT-iGlut 

Wildtype (AAVS1)TetO-ASCL1-T2A-DLX2 (iGABA)  WT-iGABA 

Wildtype (AAVS1)TetO-NF1B-T2A-SOX9 (iAstro)  WT-iAstro 

Wildtype (AAVS1)TetO-NGN2 (iGlut) (PB)CAG-GCaMP6F WT-iGlut-6F 

Wildtype (AAVS1)TetO-ASCL1-T2A-DLX2 (iGABA) (PB)CAG-jrGECO1a WT-iGABA-1a 

DS1 (AAVS1)TetO-NGN2 (iGlut)  DS1-iGlut 

DS1 (AAVS1)TetO-ASCL1-T2A-DLX2 (iGABA)  DS1-iGABA 

DS1 (AAVS1)TetO-NF1B-T2A-SOX9 (iAstro)  DS1-iAstro 

DS1 (AAVS1)TetO-NGN2 (iGlut) (PB)CAG-GCaMP6F DS1-iGlut-6F 

DS1 (AAVS1)TetO-ASCL1-T2A-DLX2 (iGABA) (PB)CAG-jrGECO1a DS1-iGABA-1a 

Corrected (AAVS1)TetO-NGN2 (iGlut)  Corr-iGlut 

Corrected (AAVS1)TetO-ASCL1-T2A-DLX2 (iGABA)  Corr-iGABA 

Corrected (AAVS1)TetO-NGN2 (iGlut) (PB)CAG-GCaMP6F Corr-iGlut-6F 

Corrected (AAVS1)TetO-ASCL1-T2A-DLX2 (iGABA) (PB)CAG-jrGECO1a Corr-iGABA-1a 

Table 2.2. List of the transgenic hiPSC lines generated and used for this project.  

2.3.1 Molecular cloning 

• SpCas9-T2A-Puro_sgRNA(DS1) – PCR primers were designed to contain the entire 

sgRNA sequence as well as to have compatible ends for ligation with BbsI digested DNA. 

Forward and reverse primers were annealed by incubating in a thermocycler at 95C for 

5 minutes with the temperature subsequently decreased to 25C at a rate of 5C/min. 

Plasmid pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (PX459) V2.0 (Addgene #62988) was digested with 

BbsI (NEB, R3539S) enzyme to allow for insertion of the annealed primers, which were 

ligated using T4 DNA Ligase (NEB, M0202S) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

• (AAVS1)TetO-hNGN2 (iGlut) – The plasmid (AAVS1)TO-hNGN2 (Addgene #105840) 

was digested with PmeI (NEB, R0560S) and KpnI (NEB, R3142S) enzymes to remove 

the fragment ‘EF1a-mCherry’ and ligated using T4 DNA Ligase. The resulting 
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(AAVS1)TetO-hNGN2 (iGlut) plasmid was used as a backbone to build the other two 

AAVS1 integrating plasmids.  

• (AAVS1)TetO-hASCL1-T2A-hDLX2 (iGABA) – TetO-mAscl1-puro (Addgene #97329) 

and hDLX2-N174 (Addegene #60860) were PCR amplified and assembled to replace the 

puromycin resistance gene with the hDLX2 gene, generating the TetO-mAscl1-T2A-

hDlx2 plasmid. A PacI restriction site was included in the hDLX2 forward primer 

sequence in order to insert a PacI site between the T2A and hDLX2 sequences. Next, 

(AAVS1)TetO-hNGN2 (iGlut) was digested with PacI (NEB, R0547S) and NotI (NEB, 

R3189S) enzymes to remove the hNGN2 gene. The resulting fragment was assembled 

with hASCL1, PCR-amplified from hASCL1-N106 (#31781) including BstBI restriction 

sites at either side of hASCL1, and T2A-hDLX2, PCR-amplified from TetO-mAscl1-

T2A-hDlx2 including an AgeI restriction site after the hDLX2 gene. This assembly 

generated the (AAVS1)TetO-hASCL1-T2A-hDLX2 (iGABA) plasmid.  

• (AAVS1)TetO-hNF1B-T2A-hSOX9 (iAstro) – (AAVS1)TetO-hASCL1-T2A-hDLX2 

(iGABA) was first digested with BstBI (NEB, R0519S) to replace the hASCL1 gene with 

hNF1B, which was PCR-amplified from TetO-NF1B-Hygro (Addgene #117271). Finally, 

resulting plasmid (AAVS1)TetO-hNF1B-T2A-hDLX2 was digested with PacI and AgeI 

(NEB, R3552S) to remove hDLX2 and replace it with hSOX9, PCR-amplified from 

AAVS1-TRE3G-NF1A+SOX9 (Addgene #129455). This assembly generated the 

(AAVS1)TetO-hNF1B-T2A-hSOX9 (iAstro) plasmid. 

A graphical explanation of the cloning steps to generate iGlut, iGABA and iAstro plasmids is 

given in Figure 2.1.  

• (PB)CAG-GCaMP6f – GCaMP6f was PCR amplified from pGP-CMV-GCaMP6f 

(Addgene #40755) and assembled in the PiggyBAC (PB)-CAG expression vector 

digested with AscI (NEB, R0558S) and PacI enzymes. 

• (PB)CAG-jrGECO1a – jrGECO1a was PCR amplified from pGP-CMV-NES-jRGECO1a 

(Addgene #61563) and assembled in the PiggyBAC (PB)-CAG expression vector 

digested with AscI and PacI enzymes. 

PCR amplification of fragments of interest was performed using Q5 High-Fidelity 2X Master 

Mix (NEB, M0492S) and primers (Sigma-Aldrich – Table 2.3) according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. Enzymatic digestion was performed for 1h at 37C except otherwise specified by the 
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manufacturer and assembly of PCR products and digested fragments was performed using 

Gibson Assembly Master Mix (NEB, E2611S) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

Target (Plasmid #) Forward Primer (5’-3’) Reverse Primer (5’-3’) Ta 

SpCas9-T2A-

Puro_sgRNA(DS1) 

CACCGTGTTCTCCGTTCAT 

TTCGAT 

AAACATCGAAATGAACGGA 

GAACAC 
95C 

TetO-Ascl1-puro (#97329) 
GCTAGCTAATTCGATATCA 

AGCTTATCG 
TGGGCCGGGATTTTCCTC 66C 

hDLX2 (#60860) 
tggaggaaaatcccggcccattaattaatA
T GACTGGAGTCTTTGAC 

ttgatatcgaattagctagcTTAGAAAA
TCGTCCCCGC 

59C 

hASCL1 (#31781) 
aagacttcccctgccctcttcgaaGAACC

AGTTGGTGAAGTCG 

cgtaaacttaaggttaatttcgaaGCCAC

CATGGAAAGCTCTG 
64.2C 

T2A-hDLX2 
tggggtgggcgatcgattgcaccggtTT 

AGAAAATCGTCCCCGCG 

gaaaatcccggcccattaattaatATGA 

CTGGAGTCTTTGAC 
59C 

hNFIB (#117271) 
aagacttcccctgccctcttcgaaGCCCA

GGTACCAGGACTG 

taaacttaaggttaatttcgaagccaccATG

ATGTATTCTCCCATCTGTCT 
64.2C 

hSOX9 (#129455) 
ggggtgggcgatcgattgcaccggtTCA

A GGTCGAGTGAGCTG 

gaaaatcccggcccattaattaatAATCT 

CCTGGACCCCTTC 
64.4C 

GCaMP6f (#40755) 
cattttggcaaagaattcggcgcgccACC 
GGACTCAGATCTCGC 

ctccatggtagcccttaattaaCGCCTTA
AGATACATTGATGAGTTTG 

64.4C 

jRGECO1a (#61563) 
cattttggcaaagaattcggcgcgccACC 

GGACTCAGATCTCGC 

ctccatggtagcccttaattaaCGCCTTA

AGATACATTGATGAGTTTG 
64.4C 

Table 2.3. List of plasmids and respective Addgene numbers (in brackets) and corresponding 

forward and reverse primers used for PCR cloning. Italic indicates DNA sequences recognised 

by restriction enzymes. Blue ink in the first set of primers highlights the 20 nucleotide sequence 

of the sgRNA.  
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Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of the cloning strategy. A – The plasmid (AAVS1)TO-

hNGN2 (Addegene #105840) was digested with PmeI and KpnI enzymes to remove the 

fragment ‘polyA-EF1a-mCherry’ to generate (AAVS1)TetO-hNGN2 (iGlut). B –TetO-

mAscl1-puro (Addgene #97329) and hDLX2-N174 (Addegene #60860) were PCR amplified 

and assembled to replace the puromycin resistance gene with the hDLX2 gene, generating 

TetO-mAscl1-T2A-hDlx2. A PacI restriction site was included in the sequence of the hDLX2 

forward primer in order to insert a PacI site between the T2A and hDLX2 sequences. iGlut 

plasmid was then digested with PacI and NotI enzymes to remove the hNGN2 gene and replace 

it with hASCL1, PCR-amplified from hASCL1-N106 (#31781) including BstBI restriction sites 

at either side of hASCL1, and T2A-hDLX2, PCR-amplified from TetO-mAscl1-T2A-hDlx2 

including an AgeI restriction site after the hDLX2 gene. This assembly generated the 

(AAVS1)TetO-hASCL1-T2A-hDLX2 (iGABA) plasmid. C – iGABA was first digested with 

BstBI to replace hASCL1 with hNF1B, which was PCR-amplified from TetO-NF1B-Hygro 

(Addgene #117271). The resulting plasmid (AAVS1)TetO-hNF1B-T2A-hDLX2 was digested 

with PacI and AgeI to remove hDLX2 and replace it with hSOX9, PCR-amplified from AAVS1-

TRE3G-NF1A+SOX9 (Addgene #129455). This assembly generated the (AAVS1)TetO-

hNF1B-T2A-hSOX9 (iAstro) plasmid. 
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2.3.2 Plasmid production and purification 

All plasmids were transformed in 5-alpha Competent E. coli (NEB, C2987H) or Stable 

Competent E. coli (NEB, C3040H) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Bacterial colonies 

were picked and cultured in antibiotic-supplemented LB broth in a bacterial shaker at 215 RPM, 

at 37C, overnight. A Qiagen Plasmid Midi kit (Qiagen, 12143) was used to extract the plasmid 

DNA. All constructs were verified by DNA sequencing. 

Preceding transfection, plasmid DNA was purified by ethanol precipitation. 50g of plasmid 

DNA were combined with 1/10 volume of 3M sodium acetate and 2.5 volume of 100% ethanol. 

The solution was centrifuged at 20 000 RPM for 30 min at 4C.  The supernatant was removed 

and the pellet was washed with 100% ethanol for 5 min at 20000 RPM. Following the wash, 

the ethanol was removed and the pellet left to air-dry inside the hood. Finally, the DNA pellet 

was resuspended in OptiMEM Reduced-Serum Medium (Gibco, 11058021) at a concentration 

of 1 g/l.  

2.3.3 Electroporation of hiPSCs 

hiPSCs were dissociated using TrypLE Express and resuspended at 1x106 cells in 90l 

OptiMEM Reduced-Serum Medium. For AAVS1 integration, 5g of (AAVS1)TetO expression 

vector + 2.5 g TALEN-Left (Addgene #52341) + 2.5 g TALEN-Right (Addgene #52342) 

were added to the cells. For piggyBAC integration, 5g of (PB)CAG expression vector + 5g 

(PB)transposase were added to the cell suspension. For CRISPR editing, 5g of SpCas9-T2A-

Puro_sgRNA(DS1) plasmid + 5l of dsOligo template (100 M) were added to the cells. The 

cell suspensions were transferred into 2mm electroporation cuvettes (GeneFlow, E6-0062) and 

transfection was performed using a NEPA21 electroporator (Sonidel) with settings as reported 

in Table 2.4. Cells were retrieved from the cuvettes and plated into LN521-coated 10cm-dishes 

containing warm iPS-Brew + 10μM ROCKi.  

For Dlx5/6 expression analysis, PAMV1-derived dorsal and ventral progenitors at day 22 were 

disassociated using TrypLE Express and resuspended at 5x106 cells in 90l OptiMEM. 8g of 

Dlx5/6-GFP plasmid were added to the cells and electroporation was performed as above. 

Progenitors were retrieved from the cuvettes and plated into 10cm-dishes coated with 1:50 

Growth Factor Reduced-Matrigel (MG) (Corning, 354230) and containing warm Neural 

Maintenance Medium (details in the 2.4.1 Dorsal differentiation section) supplemented with 

10μM ROCKi. 
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Poring Pulse Transfer Pulse 

V Length 

(ms) 

Interval 

(ms) 

No. D. Rate 

(%) 

Polarity V Length 

(ms) 

Interval 

(ms) 

No. D. Rate 

(%) 

Polarity 

150 5 50 2 10 + 20 50 50 5 40 +/- 

Table 2.4. Electroporation settings. 

2.3.4 Monoclonal colonies selection and screening 

For AAVS1 integration, 48h after electroporation cells were treated with 0.5 μg/mL puromycin 

for three to five days, until all non-transfected cells have died. Following drug selection, 

surviving cells were grown until they form small visible colonies. For each cell line, 10 

monoclonal colonies were picked by manually scraping and aspirating each colony using a 

200μl pipette tip. Individual colonies were transferred to a LN521-coated 96-well plate 

containing warm iPS-Brew + 10μM ROCKi. Colonies were grown up to 24-well plate format 

then screened for homozygous integration. The correct integration of the transgene was 

determined by PCR analysis of isolated genomic DNA (gDNA) as described by Fernandopoulle 

and colleagues (Fernandopulle et al., 2018). Briefly, gDNA was extracted from individual 

clones using QuickExtract solution and PCR-based clone genotyping was performed using 1μl 

of extracted gDNA, Taq 2X Master Mix (NEB, M0270L) and primer combinations according 

to Table 2.5. 

Name Primer sequence (5’-3’) Primer combination 

A1 GGAATCTGCCTAACAGGAGGT Used with A2 for detection of WT alleles – 0.16 kb 

A2 CGGTTAATGTGGCTCTGGTT  

A3 CCCCCAGAATAGAATGACACC Used with A2 for detection of modified alleles – 1 kb 

Table 2.5. List of primers used for AAVS1 integration screening.  

2.3.5 FACS sample preparation and sorting 

For CRISPR correction and piggyBAC integration, cells were sorted when they reached 80% 

confluency, but a minimum of 5 days after electroporation. For Dlx5/6 expression analysis, 

samples were sorted the day after electroporation. Each sample was disassociated using TrypLE 

Express and resuspended in FACS Buffer (0.5% BSA (Roche, 10735078001), 10 U/ml DNase-

I (Roche, 4714728001) in DPBS (Gibco, 14190094)). The cell suspension was passed through 

a 40m nylon cell strainer (BD Falcon, 10737821), resuspended in 0.5-1ml FACS Buffer and 
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collected into Test Tubes with Cell Strainer Snap Cap (Corning, 352235). For piggyBAC 

integration and Dlx5/6 expression analysis, samples were labelled with DAPI (Thermo Fisher, 

D1306) and sorted for the fluorescent protein of interest. For CRISPR correction, the sample 

was labelled with DAPI and live cells were single cell-sorted directly into LN521-coated 96-

well plates containing iPS-Brew + 10μM ROCKi. FACS sorting was performed by the staff of 

the NIHR Guy’s and St Thomas BRC Flow Core using a BD FACSAriaTM Cell Sorter (BD 

Biosciences). 

2.4 Directed neuronal differentiation 

In the first part of this study, we tried to optimise directed differentiation protocols for the 

generation of cortical neurons from hiPSCs. We tested two different versions of dorsal 

differentiation for the generation of excitatory glutamatergic neurons (based on (Y. Shi, Kirwan, 

& Livesey, 2012)) and two ventral differentiation protocols for the generation of inhibitory 

GABAergic interneurons (based on (Maroof et al., 2013) and  (Y. Shi, Kirwan, & Livesey, 2012)). 

2.4.1 Dorsal differentiation 

The following protocols are based on Y. Shi, Kirwan and Livesey (Y. Shi, Kirwan, & Livesey, 

2012). Complete medium compositions are reported in Table 2.6. 

 - Dorsal differentiation Version 1 (D-V1): confluent hiPSC cells from 5 wells of a 6-well plate 

were dissociated with Versene, combined, resuspended in iPS-Brew + 10µM ROCKi and plated 

into 1 well of a 6-well plate coated with MG 1:50 The next day, iPS-Brew was replaced by 

dorsal Neural Induction Medium-1 (dNIM-1) following one DPBS wash. dNIM-1 was 

refreshed daily for 8 days after which the cells were split using Collagenase IV (Invitrogen, 

17104019) and manually scraped into large, detached sheets. The sheets were resuspended in 

dNIM-1 + 10µM ROCKi and re-plated into MG-coated plates at a 1:1 split ratio. From the 

following day, dNIM-1 was replaced by Neural Maintenance Medium-1 (NMM-1). NMM-1 

was changed daily and supplemented with FGF2 at 20ng/ml (Peprotech, 100-18B) between day 

12 and 16. At day 18 of differentiation, cells were split with Collagenase IV into MG-coated 

plates at a 1:3 split ratio. Cells were maintained in NMM-1 until day 30 when they were 

processed for analysis.  

- Dorsal differentiation Version 2 (D-V2): confluent hiPSC cells from 2 wells of a 6-well plate 

were dissociated with 0.5mM EDTA (Invitrogen, 15575020), combined, resuspended in iPS-
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Brew + 10µM ROCKi and plated into 1 well of a 6-well plate coated with 1:50 MG. The next 

day, iPS-Brew was replaced by dNIM-2 following two DPBS washes. dNIM-2 was refreshed 

daily for 12 days after which the cell sheet was detached as a whole, using 1mg/ml Dispase 

(Stem Cell Technologies, 07923). The detached sheet was resuspended in dNIM-2 + 10µM 

ROCKi and re-plated into a MG-coated 10cm-dish. From the following day, dNIM-2 was 

replaced by NMM-2 supplemented with FGF2 at 20ng/ml for 4 days. At day 17 of 

differentiation, cells were passaged with Dispase into a MG-coated 10cm-dish at a 1:1 split 

ratio. Cells were maintained in NMM-2 and passaged with Dispase at a 1:2 ratio every 3-4 days 

until day 30 when they were processed for analysis. 

2.4.2 Ventral differentiation 

Complete medium compositions are reported in Table 2.6. 

- Ventral differentiation Version 1 (V-V1): The following protocol is based on Maroof et al. 

(Maroof et al., 2013). Confluent hiPSC cells were dissociated with TrypLE Express, 

resuspended in iPS-Brew + 10µM ROCKi and plated into MG-coated dishes at 18.000 

cells/cm2. The next day, ROCKi was removed and cells were grown in iPS-Brew until 100% 

confluent. When completely confluent, iPS-Brew was replaced by ventral Neural Induction 

Medium-1 (vNIM-1) following one DPBS wash. vNIM-1 was refreshed daily for 10 days, after 

which the cells were split using Collagenase IV and manually scraped into large, detached 

sheets. The sheets were resuspended in vNIM-1 + 10µM ROCKi and re-plated into MG-coated 

plates at a 1:1 split ratio. The following day, ROCKi was removed and vNIM-1 was refreshed 

daily for 8 days. At day 18, cells were passaged with Collagenase IV into a MG-coated 10cm-

dish at a 1:1 split ratio and vNIM-1 was replaced by NMM-1 supplemented with FGF2 at 

20ng/ml for 2 days. From day 20, cells were maintained in NMM-1 until day 30 when they 

were processed for analysis.  

- Ventral differentiation Version 2 (V-V2):  Adapted from Y. Shi, Kirwan and Livesey (Y. Shi, 

Kirwan, & Livesey, 2012). The protocol is the same as D-V2, with dNIM-2 replaced by vNIM-

2. 
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Component Concentration Supplier Cat. # 

Coating and Dissociation reagents 

Matrigel Basement Membrane, GFR 1:50/1:100 Corning 354230 

Versene 1X Gibco 15040066 

TrypLE Express 1X Gibco 12605010 

Collagenese IV 1 mg/ml Invitrogen 17104019 

Neuronal Maintenance Medium-1 (NMM-1) 

DMEM/F12 Medium (1X) 1X Gibco 21331020 

Neurobasal Medium (1X) 1X Gibco 21103049 

200 mM L-Glutamine 2 mM Gibco 25030024 

Penicillin-Streptomycin, 100X 1X Gibco 15140122 

MEM Non-Essential Amino Acids Solution, 100X 1X Gibco 11140050 

N2 Supplement, 100X 1X Gibco 17502001 

MACS NeuroBrew-21 w/o Vit A, 50X 1X Miltenyi Biotec 130-097-263 

Insulin Transferrin-Selenium, 100X 1X Gibco 41400045 

55 mM 2-Mercaptoethanol 50 M Sigma 21985023 

Dorsal Neuronal Induction Medium-1 (dNIM-1) 

Neuronal Maintenance Medium-1 (NMM-1) (1X) 1X   

Dorsomorphin 1 M Tocris 3093 

SB431542 10 M Tocris 1614 

XAV939 2 M CaymanChemical 13596 

Ventral Neuronal Induction Medium-1 (vNIM-1) 

Neuronal Maintenance Medium-1 (NMM-1) (1X) 1X   

Purmorphamine 1 M Tocris 4551 

SAG 1 M Tocris 566660 

Neuronal Maintenance Medium-2 (NMM-2) 

DMEM/F12 GlutaMAX Medium (1X) 1X Gibco 10565018 

Neurobasal Medium (1X) 1X Gibco 21103049 

200 mM L-Glutamine 2 mM Gibco 25030024 

Penicillin-Streptomycin, 100X 1X Gibco 15140122 

MEM Non-Essential Amino Acids Solution, 100X 1X Gibco 11140050 

100 mM Sodium Pyruvate 1 mM Gibco 11360070 

N2 Supplement, 100X 1X Gibco 17502001 

B27 Supplement, 50X 1X Gibco 17504044 

Insulin Transferrin-Selenium, 100X 1X Gibco 41400045 

55 mM 2-Mercaptoethanol 50 M Sigma 21985023 

Dorsal Neuronal Induction Medium-2 (dNIM-2) 

Neuronal Maintenance Medium-2 (NMM-2) (1X) 1X   

Dorsomorphin 1 M Tocris 3093 

SB431542 10 M Tocris 1614 

Ventral Neuronal Induction Medium-2 (vNIM-2) 

Neuronal Maintenance Medium-1 (NMM-1) (1X) 1X   

Dorsomorphin 1 M Tocris 3093 

SB431542 10 M Tocirs 1614 

Purmorphamine 1 M Tocris 4551 

Table 2.6. List of directed differentiation reagents and their working concentration, supplier and cat. #. 
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2.5 Forward programming differentiation 

To generate glutamatergic neurons, GABAergic interneurons and astrocytes using forward 

programming differentiation of hiPSCs, we generated engineered hiPSC lines as described 

above (details in section 2.3 Generation of hiPSC transgenic lines). Each cell line was then 

differentiated using the respective protocol described below. Complete medium compositions 

are reported in Table 2.7. 

2.5.1 iGlut forward programming differentiation 

The following protocol is based on Fernandopulle et al. (Fernandopulle et al., 2018). On Day 

0, 70% confluent iGlut-hiPSCs were dissociated with TrypLE Express, resuspended in iGlut 

Induction Medium + 2 µg/ml Doxycycline (Dox) (Sigma, D9891) + 10 µM ROCKi and plated 

at 100.000 cells/cm2 into dishes coated with Geltrex 1:100 (Gibco, A1413201). After 24h 

ROCKi was removed and the Dox-supplemented medium was changed daily until Day 3, when 

the cells were dissociated with Accumax (Millipore, SCR006), resuspended in Cortical Neuron 

Maturation Medium + 10µM ROCKi and plated at the appropriate density for their final 

application (plating densities for each specific application are reported in Table 2.9). At this 

stage, the glutamatergic neuron precursors are plated on 0.1 mg/ml Poly-L-Ornithine (PLO) 

(Sigma, P3655) and 1 µg/ml Laminin (Gibco, 23017015) coated plates or on a monolayer of 

either human iAstro or mouse ESC-derived astrocytes. On Day 3, the precursors can be frozen 

in Recovery™ Cell Culture Freezing Medium (Invitrogen, 12648010) at variable densities. On 

Day 4, the day after the cells were split or thawed, half the culture medium is replaced by an 

equal volume of fresh Cortical Neuron Maturation Medium supplemented with 10µM Ara-C 

(final concentration 5µM) (Sigma, C1768). From Day 7 onwards, half medium changes with 

fresh Cortical Neuron Maturation Medium were performed once a week, for low density 

cultures, or twice a week, for high density cultures.  

2.5.2 iGABA forward programming differentiation 

The following protocol is adapted from Yang et al. (Yang et al., 2017). On Day -2, 70% 

confluent iGABA-hiPSCs were dissociated with TrypLE Express, resuspended in iPS-Brew 

and plated into Geltrex-coated dishes at 40.000 cells/cm2. The medium was supplemented with 

10 µM ROCKi for 24h after plating. On Day 0, the medium was replaced with iGABA Induction 

Medium + 2 µg/ml Doxycycline following two DPBS washes. Dox-supplemented medium was 

changed daily until Day 4, when the cells are dissociated with Accumax, resuspended in 
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Cortical Neuron Maturation Medium + 2 µg/ml Doxycycline + 10 µM ROCKi and plated at the 

appropriate density for their final application. GABAergic interneuron precursors are plated in 

50% excess to account for the number of cells that will die following the Ara-C treatment 

(plating densities for each specific application are reported in Table 2.9). At this stage, the 

induced cells are plated on PLO/Laminin-coated plates or on a monolayer of either human 

iAstro or mouse ESC-derived astrocytes. On Day 4, the precursors can also be frozen in 

Recovery™ Cell Culture Freezing Medium at variable densities. On Day 5, the day after the 

cells were split or thawed, half the culture medium was replaced by an equal volume of Dox-

supplemented Cortical Neuron Maturation Medium + 10 µM Ara-C (final concentration 5µM). 

From Day 7 onwards, half medium changes with fresh Cortical Neuron Maturation Medium 

were performed once a week, for low density cultures, or twice a week, for high density 

cultures. Cortical Neuron Maturation Medium is supplemented with Dox until Day 14.  

2.5.3 iAstro forward programming differentiation 

The following protocol is adapted from Canals et al. (Canals et al., 2018). On Day 0, 70% 

confluent iAstro-hiPSCs were dissociated with TrypLE Express, resuspended in iPS-Brew + 2 

µg/ml Doxycycline + 10 µM ROCKi and plated into Geltrex-coated dishes at 20’000 cells/cm2. 

The day after, the medium was replaced with iAstro Expansion Medium + 2 µg/ml Doxycycline 

following two DPBS washes. Medium was changed daily until Day 3, when the medium was 

changed to ¾ Dox-supplemented Expansion Medium – ¼ Dox-supplemented FGF Medium. 

On Day 4, the medium was changed to ½ Dox-supplemented Expansion Medium – ½ Dox-

supplemented FGF Medium. On Day 5 the medium was changed to ¼ Dox-supplemented 

Expansion Medium – ¾ Dox-supplemented FGF Medium. Cells were then maintained in Dox-

supplemented FGF Medium until Day 7, when they were dissociated with Accumax, 

resuspended in iAstro Maturation Medium + 2 µg/ml Doxycycline + 10 µM ROCKi and plated 

at 100’000 cell/cm2 in MG-coated plates. On Day 7, the astrocytes precursors can be frozen in 

Recovery™ Cell Culture Freezing Medium at variable densities. From Day 8 onwards, half 

medium changes with fresh iAstro Maturation Medium were performed twice a week. iAstro 

Maturation Medium is supplemented with Dox until Day 21.  
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Component Concentration Supplier Cat. # 

Coating and Dissociation reagents 

Matrigel Basement Membrane, GFR 1:50/1:100 Corning 354230 

Geltrex™ RGF Basement Membrane 1:100 Gibco A1413201 

Poly-L-Ornithine (PLO) 0.1 mg/ml Sigma P3655 

Laminin Mouse Protein 1 g/ml Gibco 23017015 

TrypLE Express 1X Gibco 12605010 

AccuMAX 1X Millipore SCR006 

iGlut Induction Medium  

DMEM/F12 Hepes Medium (1X) 1X Gibco 11330032 

200 mM L-Glutamine 2 mM Gibco 25030024 

MEM Non-Essential Amino Acids, 100X 1X Gibco 11140050 

N2 Supplement, 100X 1X Gibco 17502001 

Doxycycline hyclate 2 g/ml Sigma D9891 

iGABA Induction Medium 

DMEM/F12 Medium (1X) 1X Gibco 21331020 

N2 Supplement, 100X 1X Gibco 17502001 

Doxycycline hyclate 2 g/ml Sigma D9891 

Cortical Neuron Maturation Medium 

BrainPhys Neuronal Medium (1X) 1X STEMCELL 05790 

B27 Supplement, 50X 1X Gibco 17504044 

BDNF 10 ng/ml PeproTech 450-02 

NT-3 10 ng/ml PeproTech 450-03 

Laminin Mouse Protein 1 g/ml Gibco 23017015 

iAstro Expansion Medium 

DMEM/F12 Medium (1X) 1X Gibco 21331020 

Fetal Bovine Serum 10% Sigma F7524 

200 mM L-Glutamine 2 mM Gibco 25030024 

N2 Supplement, 100X 1X Gibco 17502001 

Doxycycline hyclate 2 g/ml Sigma D9891 

iAstro FGF Medium 

Neurobasal Medium (1X) 1X Gibco 21103049 

B27 Supplement, 50X 1X Gibco 17504044 

MEM Non-Essential Amino Acids, 100X 1X Gibco 11140050 

200 mM L-Glutamine 2 mM Gibco 25030024 

Fetal Bovine Serum 10% Sigma F7524 

FGF2 8 ng/ml PeproTech 100-18B 

CNTF 5 ng/ml PeproTech 450-13 

BMP4 10 ng/ml PeproTech 120-05ET 

Doxycycline hyclate 2 g/ml Sigma D9891 

iAstro Maturation Medium 

DMEM/F12 Medium (1X) 1X Gibco 21331020 

Neurobasal Medium (1X) 1X Gibco 21103049 

200 mM L-Glutamine 2 mM Gibco 25030024 

100 mM Sodium Pyruvate 1 mM Gibco 11360070 

N2 Supplement, 100X 1X Gibco 17502001 

N-acetyl-cysteine 1X Sigma A8199 

Heparin-binding EGF-like growth factor 1X Sigma E4643 
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CNTF 10 ng/ml PeproTech 450-13 

BMP4 10 ng/ml PeproTech 120-05ET 

dbcAMP 500 g/ml Sigma D0627 

Other reagents 

Y-27632 dihydrochloride (ROCKi) 10 μM  Tocris 1254 

Ara-C 5 μM Sigma C1768 

Recovery™ Cell Culture Freezing Medium 1X Invitrogen 12648010 

Trypan Blue Solution, 0.4% 0.5X Gibco 15250061 

Table 2.7. List of forward programming differentiation reagents and their working 

concentration, supplier and catalogue number. 

2.6 Human astrocytes and neurons co-culture 

Day 7 iAstro precursors were split (or thawed if frozen) and counted with Trypan Blue Solution 

(Gibco, 15250061) to assess cell viability. The cells were then resuspended in iAstro Maturation 

Medium + 2 µg/ml Doxycycline + 10 µM ROCKi and plated at 100’000 cell/cm2 in MG-coated 

plates. On Day 8, half the medium was replaced by fresh, Dox-supplemented iAstro Maturation 

Medium. On Day 14, iGlut and iGABA precursors were split or thawed, counted with Trypan 

Blue Solution, resuspended in 1:1 Maturation Medium (iAstro Maturation Medium/Cortical 

Neuron Maturation Medium) + 2 µg/ml Doxycycline + 10 µM ROCKi and plated at the 

appropriate density for their final application on the iAstro monolayer. The day after, Day 1 of 

co-culture, half the medium was replaced by an equal volume of 1:1 Maturation Medium + 2 

µg/ml Doxycycline + 10 µM Ara-C (final concentration 5µM). From co-culture Day 4 onwards, 

half medium changes with fresh 1:1 Maturation Medium were performed twice a week. 1:1 

Maturation Medium was supplemented with Dox until co-culture Day 10. 

2.7 Mouse Embryonic Stem Cell (mESC) maintenance, 

differentiation and sorting 

E14-IB10 mESCs (Casola et al., 2006) were maintained on TC-treated plates coated with 1:100 

Laminin-521 at 37C, 5% CO2, 20% O2 in 2iLIF medium (complete medium compositions are 

reported in Table 2.8). The medium was replaced every 1-2 days and the cells were passaged at 

70-80% confluency. To passage the cells, colonies were dissociated to a single cell suspension 

by incubating in 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA (Invitrogen, 25200056) at 37C for 5 minutes. The cells 

were then centrifuged at 260 g for 4 minutes and re-suspended in fresh 2iLIF medium 

supplemented with 10μM ROCKi. 24h after passaging ROCKi was removed from the cell 

culture medium.  
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2.7.1 Mouse Astrocyte differentiation 

The E14-IB10 subclone G6, expressing GFAP::CD14/CAG::GDNF, was previously generated 

by Carolina Machado and used in this study for astrocyte differentiation according to Machado 

et al. (Machado et al., 2019). Briefly, on Day 0, 80% confluent G6 mESCs were dissociated 

into single cells using 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA and 0.5-1x106 cells were plated into 10 cm2 

untreated suspension culture dishes (Corning, 430591) in ADFNB medium (Table 2.8) to form 

embryoid bodies (EBs). On Day 2, each dish of EBs was divided into 4 fresh 10 cm2 dishes and 

maintained in ADFNB supplemented with 0.5 µM SAG and 1 µM Retinoic Acid for neural 

induction. On Day 5, the EBs from all 4 dishes were pooled and plated onto Geltrex-coated 

flasks and cultured in ADFNB medium until Day 12, when they were MACS sorted. 

2.7.2 Magnetic-Activated Cell Sorting (MACS) 

Mouse astrocytes (mAstro) were isolated from astrocyte differentiation cultures using 

magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS, Miltenyi Biotec) according to (Bryson et al., 2014). 

On Day 12 of the mouse astrocyte differentiation protocol, adherent EBs were dissociated to 

single cells using 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA + 10 U/ml DNaseI (Roche, 4714728001) for 15 

minutes at 37°C. The dissociated cells were washed 3 times with DMEM + 10 U/ml DNaseI 

and passed through a 40 µm nylon cell strainer (BD Falcon, 10737821). Cells were then re-

suspended in MACS buffer (0.5% BSA, 10 U/ml DNase-I in DPBS – Table 2.8) and incubated 

with 3 µg/ml -CD14 antibody (DSHB, clone 26ic) for 15 min at 4°C using a MACSmix tube 

rotator (Miltenyi Biotec, 130-090-753). Following primary antibody incubation, the cells were 

washed in MACS buffer and incubated with 1:10 -mouse IgG MACS beads (Miltenyi Biotec, 

130-042-201) for 20 min at 4°C using a MACSmix tube rotator. The cells were then washed, 

re-suspended in 1 ml MACS buffer and applied to a magnetic MS-column (Miltenyi Biotec, 

130-042-201) that was pre-washed with 0.5 ml MACS buffer and mounted on an OctoMACS 

magnetic separator (Miltenyi Biotec, 130-042-108). Following 3 column washes with 0.5 ml 

MACS buffer, the column was removed from the magnetic separator and the cells were eluted 

with 1 ml MACS buffer. MACS-sorted astrocytes were re-suspended in ADFNB medium and 

plated at 30-60’000 cell/cm2.  
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Component Concentration Supplier Cat. # 

Coating and Dissociation reagents 

Laminin-521 1:200 BioLamina LN521 

Matrigel Basement Membrane, GFR 1:100 Corning 354230 

Geltrex™ LDEV-Free RGF Basement 

Membrane 
1:100 Gibco A1413201 

0.25% Trypsin, 2mM EDTA 1X Invitrogen 25200-056 

2iLIF Medium 

DMEM/F12 Medium (1X) 1X Gibco 21331020 

Neurobasal Medium (1X) 1X Gibco 21103049 

Penicillin-Streptomycin, 100X 1X Gibco 15140122 

200 mM L-Glutamine 2 mM Gibco 25030024 

MACS NeuroBrew-21 w/o Vit A, 50X 1X Miltenyi Biotec 130-097-263 

N2 Supplement, 100X 1X Gibco 17502001 

55 mM 2-Mercaptoethanol 50 M Sigma 21985023 

PD0325901 1 M Tocris 4192 

CHIR99021 3 M Tocris 4423 

Plasmocin Prophylactic (25mg/ml) 5 g/ml InvivoGen ant-mpp 

LIF supernatant (COS7/pCAGGS::LIF) 10 l/ml - - 

ESC-qualified Fetal Bovine Serum 20 l/ml Hyclone HYC001331G  

5% Sterile Bovine Serum Albumin 10% Roche 10735078001  

ADFNB Medium 

Advanced DMEM/F12 Medium (1X) 1X Gibco 12634010 

Neurobasal Medium (1X) 1X Gibco 21103049 

Penicillin-Streptomycin, 100X 1X Gibco 15140122 

200 mM L-Glutamine 2 mM Gibco 25030024 

MACS NeuroBrew-21, 50X 0.5X Miltenyi Biotec 130-093-566 

N2 Supplement, 100X 0.5X Gibco 17502001 

55 mM 2-Mercaptoethanol 50 M Sigma 21985023 

5% Sterile Bovine Serum Albumin 10% Roche 10735078001  

MACS Buffer 

DPBS (1X) 1X Gibco 14190094 

5% Sterile Bovine Serum Albumin 10% Roche 10735078001  

DNase-I, recombinant 10 U/ml Roche 4714728001 

Other reagents 

Y-27632 dihydrochloride (ROCKi) 10 μM  Tocris 1254 

SAG 0.5 μM Calbiochem 566660 

Retinoic Acid (RA) 1 μM Sigma R2625 

Table 2.8. List of mouse astrocyte differentiation reagents and their working concentration, 

supplier and catalogue number. 
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2.8 Mouse astrocytes and human neurons co-culture 

After MACS, mAstro were maintained in culture for a week until they formed a monolayer. 

Fresh ADFNB medium was provided every other day. After a week, iGlut and iGABA 

precursors were split or thawed, counted with Trypan Blue Solution, resuspended in 1:1 

ADFNB/Cortical Maturation Medium + 2 µg/ml Doxycycline + 10 µM ROCKi and plated at 

the appropriate density for their final application on the mAstro monolayer (plating densities 

for each specific application are reported in Table 2.9). The day after, Day 1 of co-culture, half 

the medium was replaced by an equal volume of 1:1 ADFNB/Cortical Maturation Medium + 2 

µg/ml Doxycycline + 10 µM Ara-C (final concentration 5µM). From co-culture Day 4 onwards, 

half medium changes with fresh 1:1 ADFNB/Cortical Maturation Medium were performed 

twice a week. Medium was supplemented with Dox until co-culture Day 10. 

Application iGlut (cell/cm2) iGABA (cell/cm2) iGlut + iGABA co-culture (cell/cm2) 

RT-qPCR 200’000 280’000  

ICC 30’000 45’000 22’000 iGlut + 19’000 iGABA 

Electrophysiology 35’000 50’000 20’000 iGlut + 17’000 iGABA 

Calcium imaging 50’000 80’000 37’000 iGlut + 31’000 iGABA 

Table 2.9. List of cell plating densities for iGlut and iGABA lines for different applications. To 

note: iGABA cells are plated in 50% excess to account for the number of cells that will die 

following the Ara-C treatment. 

2.9 Real-Time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) 

Total RNA was isolated using RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, 74104) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. RNA was quantified spectrophotometrically using the NanoDrop 

2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). First-strand cDNA for each sample was obtained from retro 

transcription of RNA using the GoScriptTM Reverse Transcription System (Promega, A5001) 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Quantitative RT-PCR was carried out in 10l reaction 

mixtures containing 10-20 ng cDNA, oligonucleotide primers (Sigma-Aldrich – Table 3) and 

Fast SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fischer Scientific, 4385612). RT-qPCR was 

performed using a CFX384 Touch Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad) at the following 

settings: 95°C 10 min, 40 cycles of 95°C for 30 s and 60°C for 1 min, 75°C for 10 s, 95°C for 

10 s. Gene expression levels were normalised to housekeeping gene TBP and the normalised 

data was analysed either by -Ct or Comparative CT Method (Livak & Schmittgen, 2001). 
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For SCN1A transcript analysis (Figure 3.11), SCN1A_13/15 forward and reverse primers 

(Sigma-Aldrich – Table 2.10) were used to amplify the portion of the transcript comprised 

between exon 13 and 15. cDNA from 3-week-old iGlut or iGABA cultures was used as a 

template for PCR amplification using Q5 High-Fidelity 2X Master Mix and primers (Sigma-

Aldrich - Table 2.10) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The resulting PCR products 

were run on a 1.5% agarose gel and the gel was imaged using a Bio-Rad Gel Dock XR+ 

Molecular Imager (Bio-Rad). 

Target Gene Forward Primer (5’-3’) Reverse Primer (5’-3’) 

ALDH1L1 GGATGCCTTTGAGAATGGACGG TCCTGGTGCTGCTCCATGAGAT 

ALDOC CATTCTGGCTGCGGATGAGTCT CACACGGTCATCAGCACTGAAC 

ANK2 AGCACTCTTTCCCCAAACTC TCTCTGATGTTTCTGTTCCTGG 

ANK3 AAAGGACTGCCTCAAACAGCGG CTAAGGATGCGAAGCTCTGTCG 

AQP4 GCCATCATTGGAGCAGGAATCC ACTCAACCAGGAGACCATGACC 

ASCL1 CGACTTCACCAACTGGTTCTG ATGCAGGTTGTGCGATCA 

ATP1A2 CGCTCGACAAGGAGATGCAAGA CCGAGGAAACTTTCCAGATGGC 

CACNA1A CTGGTAGCCTTTGCCTTCACTG ACACAGCCTTGAGCTTTGGCAG 

CALB1 TTTCCTGCTGCTCTTCCGATGC GCTCCTCAGTTTCTATGAAGCCA 

CALB2 GATCCTGCCAACCGAAGAGAAC CGATGTAGCCACTCCTGTCTGT 

CAM2KA CAGTTCCAGCGTTCAGTTAATG TTCGTGTAGGACTCAAAATCTCC 

CASPR2 CTGTGAGCATGGTGGAAAGTGC GCTTCACAGGAAGGCTCGTAGA 

CD11b GGAACGCCATTGTCTGCTTTCG ATGCTGAGGTCATCCTGGCAGA 

CD44 CCAGAAGGAACAGTGGTTTGGC ACTGTCCTCTGGGCTTGGTGTT 

CUX1 TCACCTCTTCATAGTCAGCCT CAGCCAGATCTCACAGCTTG 

CX30 GAAACCACTCGCAAGTTCAGGC AGGCTGCTTCAAAGATGATTCGG 

DCX TCAGGGAGTGCGTTACATTTAC GTTGGGATTGACATTCTTGGTG 

DLG2 TGCTTCTCCCAGGCACTATTCC CTGACGAGTTGCGGTGCTATGT 

DLX1 CATCAGTTCGGTGCAGTCCTAC CCTTGCCATTGAAGCGCACTTC 

DLX2 AGCAGCTATGACCTGGGCTA GCTCAAGGTCCTCCTTCTCA 

DLX5 TACCCAGCCAAAGCTTATGCCG GCCATTCACCATTCTCACCTCG 

DLX6 CCTCGGACCATTTATTCCAG TTGTTCTGAAACCATATCTTCACC 

EZR ATCGAGGTGCAGCAGATGAAGG CGCAGCATCAACTCCTCCTTCT 

FOXG1 CGTTCAGCTACAACGCGCTCAT CAGATTGTGGCGGATGGAGTTC 

GABRA2 TTAGCCAGCACCAACCTG TCGTCAAGATCAGGGCAAAAG 

GABRB1 TGCTGGAAATACATGGTGAGTG AGTGGACAGATTGCTCAAAGG 

GABRG2 GCACACTCATTGTCGTCCTATCC CAATGGTGCTGAGGGTGGTCAT 

GAD65 CACCATCTCATATCCTTCTCGG AAACTATGGCTGATGTGGAGG 

GAD67  ATGGTGATGGGATATTTTCTCC GCCATGCCCTTTGTCTTAAC 
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GAT1 AACACAGACCGCTGCTTCTCCA AGCGGATCTGACCTGGCTTATC 

GAT2 GCTGCTACCATGAGTGGAACAC CGATGACAGGAGAGGTGGCATT 

GFAP GAAGCTCCAAGATGAAACCAAC CCTCCAGCGATTCAACCTTT 

GJA1  GGAGATGAGCAGTCTGCCTTTC TGAGCCAGGTACAAGAGTGTGG 

GLAST GGTTGCTGCAAGCACTCATCAC CACGCCATTGTTCTCTTCCAGG 

GLT1 TGCCAACAGAGGACATCAGCCT CAGCTCAGACTTGGAGAGGTGA 

GLUL CTGCCATACCAACTTCAGCACC ATAGGCACGGATGTGGTACTGG 

GLUR1  TGATGGAAAATACGGAGCCC CTTCCCGGACCAAAGTGATAG 

GLUR2 TCTCTGGTTTTCCTTGGGTG CAGTCAGGAAGGCAGCTAAG 

GRIA3 GTCTTTGGTTTTCCTTGGGTG CAGCGAGATTGGCAGTATAGG 

GRIA4 CAAGGAGAGGAAATGCTGGG ACGTCCATAGTGGTCAAACTG 

KCNA1 CATCTTTTGCCTGGAGACGCTC GGAGAACCAGATGATACACAGCG 

KCNC3 GACAAGAGCCCCATCACG GCTTACGCCAGTCTTGGG 

KCNQ2 TCATCGGTGTCTCCTTCTTCGC GAGAGGTTGGTGGCGTAGAATC 

KCNQ3 CGTCTGATTGCCGCCACCTTTT TTCTGACGGTGTTGCTCCTGCA 

LHX6 CTGTCCGACGACATCCACTA GCCCGCACTGTACCTGAC 

LIFR CACCTTCCAAAATAGCGAGTATGG ATGGTTCCGACCGAGACGAGTT 

MAP2 CAGGAGACAGAGATGAGAATTCC CAGGAGTGATGGCAGTAGAC 

MBP TCCTCTCCCCTTTCCCTG CCCAAGATGAAAACCCCGTAG 

MYT1L AGGCACAGGAAAAGCACCAGAG TTGGAACGCGGCGTAGTTGTGG 

NANOG TTTGTGGGCCTGAAGAAAACT AGGGCTGTCCTGAATAAGCAG 

NCAM1 GACATCACCTGCTACTTCCTG GGCTCCTTGGACTCATCTTTC 

NDRG2 CACTCTGTGGAGACACCATACG CTGAAACAGTGGCTGGAAGCAAG 

NESTIN TGCGGGCTACTGAAAAGTTC GGCTGAGGGACATCTTGAG 

NF1B GGAACCAAGTCCTACAGGAGAC GAATCCTGTGGAGATGCAGAGC 

NFASC GGCAAAGCTGAAAACCAAGTCCG TTCAGCCAGGAGACGGTGAGTT 

NGN2  TACCTCCTCTTCCTCCTTCA GACATTCCCGGACACACAC 

NKX2.1 TCATTTGTTGGCGACTGG TGCTTTGGACTCATCGACAT 

NPY GCTGCGACACTACATCAACCTC CTGTGCTTTCTCTCATCAAGAGG 

NR1  GAGAAGGAGAACATCACCGAC GTCCCCATCCTCATTGAACTC 

NR2B  CGTGGCTGTCTTTGTCTTTG ACCCCAGAGCAACCAAATAG 

NRCAM TGTGGCTGAAGGACAACAGGGA AGACGCTGTCCAGAGTGGTGTT 

OCT3/4 AACCTGGAGTTTGTGCCAGGGTTT TGAACTTCACCTTCCCTCCAACCA 

OLIG2 AGATAGTCGTCGCAGCTTTC GTTCTCCCCTGAGGCTTTTC 

PAX6 GCACACACACATTAACACACTTG GGTGTGTGAGAGCAATTCTCAG 

PSD95  AGTCAGAAATACCGCTACCAAG CCGTTCACCTGCAACTCATATC 

PVALB CTGATGGCTGCTGGAGACAAAG GAGATTGGGTGTTCAGGGCAGA 

S100B GAAGAAATCCGAACTGAAGGAGC TCCTGGAAGTCACATTCGCCGT 

SCN10A TGGCAGATGACCTGGAAGAACC CGATACGGTAGCAAGTCTTGCG 
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SCN11A CATCACACAACCTGAGCCTGAAC CCTGTATGGTCAGATGAGGCTC 

SCN1A CGCATCAATCTGGTGTTCATTGTGC TCGGGTGGCTTACTGTTGAGAATG 

SCN1A_13/15 GCCATCACCATCTGTATTGTCT CGGAATTGCCGATGATCTTTA 

SCN1B AACGCTGAGACCTTCACCGAGT TCATCCTCCTCCAGCTGCAACA 

SCN2A CTAGCCTCACTGTGACAGTACC TCAACCGTGCTGCCTTCAGATG 

SCN2B CTGGACTTACCAGGAGTGCAAC CACCGACACATCGTACTTGCTG 

SCN3A CGTCACCTACTGGACAACTTCC TCACGGCTCTTTGCCTTCCAGA 

SCN3B TCTGGTCTTCCTCACCTTGTGG TGGGATGGCAAGGTAGTCAGAC 

SCN4A GCCTGCTTCAAGATTGTCGAGC TAGGATGGTGCGAATGACTCGC 

SCN4B GTGGACCTACAACAGCAGTGAC CCTACCAGAGTGATGCGGTCAT 

SCN5A CAAGACCTGCTACCACATCGTG GTCGGCATACTCAAGCAGAACC 

SCN8A GGATTGAGACCATGTGGGACTG ATCTGTGGCAGCCAGGTTGTCT 

SCN9A GTGGAAGGATTGTCAGTTCTGCG GCCAACACTAAGGTGAGGTTACC 

SLC12A2 CCTCTACACAAGCCCTGACTTAC CGTGAGTTTGGAGCACCTGTCA 

SNTA1 CCAGGACATCAAGCAGATTGGC GAGACAAGTAGAGGAGCAGTTCC 

SOX9 AGGAAGCTCGCGGACCAGTAC GGTGGTCCTTCTTGTGCTGCAC 

SPTBN4 CGCACATCTACCAGCTCTTCCT AGTCACGGTGCTGTTTCAAGGC 

SST CCAGACTCCGTCAGTTTCTGCA TTCCAGGGCATCATTCTCCGTC 

SYN1 CCCCAATCACAAAGAAATGCTC ATGTCCTGGAAGTCATGCTG 

TNC ATGTCCTCCTGACAGCCGAGAA AGTCACGGTGAGGTTTTCCAGC 

TUBA1A CGGGCAGTGTTTGTAGACTTGG CTCCTTGCCAATGGTGTAGTGC 

TUBB3 TTTGGACATCTCTTCAGGCC TTTCACACTCCTTCCGCAC 

VGAT  AGGCTGGAACGTGACCAA GGATGGCGTAGGGTAGGC 

VGLUT1 TCAATAACAGCACGACCCAC TCCTGGAATCTGAGTGACAATG 

VGLUT2  TGGTCGTTGGCTATTCTCATAC ATACTGGCATATCTTGGAGCG 

VIM AGGCAAAGCAGGAGTCCACTGA ATCTGGCGTTCCAGGGACTCAT 

VIP CCAGTCAAACGTCACTCAGATGC CTGGAAAGTCGGGAGATTCTCC 

Table 2.10. List of forward and reverse primers used for RT-qPCR analysis, in alphabetical 

order. 

2.10 Immunocytochemistry (ICC) 

All samples for immunocytochemistry were fixed with 4% w/v PFA (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

11586711) for 10 min and, following three DPBS washes, were permeabilised and blocked for 

30 min with 3% Horse Serum (Sigma-Aldrich) in DPBS-T (0.1% Triton X-100 (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) in DPBS). Primary antibodies, appropriately diluted in block buffer (Table 2.11), 

were applied overnight at 4C and, after three 10min DPBS-T washes, secondary antibodies 

were applied for 1h at RT.  Following three 10min DPBS washes, samples were imaged using 
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the confocal laser scanning microscope Leica TCS SP8 (Leica Microsystems). Imaging analysis 

was performed using FiJi (NIH).  

For AIS morphology analysis, the Ankyrin-G staining was imaged using the same laser intensity 

across all comparable conditions. Using FIJI, Ankyrin-G fluorescence was uniformly 

thresholded to assess AIS length, distance from the soma and fluorescence intensity. Distance 

from the soma was measured relative to the MAP2 counter stain. For AIS analysis in 

iGlut/iGABA co-cultures, Ankyrin-G staining analysis was performed relatively to the anti-

GFP/anti-RFP staining used to distinguish between GCaMP6f-expressing iGlut and jrGECO1a-

expressing iGABA, respectively.  

Target Species / Fluorophore Concentration Manufacturer (Cat #) 

Primary Antibodies 

Ankyrin-G Mouse IgG2a 1:200 Merck Millipore (MABN466) 

GDNF Goat IgG 1:500 R&D Systems (AF-212-NA) 

GFAP Rat IgG 1:500 Invitrogen (13-0300) 

GFP Rabbit IgG 1:500 Invitrogen (A11122) 

GluN1 Mouse IgG2b 1:200 Synaptic Systems (114011) 

MAP2 Rabbit IgG 1:1000 Antibodies-Online (ABIN1742387) 

Nkx2.1 Rabbit IgG 1:500 Provided by the Burrone lab 

Oct4 Mouse IgG2b 1:500 Santa Cruz (sc-5279) 

PSD95 Mouse IgG2a 1:200 NeuroMabs (75-028) 

RFP Rabbit IgG 1:500 Abcam (ab62341) 

S100b Rabbit IgG 1:500 Abcam (ab52642) 

Sox2 Rabbit IgG 1:500 Stemgent (09-0024) 

SSEA-4 Mouse IgG 1:500 Abcam (ab16287) 

Syn1 Mouse IgG 1:500 Synaptic Systems (106 001) 

Tau Sheep IgG 1:200 Abcam (ab62639) 

TUBB3 Mouse IgG2a 1:1000 R&D Systems (MAB1195) 

Vimentin Mouse IgG 1:200 Merk (MABT121) 

Secondary Antibodies 

Goat Donkey – AF647 1:1000 Invitrogen (A11057) 

Mouse IgG2a Goat – AF488 1:1000 Invitrogen (A21143) 
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Mouse IgG2a Donkey – AF647 1:1000 Invitrogen (A21123) 

Mouse IgG Donkey – AF488 1:1000 Invitrogen (A21206) 

Mouse IgG Donkey – AF568 1:1000 Invitrogen (A21208) 

Mouse IgG Donkey – AF647 1:1000 Invitrogen (A21043) 

Rabbit IgG Donkey – AF488 1:1000 Invitrogen (A21126) 

Rabbit IgG Donkey – AF568 1:1000 Invitrogen (A12379) 

Rabbit IgG Donkey – AF647 1:1000 Invitrogen (A21050) 

DNA DAPI 405 1:1000 Thermo Fisher (D1306) 

Table 2.11. List of primary and secondary antibodies used in the immunocytochemistry 

analysis. 

2.11 Calcium imaging (Ca2+ imaging) 

For calcium imaging, MACS-sorted mAstro and iGlut/iGABA precursors were plated onto 

1:100 MG-coated 13mm glass coverslips (cell densities according to Table 2.9) and maintained 

in culture until analysis (see section 2.3 Mouse astrocytes and human neurons co-culture). At 

the desired time-point, coverslips were gently washed twice in warm Modified Tyrode Solution 

(buffer composition modified from Sun & Sudof  (Z. Sun & Südhof, 2021a) – Table 2.12) and 

transferred into a 24-well glass bottom plate (Cellvis, P24-1.5H-N) containing either warm 

Modified Tyrode Solution, for the analysis of spontaneous activity, or warm Ca2+ Imaging 

Buffer, for the analysis of synchronous activity (buffer composition modified from Sun & Sudof  

(Z. Sun & Südhof, 2021a) – Table 2.12). After 1-2 min equilibration, Ca2+ imaging was 

performed at room temperature using either a Nikon Eclipse Ti-2 inverted microscope equipped 

with 2 x Photometrics Prime 95B sCMOS cameras or an inverted epifluorescent microscope 

(Olympus IX71). GCaMP6f fluorescence was recorder using a 488 nm filter while jrGECO1a 

fluorescence was recorder using a 568 nm filter. Time-lapse recordings were acquired using a 

20x objective, at a 1x digital zoom, for 2 minutes at a frame rate of 10-20 frames/sec.  For 2-

colour imaging, the dual-camera mode was used and time-lapse recordings were acquired using 

a 20x objective - 1x digital zoom, with 488-568 sequential/alternate frame acquisition at a frame 

rate of 9 frames/sec. An average of 3 fields of view per coverslip were imaged and a minimum 

of 3 coverslip per biological sample were included in the analysis. All images were acquired 

using the same laser intensity and exposure time.  
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Time-lapses were analysed using a series of published MATLAB script (Z. Sun & Südhof, 

2021a). The script “mmc3_REVISED” was used to automatically detect ROIs and calculate the 

raw fluorescent intensity over time for each ROI. The script “mmc6” was used to detect calcium 

spikes and calculate the spike rate and average spike amplitude for each ROI, as well as to 

calculate the normalised fluorescence intensity over time (F/F0) for each ROI. Finally, the 

script “mmc5” was used to calculate the synchronous firing rate and amplitude from the average 

intensity of all ROIs in one field of view.  

Component Modified Tyrode Solution Ca2+ Imaging Buffer 

NaCl 136 mM 136 mM 

HEPES 10 mM 10 mM 

Glucose 10 mM 10 mM 

MgCl2 1 mM 1 mM 

KCl 5 mM 8 mM 

CaCl2 2 mM 4 mM 

Table 2.12. Details of Ca2+ imaging buffers composition. 

2.12 Whole-cell patch clamp electrophysiology 

For patch clamp recordings, MACS-sorted mAstro and iGlut/iGABA precursors were plated 

onto 1:100 MG-coated 18mm glass coverslips (cell densities according to Table 2.9) and 

maintained in culture until analysis (see section 2.3 Mouse astrocytes and human neurons co-

culture). At the desired time-point, coverslips were transferred to an open bath chamber (Warner 

Instruments, RC-41LP) containing extracellular solution at pH 7.3 and osmolarity at 305 

mOsm (solution composition detailed in Table 2.13). The chamber was mounted on an inverted 

epifluorescent microscope (Olympus IX71) fitted with a 60x oil objective. Glass pipettes were 

pulled from borosilicate glass (O.D. 1.5 mm, I.D. 0.86 mm, Sutter Instruments, B150-86-10) to 

have a resistance between 3 and 5 MΩ and were filled with 10 µl of intracellular solution (Table 

2.13) at pH 7.4 and osmolarity 290 mOsm. Whole-cell patch clamp was performed at the soma 

of neurons using a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices) and recorded using a 

Digidata 1440A digitizer (Molecular Devices). All recordings were carried out at room 

temperature and the data was acquired with Clampex software (Molecular Devices) and Axon 

Multiclamp Commander Software (Molecular Devices). Current-clamp data was sampled at a 

rate of 50 kHz and filtered at 10 kHz while voltage-clamp data was sampled at 20 kHz and 
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filtered at 10 kHz. Whole-cell currents used to estimate the conductance of Na+ and K+ were 

recorded in voltage-clamp mode using 50 msec voltage steps from -80 mV to +50 mV. Resting 

membrane potential and spontaneous action potential (AP) spiking were recorded, within the 

first 2 minutes after whole-cell patch was achieved, for 1 minute in current-clamp mode in the 

absence of current injection. Intrinsic excitability measurements and AP properties were 

recorded in current-clamp mode, using a steady current injection to maintain the membrane 

potential at -60 mV. Input-Output measurements were performed using 500 msec current 

injections from -50 pA to 300 pA (50 pA steps) while AP properties were assessed using 10 

msec current injections from -20pA – 170pA (10 pA steps).  

Electrophysiological measurements were analysed using custom MATLAB scripts written by 

Guilherme Neves (Burrone Lab). Inward Na+ currents in voltage-clamp were measured as the 

minimum value of a current trace, while steady state outward K+ currents were measured by 

averaging values over a 15 msec window acquired 25 msec after the voltage step. Values were 

corrected for baseline current offset before stimulation and normalised to the membrane 

capacitance to obtain an estimate of the amount of current flowing through the cell membrane 

per unit area (current density). Action potential (AP) properties in current-clamp were measured 

using sequential injection of 10 msec current steps of increasing amplitude (10 pA increments). 

Only the measurements of the first AP at the current threshold (first step to elicit an AP) were 

considered. AP waveforms were extracted using the MATLAB’s findpeaks function with 

minimum peak Amplitude 0 mV. For each cell we extracted the following parameters: 

Amplitude (Max amplitude – average Vm at the end of stimulus 50 msec window excluding 

APs), Voltage Threshold (Voltage at the time the speed of Vm rise is above 0.15 mV/ms), Half-

width. Input-Output curves were obtained using sequential injection of 500 msec current steps 

of increasing amplitude (50 pA increments). The location of the AP was extracted using 

MATLAB’s findpeaks function with minimum peak Amplitude set at 0 mV. Cells with access 

resistance greater than 30 MΩ or a holding current lower than -100 pA were excluded from the 

analysis. 
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Extracellular solution Intracellular solution 

NaCl – 136 mM KMeSO4 – 125 mM 

KCl – 2.5 mM MgCl2 – 5 mM 

HEPES – 10 mM EGTA – 10 mM 

MgCl2 – 1.3 mM HEPES – 10 mM 

CaCl2 – 2 mM NaGTP – 0.5 mM 

Glucose – 10 mM Na2ATP – 5mM 

Table 2.13. Details of intracellular/extracellular patch clamping solutions composition. 

2.13 Statistical Analysis 

All data are presented as mean  standard error of the mean (SEM). The nature and size of the 

samples, specific statistical methods carried out and exact P-values are detailed in the figure 

legends and in supplementary tables for each chapter. Briefly, a series of normality tests 

(Anderson-Darling, D’Agostino & Pearson, Shapiro-Wilk, Kolmogorov-Smirnov) were 

performed to determine if parametric or non-parametric approaches were appropriate.  

For normally distributed datasets:  

• Unpaired parametric t-test was performed when comparing the effect of one variable across 

two datasets. 

• Ordinary One-Way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test was performed when 

comparing the effect of one variable across three or more datasets.  

For non-normally distributed datasets:  

• Unpaired non-parametric Mann-Whitney test was performed when comparing the effect of 

one variable across two datasets. 

• Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test was performed when comparing the 

effect of one variable across three or more datasets. 

• Two-Way ANOVA with multiple comparison was performed when comparing the effect of 

two variables across three or more datasets.  

 

P-values < 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant and in figures and figure legends 

are denoted by asterisks * (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001). Data presentation and 

statistical analyses were performed using Graphpad Prism, Version 9.4.1 (458) (Graphpad 

Software, San Diego, California USA, www.graphpad.com).  
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Chapter 3  

Engineering hiPSC-derived cortical neurons to model 

Dravet syndrome 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The first aim of this project was to establish a robust and reproducible method for the generation 

of cortical excitatory neurons, inhibitory interneurons and astrocytes from hiPSCs. As discussed 

in Chapter 1 section 1.3, several protocols already exist in the literature, typically directed 

differentiation protocols using small molecules and growth factors, but also forward 

programming strategies using the expression of lineage-specific transcription factors. While 

directed differentiation may more closely model in vivo developmental pathways, these 

protocols are typically very lengthy, poorly reproducible and tend to generate mixed cell 

populations (S. M. Ho et al., 2015; B. Y. Hu et al., 2010). A key aspect of our proposed in vitro 

model of cortical circuits is the defined composition of exclusively excitatory and inhibitory 

neurons at a consistent ratio of 70:30 to resemble the human cortex E/I ratio. For this purpose, 

reproducible protocols which could yield mature and homogenous neuronal subtype 

populations are required. Forward programming approaches are known to enable scalable and 

rapid generation of homogenous cell populations, however, they are considered less suitable for 

developmental studies. In order to find the best performing differentiation strategy, in the first 

part of this project we explored both directed differentiation and forward programming methods 

to generate excitatory and inhibitory neurons from hiPSCs. In this chapter, two versions of 

dorsal directed differentiation (D-V1 and D-V2) into excitatory neurons (Y. Shi, Kirwan, & 

Livesey, 2012) and two versions of ventral directed differentiation (V-V1 and V-V2) into 

inhibitory interneurons (Maroof et al., 2013) were first compared. Results from the best directed 

differentiation protocols were then compared with forward programming strategies for the 

generation of either excitatory neurons (iGlut) (C. Wang et al., 2017) or inhibitory interneurons 

(iGABA) (Yang et al., 2017). Together with neuronal differentiation, in this chapter, a forward 

programming approach for the generation of inducible astrocytes (iAstro) (Canals et al., 2018) 

was established, and the cells generated characterised for their identity and differentiation 

profile. 
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After generating forwards programming lines for the generation of iGlut, iGABA and iAstro, 

we attempt to combine the differentiation of these three cell types to generate a fully human in 

vitro model of cortical circuits. Unforeseen technical issues with the use of inducible astrocytes 

forced us to find an alternative strategy to include this important cell type in our system. We 

elected to use mouse Embryonic Stem Cell (mESC)-derived astrocytes, a well-established 

model already in use in the lab. Herein, we describe the ability of these astrocytes to support 

long-term neuronal survival and promote neuronal maturation.  

Alongside the establishment and optimisation of our co-culture system, we designed a 

CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene editing strategy to correct the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T pathogenic 

mutation harboured by the DS1 line and generate a corrected isogenic control line. Finally in 

this chapter, we describe the functionalisation of our neuronal lines with spectrally distinct 

Genetically Encoded Calcium Indicators (GECIs) to allow for monitoring of neuronal network 

activity with single cell resolution and distinguishable neuronal population contribution. We 

use these calcium probes to confirm the successful generation of a co-culture system composed 

of ratio-defined excitatory and inhibitory neurons to resemble the human cortex E/I ratio of 

70:30. 
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3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Directed differentiation of hiPSCs into glutamatergic cortical neurons 

In order to generate glutamatergic cortical neurons by directed differentiation of hiPSCs, two 

different versions of the Shi et al. dorsal differentiation protocol were tested (Y. Shi, Kirwan, & 

Livesey, 2012). Starting from a monolayer of hiPSCs, version 1 (D-V1) involves: (i) dual SMAD 

inhibition to induce neural forebrain specification (Day1-8); (ii) a short maintenance period 

(Day8-12); (iii) an expansion phase to form neural rosettes (Day12-14) and (iv) a maturation 

period until cells have reached the progenitor stage (Day14-35) (Fig. 3.1-A). Dorsal 

differentiation version 2 (D-V2) is characterised by: (i) a longer neuroectoderm induction phase 

with dual SMAD inhibition (Day1-12); (ii) a longer expansion phase for the formation of 

rosettes (Day 12-16) and (iii) maturation to progenitors (Day16-35) (Fig. 3.1-B). At day 35 of 

differentiation, we performed a pilot characterisation to assess the quality of the neuronal 

progenitor populations obtained with the two versions of the dorsal differentiation protocol. All 

the results discussed below are relative to 1 biological replicate, therefore, statistical analysis 

was not performed on any of these datasets. First, ICC was performed on the progenitor 

populations obtained to analyse protein expression levels of specific markers (Fig. 3.1-C). First, 

general cell identity and maturation stage of the cultures was evaluated. MAP2, a protein found 

in the soma and dendrites of neurons, was positively detected in both progenitor populations, 

with lower expression levels observed in the D-V2 progenitors (Fig. 3.1-C). Expression of β3-

Tubulin (TUBB3), a marker of post-mitotic neurons, was also detected in both progenitor 

samples. While DV-1 progenitors were mainly composed of cells with low TUBB3 expression 

levels, typical of the progenitor stage, D-V2 progenitors showed increasing abundance of cells 

with higher TUBB3 expression levels (Fig. 3.1-C). When observing neuronal morphology, it 

was apparent that the lower MAP2 and higher TUBB3 fluorescent intensity observed in D-V2 

progenitors were a result of a more mature neuronal morphology displayed by these cells. In 

fact, D-V1 progenitors were mainly characterised by big cell bodies, with fewer and shorter 

processes. The D-V2 progenitor population instead, generally exhibited smaller cell bodies and 

more defined, longer neuronal processes, indicative of a more mature morphology. Finally, 

post-synaptic marker PSD95 was detected in a small number of cells in both dorsal progenitor 

populations, with higher abundance in D-V2 progenitors (Fig. 3.1-C). However, at this stage, 

PSD95 had not yet assumed the characteristic punctate distribution typical of synapses.  
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Based on this preliminary ICC characterisation, the D-V2 protocol seemed to generate a 

population of progenitors at a more advanced developmental stage compared to D-V1. For this 

reason, D-V2 progenitors were further characterised to assess the efficiency of neuronal fate 

specification inferred by this differentiation protocol. Gene expression profile analysis showed 

that D-V2 progenitors expressed PAX6, a marker of glutamatergic progenitors (Götz et al., 

1998), ASCL1, a marker of GABAergic progenitors (Marín et al., 2000), and ISL1, a marker of 

GABAergic and cholinergic progenitors (Siddiqi et al., 2021) (Fig. 3.1-D). While PAX6 was the 

most abundantly expressed progenitor marker, suggesting that glutamatergic neurons were the 

prevalent identity, the presence of ASCL1 and ISL1 indicated that the analysed population 

contained a mix of different progenitor cells. NEUROD1 marker of immature neurons (Hevner 

et al., 2006) was also detected, alongside pan-neuronal markers MAP2 and TUBB3 (Fig. 3.1-

D). Cortical identity genes such as LHX2, CUX1 and NR2F1 (Leung et al., 2022) were all found 

to be expressed at high levels, while markers of mature glutamatergic identity such as NR1, 

NR2B (P. Singh et al., 2011), vGLUT1/2 (Vigneault et al., 2015) and CAMK2A (E. G. Jones et 

al., 1994) were either not detected or detected at very low levels (Fig. 3.1-D). Finally, markers 

of mature GABAergic identity such as GAD67 (Modi et al., 2015) and vGAT (McIntire et al., 

1997) were not expressed (Fig. 3.1-D).  

Overall, the analysis of D-V2 cells showed that after 35 days of differentiation the generated 

neurons were at progenitor stage, as indicated by the MAP2/TUBB3 stainings, the expression 

of PAX6 and lack of mature neuronal markers. These progenitors were of cortical identity, as 

suggested by the expression of LHX2, CUX1 and NR2F1. However, the expression of 

GABAergic progenitor markers ASCL1 and ISL1 suggested that this differentiation protocol 

had low fate specification efficiency and the resulting cell population was likely to contain 

mixed progenitors of glutamatergic and GABAergic identity. In order to obtain a pure 

population of glutamatergic progenitors, an additional step to enrich the differentiated culture 

for the desired cell type would be required.  

3.2.2 Directed differentiation of hiPSCs into GABAergic cortical interneurons 

For the directed differentiation of hiPSCs into GABAergic inhibitory interneurons, two 

different ventral differentiation protocols were tested. Version 1 (V-V1), based on Maroof et al. 

(Maroof et al., 2013), involves: (i) combined dual SMAD and Wnt inhibition to achieve neural 

induction with enhanced forebrain specification (Day1-10); (ii) SHH signalling activation to 

induce ventralisation of forebrain progenitors (Day10-18); (iii) a short expansion phase (Day18-
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20) and (iv) maturation until cells have reached the progenitor stage (Day21-35) (Fig. 3.2-A). 

Using this protocol, differentiating cells failed to form neural rosettes and did not survive past 

this stage (Fig. 3.2-A). Version 2 of ventral differentiation (V-V2) is adapted from Shi et al. (Y. 

Shi, Kirwan, & Livesey, 2012). This protocol is characterised by: (i) combined neural induction 

and ventralisation with simultaneous dual SMAD inhibition and SHH activation (Day1-12); (ii) 

a longer expansion phase for neural rosettes formation (Day12-16) and (iii) maturation to 

progenitors (Day16-35) (Fig. 3.2-B). Using this protocol, differentiating cells were able to form 

neural rosettes and further develop to ventral progenitors (Fig. 3.2-B). At day 35 of 

differentiation, we performed a pilot characterisation to assess the quality of the neuronal 

progenitor population obtained with the version 2 of the ventral differentiation protocol. All the 

results discussed below are relative to 1 biological replicate, therefore, statistical analysis was 

not performed on any of these datasets. At day 35 of differentiation, ICC was performed on the 

obtained progenitor population to assess neuronal morphology and identity (Fig. 3.2-C).  MAP2 

and TUBB3 were both positively detected and depicted a neuronal morphology comprising 

cells with small cell bodies and numerous neuronal processes, as well as bigger cells with no 

or shorter processes (Fig. 3.2-C). The ventral forebrain marker NKX2.1 (Q. Xu et al., 2004) 

was found to be present in only 22.9  2.3% of cells (Fig. 3.2-C and D), suggesting low fate 

specification efficiency. According to the published protocol, around 80% of progenitor cells 

should be NKX2.1+ at this stage, however, this assessment was performed using a NKX2.1-

GFP knock-in hESC line, not immunolabelling (Maroof et al., 2013). To further investigate the 

efficiency of neuronal fate specification, gene expression profile analysis was performed on the 

ventral progenitor population obtained with V-V2. It was found that these progenitors express 

PAX6 as well as ASCL1 and ISL1. Ventral forebrain marker NKX2.1 and ganglionic eminence 

marker LHX6 (Du et al., 2008) were expressed at very low levels, together with NEUROD1 

(Fig. 3.2-E). Pan-neuronal markers MAP2 and TUBB3 were found to be highly expressed, while 

markers of mature GABAergic identity (DLX2/6 (Anderson et al., 1997), GAD67, GAT1 

(Scimemi, 2014) and vGAT) were detected at very low levels (Fig. 3.2-E). Variable levels of 

different GABAergic interneuron subtype markers (Q. Xu et al., 2004) were detected, with 

somatostatin (SST) and calbindin (CALB1) being more abundant over calretinin (CALB2) and 

parvalbumin (PVALB) (Fig. 3.2-E). Finally, markers of mature glutamatergic identity such as 

vGLUT1 and vGLUT2 were not expressed (Fig. 3.2-E). 

Overall, the analysis of V-V2 cells showed that after 35 days of differentiation the generated 

culture is likely to contain neuronal progenitors of various identities. Only 20% of cells 
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expressed the ventral forebrain marker NKX2.1 and, while the bulk population was positive for 

the GABAergic progenitor markers ASCL1 and ISL1, it was also found that they express high 

levels of PAX6, a marker of dorsal progenitors. These observations suggest that, similarly to D-

V2, this differentiation protocol has low fate specification efficiency and the resulting cell 

population is likely to contain mixed progenitors of glutamatergic and GABAergic identity. As 

previously discussed for D-V2, in order to obtain a pure population of GABAergic progenitors, 

an additional step to enrich the differentiated culture for our desired cell type would be required.  

3.2.3 Neuronal type-specific Magnetic-Activated Cell Sorting (MACS) 

As reported in the literature (S. M. Ho et al., 2015; B. Y. Hu et al., 2010), and confirmed by our 

analysis, both ventral- and dorsal-type differentiations produce populations of cells of 

heterogenous identity and developmental stage. For our experimental model, pure populations 

of glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons are required, so we designed and tested a MACS-

based purification strategy aimed at enriching the differentiated cultures for our desired cell 

types. This strategy, successfully used in the Lieberam lab to purify homogenous populations 

of motor neurons (Bryson et al., 2014) and astrocytes (Machado et al., 2019), relies on the use 

of a cell type-specific promoter to drive the expression of the membrane surface marker CD14. 

Cells expressing CD14 can then be live labelled using a mouse anti-human CD14 primary 

antibody, followed by an anti-mouse IgG magnetic beads-conjugated secondary antibody and 

the labelled cells can be sorted using Miltenyi Biotech magnetic separation columns (Fig.3.3-

A). Using the same approach, we investigated the use of GABAergic-specific promoter Dlx5/6 

(Anderson et al., 1997) to allow for efficient isolation of our desired cell populations. As a proof 

of concept for this approach, a plasmid encoding GFP under the transcriptional control of the 

Dlx5/6 promoter (Fig. 3.3-B) was transfected into ventral progenitors at day 22 of 

differentiation, with cells FACS sorted at day 24 to isolate the GFP+ population (Fig. 3.3-B). 

Gene expression levels of selected GABAergic interneuron markers were analysed in the 

Dlx5/6+-enriched ventral progenitor population in comparison with the unsorted ventral 

population and with dorsal progenitors. The investigated ventral forebrain markers DLX2, 

DLX6 and NKX2.1, as well as GABAergic markers GAD67, LHX6 and vGAT, were all found 

to be expressed at higher levels in the enriched Dlx5/6+ ventral progenitor population (Fig. 3.3-

C). Contrarily, higher levels of the dorsal progenitor marker PAX6 were detected in the dorsal 

and unsorted ventral progenitor populations (Fig.3.3-C). Although this experiment was only 
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performed once, the observed results support the feasibility of a Dlx5/6 MACS-sorting step in 

the differentiation protocol to isolate inhibitory GABAergic interneuron precursors. 

3.2.4 Generation of hiPSC lines suitable for forward programming 

differentiation 

Alongside directed differentiation of hiPSCs into cortical neurons, we investigated the use of 

published forward programming strategies to derive glutamatergic excitatory neurons, 

GABAergic interneurons and astrocytes. As discussed in Chapter 1 Section 1.3.2, forward 

programming relies on the induced expression of lineage-specific transcription factors to 

directly convert hiPSCs into the desired cell type. The transgene expression is typically 

regulated by a Tet-ON system, where the reverse tetracycline trans-activator (rtTA) protein, 

after binding to doxycycline, interacts with the tetracycline response element (TRE) in the 

transgene promoter region, causing initiation of transcription (Das et al., 2016) (Chapter 1 Fig. 

1.4-B). To achieve stable and reproducible integration of the rtTA and TRE-regulated 

transgenes into hiPSC lines, we used transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) 

to target the integration at the adeno-associated virus integration site 1 (AAVS1) safe-harbour 

locus (Fig. 3.4-A). Contrarily to lentiviral-mediated integration, characterised by low efficiency 

and random genomic insertion, safe-harbour loci provide defined integration sites for 

exogenous DNA with minimal impact on neighbouring endogenous gene structures or functions 

(Pavani & Amendola, 2021). Additionally, while integration achieved by lentiviral transduction 

can result in variability of expression levels and transgene silencing, AAVS1 integration 

ensures active and robust expression of exogenous DNA in many cell types, including stem 

cells (J. R. Smith et al., 2008b). For this purpose, constructs compatible with AAVS1 

integration, encoding for a puromycin resistance gene (for cell line selection), rtTA and TRE-

regulated transgenes (Fig. 3.4-A), were cloned as described in Chapter 2 section 2.3.1. 

Specifically, three vectors were made, one encoding NGN2 for the induction of glutamatergic 

neurons (iGlut), one encoding ASCL1-DLX2 for the generation of GABAergic interneurons 

(iGABA) and one encoding NF1B-SOX9 to derive astrocytes (iAstro) (Fig. 3.4-B). 

Transfection of these vectors in hiPSCs was performed via electroporation and, following 

monoclonal selection, the correct and homozygous integration of the transgene was confirmed 

using a PCR-based screen composed of two reactions, one to detect the presence of WT alleles 

(Reaction #1) and one to detect the presence of modified alleles (Reaction #2) (Fig.3.4-A). 

Homozygous modified clones are therefore negative for reaction #1 and positive for #2 (Fig. 
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3.4-C). Using this strategy, we generated three sub-clonal lines suitable for forward 

programming differentiation (iGlut, iGABA and iAstro – Fig. 3.4-C + Supplementary Fig. 3.1-

A) from wildtype and DS1 hiPSCs.  

3.2.5 Forward programming differentiation into excitatory cortical neurons 

Using forward programming, the differentiation of hiPSCs into cortical excitatory neurons is 

mediated by the doxycycline-induced expression of the transcription factor NGN2. Following 

a published protocol (Fernandopulle et al., 2018), hiPSCs undergo only 3 days of doxycycline 

induction before they are frozen or re-plated into their final format. Induced cells quickly 

assume neuronal morphology and develop long neuronal processes (Day 7), such that re-plating 

later than Day 3 would cause substantial axonal damage (Fig. 3.5-A). Induced iGlut cells are 

then maintained in Dox-free medium supplemented with BDNF and NT3 to promote 

maturation and Laminin to maintain cell adherence (Fig. 3.5-A). Occasionally, differentiating 

cultures contained contaminating cobblestone-shaped cells (Supplementary Fig. 3.1-B), likely 

undifferentiated hiPSCs or differentiating cells stuck in a progenitor-like stage. While the 

maturing neurons quickly became post-mitotic, these cells maintained proliferative capacities 

and, long-term, they would overgrow the neuronal culture (Supplementary Fig. 3.1-B). To 

remove any undifferentiated or contaminating cell types, the differentiation protocol was 

modified to include a preventative 3-day treatment with cytarabine (Ara-C), an anti-mitotic 

agent commonly used to induce cell death of rapidly proliferating non-neuronal cells in culture 

(Calderón-Martínez et al., 2002; Kidambi et al., 2008; Maňáková et al., 2003).  Ara-C treatment 

successfully killed any unwanted proliferating cells and resulted in a homogenous population 

of post-mitotic neurons (Fig. 3.5-A, Day 7-Day25 + Supplementary Fig. 3.1-B). ICC evaluation 

at Day 10 showed that, at this early stage, iGlut differentiating neurons have already assumed 

a more mature neuronal morphology compared to D-V1/2 progenitors, characterised by small 

MAP2+ cell bodies and fully formed TUBB3+ axons (Fig. 3.5-B). By Day 25 of differentiation 

(3 weeks after sub-plating), iGlut displayed an even more intricate neuronal morphology, with 

expanded cell bodies and multiple long processes per cell (Fig. 3.5-C). At this stage, iGlut 

expressed TAU, a microtubule-associated protein present in mature neurons of the cerebral 

cortex (Y. Wang & Mandelkow, 2015), as well as pre-synaptic protein SYN1 (Rosahl et al., 1995) 

and post-synaptic proteins PSD-95 (E. Kim & Sheng, 2004) and GluN1 (Hansen et al., 2014). 

Importantly, synaptic proteins were found to adopt a characteristic punctate distribution along 

the MAP2+ dendrites, suggesting the synaptic maturity of the neurons (Fig. 3.5-C + 
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Supplementary Fig. 3.1-C). 4-week-old iGlut neurons (Day 35) were further characterised to 

assess the efficiency of neuronal fate specification resulting from NGN2-mediated 

differentiation. Both WT and DS1 iGlut populations were investigated and, for both lines, gene 

expression profile analysis confirmed a population of mature cortical neurons of glutamatergic 

identity (Fig.3.5-D). Specifically, we found that pluripotency genes NANOG and OCT3/4 

(Seymour et al., 2015), as well as dorsal progenitor genes PAX6 and NESTIN were not 

expressed. Contrarily, pan-neuronal markers such as TUBB3, MAP2, MYT1L, ANK2, NCAM1 

and DCX were found to be abundantly expressed (Fig.3.5-D). The investigated markers of 

telencephalic and cortical glutamatergic identity were also positively expressed, specifically 

CUX1 and LHX2. Multiple glutamate and GABA receptors were detected, including GLUR1, 

GLUR2, GRIA4, NR1, GABRA2 and GABRB1 (Olsen & DeLorey, 1999; Traynelis et al., 2010), 

together with glutamate transporter genes VGLUT1 and VGLUT2, while additional receptor 

genes such as GRIA3 and NR2B (Traynelis et al., 2010) were found to be less expressed 

(Fig.3.5-D). Similarly, low expression levels were detected for CAMK2A, a kinase specific to 

glutamatergic neurons, and for the post-synaptic protein PSD95. Contrarily, higher expression 

levels were observed for the pre-synaptic protein SYN1. Finally, the expression of GABAergic 

identity genes GAD65 (Modi et al., 2015) and GAD67 was not detected (Fig.3.5-D). 

Considering some degree of variability across differentiation batches, these results were found 

to be consistent across different samples derived from the same hiPSC line, as well across 

different lines (WT and DS1) (Fig.3.5-D).  

Overall, the characterisation of forward programming differentiated glutamatergic neurons is 

consistent with the published literature (Frega et al., 2017; Nehme et al., 2018; Y. Zhang et al., 

2013), and seem to indicate rapid and homogenous development towards the desired neuronal 

identity. When compared to dorsal progenitors derived using directed differentiation (D-V2, 

previously discussed in this chapter, section 3.2.1), it is noticeable how these two populations 

differ in developmental stage (Fig. 3.5-E). Both types of differentiation produced neurons of 

cortical identity, indicated by the expression of LHX2 and CUX1. However, D-V2 neurons still 

expressed progenitor genes such as PAX6, NEUROD1 and TBR1, which were not detected in 

the iGlut population. Contrarily, iGlut neurons expressed a range of more mature genes, 

including NR1, VGLUT1 and 2 and SYN1 which were not yet expressed in D-V2 progenitors 

(Fig.3.5-E). Additionally, in terms of developmental timing, iGlut neurons reach a more mature 

stage in the same time that is required by directed differentiation to generate progenitor cells 

(35 days). Considering these observations, forward programming differentiation was 
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considered the most suitable strategy to derive homogenous populations of mature excitatory 

cortical neurons. 

3.2.6 Forward programming differentiation into GABAergic inhibitory 

interneurons 

Using forward programming, the differentiation of hiPSCs into GABAergic inhibitory 

interneurons is mediated by the doxycycline-induced expression of the transcription factors 

ASCL1 and DLX2. Starting from a published protocol (Yang et al., 2017), we adapted the 

differentiation process to include a sub-plating/freezing step following 4 days of doxycycline 

induction (Fig. 3.6-A). Similarly to iGlut, induced iGABA cells quickly assume neuronal 

morphology and develop long neuronal processes (Fig. 3.6-A, Day 7). Induced iGABA cells 

are then maintained in medium supplemented with BDNF, NT3 and Laminin to promote 

maturation and adhesion (Fig. 3.6-A), and doxycycline is withdrawn after 14 days (as in the 

original protocol). Interestingly, during the initial 4 days of induction, iGABA cells organise 

into “polarised” colonies, with cells at one end of the colony clustering in a tight three-

dimensional structure and cells on the opposite end assuming a two-dimensional, flat and 

spread-out morphology (highlighted by a white dashed line in Supplementary Fig. 3.1-D). This 

“polarised” colony morphology was observed in all iGABA cell lines, independently of 

genotype, suggesting this is a characteristic of the differentiation protocol, rather than a cell 

line-specific behaviour (Supplementary Fig. 3.1-D). If left untreated, cells populating the “flat” 

end of the colony rapidly proliferate and, by Day 10, take over the entire culture (Supplementary 

Fig. 3.1-D). Similarly to the iGlut differentiation protocol, a 3-day Ara-C treatment after the 

sub-plating step was sufficient to successfully kill these unwanted proliferating cells, resulting 

in cultures that contain a homogenous population of post-mitotic neurons (Fig. 3.6-A, Day 7-

Day 25). ICC evaluation at Day 10 showed that, at this stage, iGABA differentiating neurons 

have already assumed a more mature neuronal morphology compared with V-V2 progenitors, 

characterised by MAP2+ cell bodies and fully formed TUBB3+ axons (Fig. 3.6-B). By Day 25 

of differentiation (3 weeks after sub-plating), iGABA neurons, like iGlut neurons, expressed 

microtubule-associated protein TAU, as well as pre-synaptic protein SYN1 and post-synaptic 

proteins PSD-95 and GLUN1. Synaptic proteins were all observed in a characteristic punctate 

distribution along the MAP2+ dendrites, suggesting the synaptic maturity of the neurons (Fig. 

3.6-C + Supplementary Fig. 3.1-E). 4-week-old iGABA neurons (Day 35) were further 

characterised to assess the efficiency of neuronal fate specification inferred by ASCL1/DLX2-
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mediated differentiation. Both WT and DS1 iGABA populations were investigated and, for both 

lines, gene expression profile analysis seemed to define a population of mature GABAergic 

cortical interneurons (Fig.3.6-D). Specifically, we found that pluripotency genes NANOG and 

OCT3/4, as well as dorsal progenitor genes PAX6 and NESTIN were not expressed. Of the 

interneuron progenitor markers investigated, NKX2.1 and LHX6 were not detected, while 

ASCL1 was only detected in iGABA derived from the DS1 line (Fig.3.6-D). Pan-neuronal 

markers TUBB3, MAP2, MYT1L, ANK2, NCAM1 and DCX were all found to be abundantly 

expressed, together with mature GABAergic identity genes.  Particularly, interneuron-specific 

transcription factors DLX1, DLX2, DLX5 and DLX6, GABA producing enzymes GAD65 and 

GAD67 and GABA transporters GAT1 and vGAT were all highly expressed, while transporter 

GAT2 (Scimemi, 2014) was detected at lower levels (Fig.3.6-D). Pre-synaptic protein SYN1 

was also abundantly expressed. Variable levels of different GABAergic interneuron subtype 

markers (Wonders & Anderson, 2006) were detected, with somatostatin (SST) being the most 

abundant over calbindin (CALB1), calretinin (CALB2), parvalbumin (PVALB) and 

Neuropeptide Y (NPY), while Vasoactive Intestinal Peptide (VIP) was not detected (Fig. 3.6-

D). Finally, markers of mature glutamatergic identity vGLUT1 and vGLUT2 were not 

expressed. With minor variability across differentiation batches, these results were found to be 

consistent across independent samples derived from the same hiPSC line, as well across 

different lines (WT and DS1) (Fig.3.6-D).  

Consistently with the published literature (Yang et al., 2017)(Barretto et al., 2020), the 

characterisation of forward programming differentiated GABAergic interneurons seem to 

indicate rapid and homogenous development towards the desired neuronal identity. When 

compared to V-V2 progenitors derived using directed ventral differentiation, iGABA neurons 

clearly emerged as the more mature, fate-defined, population (Fig.3.6-E). As previously 

discussed in this chapter (section 3.2.2), V-V2 differentiation likely generates a mixed 

population of dorsal and ventral progenitors, indicated by the expression of both PAX6 and 

ASCL1. The expression of progenitor markers was not detected in the iGABA population which, 

by contrast, expressed multiple mature GABAergic identity genes, including DLX2, DLX6, 

GAD67, GAT1 and vGAT (Fig.3.6-E). The expression of these genes shows that iGABA neurons 

matured much faster than V-V2 progenitors, reaching a more mature stage in the same time that 

was required by directed differentiation to generate progenitor cells. Considering these 

observations, forward programming differentiation was considered the most suitable strategy 

to derive homogenous populations of mature GABAergic inhibitory interneurons. 
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3.2.7 Forward programming differentiation into astrocytes 

Using forward programming, the differentiation of hiPSCs into astrocytes is defined by the 

doxycycline-induced expression of the transcription factors NF1B and SOX9. The 

differentiation process was optimised from a published protocol (Canals et al., 2018). Briefly, 

hiPSC colonies undergo 3 days of doxycycline induction followed by 4 days of FGF-mediated 

expansion. At Day 7, astrocytes are frozen down or sub-plated into their final format and are 

maintained in CNTF and BMP4 supplemented medium to promote maturation. Doxycycline is 

withdrawn after 14 days (Fig. 3.7-A). At different time points during the differentiation, we 

performed a pilot ICC characterisation to assess the quality of the astrocyte population obtained 

with forward programming differentiation. The ICC results discussed below are relative to 1 

biological replicate, therefore, statistical analysis was not performed on this dataset. The 

expression of key astrocytic markers over time was evaluated using ICC at Day 7, Day 14 and 

Day 21 of differentiation (Fig. 3.7-B and C). This characterisation was performed in 

collaboration with Lieberam lab PhD student Sofia Syntaka. The calcium-binding protein 

S100b, expressed in various types of astrocytes (Bramanti et al., 2010), was positively detected 

in 83% of cells as early as Day 7. Its expression was maintained in 86% of cells at the two 

successive time-points (Fig. 3.7-C).  The glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), commonly used 

as a marker of astrocytic identity (Jurga et al., 2021), was detected in 41% of cells at Day 7 and 

increased in abundance over the next two time-points, respectively 61% at Day 14 and 73% at 

Day 21 (Fig. 3.7-C). Vimentin, another intermediate filament protein found in both immature 

and post-mitotic astrocytes (Bramanti et al., 2010), was also found to increase its abundance 

over time. Starting from 26% of cells expressing Vimentin at Day 7, the number of positive 

cells increased to 38% at Day 14 and 69% at Day 21 (Fig. 3.7-C). Finally, the proliferation 

properties of iAstro were investigated by staining against Ki67, a common marker of cell 

proliferation (Gerdes et al., 1984). Ki67 was detected in the nucleus of 45% of cells at Day 7, 

however, the number of proliferative cells was substantially reduced at Day 14 (18%) and, by 

Day 21, only 10% of cells were positive for Ki67 (Fig. 3.7-C). The robust expression of S100b 

and increasing abundance of GFAP and Vimentin indicated the successful differentiation of 

iAstro over the 21-day period we analysed. Similarly, an increasing number of post-mitotic 

cells, suggested by the decrease of Ki67+ cells over time, suggested progressive maturation of 

iAstro over the analysed timeframe. 
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iAstro were further characterised to assess the identity imposed by NF1B/SOX9-mediated 

differentiation. The gene expression profile of both WT and DS1 iAstro populations were 

investigated at Day 21 of differentiation (Fig.3.7-D). We found that pluripotency genes NANOG 

and OCT3/4, as well neuronal genes NGN2 and MYT1L were not expressed. Similarly, 

oligodendrocyte markers OLIG2 and MBP (Wegner, 2001), as well as microglia marker CD11b 

(Jurga et al., 2020) were not detected (Fig.3.7-D), suggesting the absence of other types of glial 

cells in the culture. Of all the investigated markers of mature astrocytic identity, the expression 

of some key genes was not detected. Astrocyte-specific glutamate transporter GLT1(Jia et al., 

2020), water channel AQP4 (Tang et al., 2013), gap-junction protein CX30 (Liebmann et al., 

2013), aldehyde dehydrogenase ALDH1L1 (Cahoy et al., 2008), glycoprotein CD44 (Akiyama 

et al., 1993) and astrogliosis gene NDRG2 (X. L. Hu et al., 2006) were all found not to be 

expressed in iAstro. At the same time, other astrocyte-specific structural protein genes like gap-

junction protein GJA1 (Liebmann et al., 2013), vimentin (VIM), cytoskeleton protein EZR and 

extra-cellular matrix glycoprotein TNC (Wiese et al., 2012) were all abundantly expressed. 

Similarly, astrocytic functional proteins such as glutamine synthetase GLUL (Baek et al., 2019), 

glutamate transporter GLAST (Jia et al., 2020), cytokine receptor LIFR and aldolase-C enzyme 

ALDOC (Cahoy et al., 2008) were also highly expressed. Finally, transcription factors NF1B 

and SOX9 were still detected after doxycycline had been interrupted (Fig.3.7-D). Though there 

was some degree of variability between differentiation batches, these results were found to be 

consistent across different samples derived from the same hiPSC line, as well across different 

lines (WT and DS1) (Fig.3.7-D). 

Overall, our characterisation of forward programming differentiated astrocytes is consistent 

with the published literature (Canals et al., 2018; X. Li et al., 2018a) and seem to indicate rapid 

and homogenous development towards astrocytic identity. After one week of induction, iAstro 

cells started to display glia-like morphology and were found immunoreactive for S100B, VIM 

and GFAP, markers known to be robustly expressed by primary astrocytes (Brozzi et al., 2009; 

O’Leary et al., 2020). The absence of neuronal and non-astrocytic glial cell markers, together 

with the abundant expression of many astrocyte-specific genes suggests high specification 

efficiency towards astrocytic identity. However, at 3 weeks post-induction (Day 21) iAstro did 

not express some of the most common markers of astrocyte maturation, including GLT1 and 

ALDH1L1, suggesting that further maturation might be needed in order to obtain functionally 

mature astrocytes. Nevertheless, forward programming differentiation allowed us to generate 

astrocyte-like cells in a third of the time (60-70 days) required by standard directed 
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differentiation protocols and therefore was considered a suitable strategy to quickly derive 

homogenous populations of mature astrocytes. 

3.2.8 Neuronal co-culture with iAstro 

To assemble our in vitro model of cortical circuits we combined the differentiation of iAstro, 

iGlut and iGABA. Briefly, iAstro hiPSCs were differentiated as previously described in section 

3.2.7. At Day 14 of iAstro differentiation, when the cells have arranged in a flat and dense 

monolayer (Fig. 3.7-A), the desired number of pre-differentiated iGlut (Day 3) and/or iGABA 

(Day 4) were plated on the iAstro monolayer (Day 1 of co-culture). The culture was then treated 

with Ara-C for 3 days and maintained in growth factors supplemented co-culture medium for 

maturation (Fig. 3.8-A). Despite all 3 types of differentiation (iGlut, iGABA and iAstro) 

performing well individually, after only 2 weeks of co-culture with iAstro, both iGlut and 

iGABA neurons started to clump and assumed an unhealthy morphology (Fig. 3.8-B), while the 

underlying iAstro monolayer was clearly still present and appeared healthy. By comparison, 

when the neurons were matured on their own, without iAstro, they still appeared healthy after 

3 weeks of culture (Fig. 3.8-C). 

In recent publications, the transcription factor-mediated differentiation of multiple cell types 

was pooled, using a so called “cell-autonomous approach” to combine and promote their 

maturation and functionalisation (Ng et al., 2020; Skylar-Scott et al., 2022). Inspired by these 

publications, we tested an alternative approach for the co-differentiation of our neurons and 

astrocytes. Rather than pre-differentiate iAstro and iGlut individually before combining them 

into a co-culture system for maturation, we combined iAstro and iGlut hiPSCs in a 2:1 ratio 

and added Doxycycline directly to the pooled hiPSC culture. Interestingly, the two cell types 

differentiated and autonomously organised with a monolayer of iAstro underneath and iGlut on 

top (Fig. 3.8-D). However, after 2 weeks of pooled differentiation, the results were the same as 

with our original co-culture method, with the iGlut neurons clumping and looking unhealthy 

(Fig. 3.8-D). Alongside a pooled culture of iAstro:iGlut with a 2:1 ratio we also tested a 1:1 

ratio, obtaining the same negative results (Supplementary Fig. 3.2-A). 

Using mouse Embryonic Stem Cell (mESC)-derived astrocytes, the Lieberam lab has 

previously demonstrated that astrocytes engineered to express the growth factor GDNF 

performed much better than wildtype astrocytes in supporting the survival of spinal-like motor 

neurons derived from mESC and hiPSCs in co-culture. GDNF-expressing astrocytes supported 
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mESC-motor neuron survival better than wildtype astrocytes supplemented with recombinant 

GDNF (Machado et al., 2019). In an attempt to improve the performance of human iAstro, post-

doc Lea R’Bibo (Lieberam Lab) used a PiggyBAC/transposase-mediated integration strategy 

(later described) to generate a sub-clonal iAstro line stably expressing GDNF (Fig. 3.8-E and F 

– ICC image generated by Lieberam Lab PhD student Peter Harley). In collaboration with Sofia 

Syntaka and Peter Harley, we assessed the ability of iAstro to support neuronal survival (in this 

case hiPSC-derived motor neurons) using a High Content Imaging (HCI)-based screen. 

Neuronal cell number was automatically quantified at defined time intervals using an operetta 

CLS HCI system and normalised to the original starting population. The percentage of surviving 

neurons after 1, 4 and 7 days of culture was assessed in 3 conditions: (i) Neurons only, (ii) 

Neurons + WT iAstro and (iii) Neurons + GDNF+ iAstro (Fig. 3.8-G). After only 4 days of 

culture, neuronal survival was reduced to 31.0% (SEM  1.7) in the co-culture with WT iAstro 

and to 51.3% (SEM  3.4) in the co-culture with GDNF+ iAstro, while the population of neurons 

in the neurons only condition actually increased to 111.4% (SEM  15.0) (Fig. 3.8-H and I – 

Table 3.1). After 7 days, the survival of neurons dropped dramatically to 2.0% (SEM  0.4) in 

the co-culture with WT iAstro and to 10.6% (SEM  2.6) in the co-culture with GDNF+ iAstro, 

while 75.4% (SEM  5.2) of neurons survived in the neuronal monoculture (Fig. 3.8-H and J – 

Table 3.1). Overall, GDNF+ iAstro performed slightly better than their WT counterpart 

however, their presence was still severely detrimental to the survival of neurons in co-culture.  

An additional problem we encountered using iAstro was that, while they survived and appeared 

completely healthy when cultured on Matrigel-coated tissue culture plastic and imaging-grade 

plastic polymers, they died within a few days of being cultured on Matrigel-coated glass 

coverslips, the standard culture surface for patch-clamp recording (Supplementary Fig. 3.2-B). 

When cultured on other types of coating commonly used in astrocytic and neuronal cultures, 

such as Poly-L-Ornithine (PLO) or Poly-D-Lysine (PDL), iAstro detached and died within a 

few days, independently of the underlaying material they were plated on (TC plastic, glass-like 

plastic polymer or standard glass) (Supplementary Fig. 3.2-B). This unexpected phenotype 

didn’t emerge during the initial characterisation of the iAstro line because the plates used in any 

of the assays, including imaging, were made of either polystyrene plastic or a imaging-grade 

plastic polymer. While we don’t have a good explanation for why this happens, this phenotype 

would be extremely problematic for experiments requiring the use of glass coverslips (e.g., 

electrophysiology and calcium imaging) and, more in general, it raised and additional alarm 

bell on the functionality of these cells.  
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Taken together, this characterisation showed that this iAstro line is not suitable for neuronal co-

culture. The presence of WT iAstro, as well as GDNF+ iAstro, appeared to have a toxic effect 

on the survival of iGlut, iGABA and motor neurons. In the original publication using the 

transcription factor combination NF1B-SOX9 to generate inducible astrocytes (Canals et al., 

2018), the resulting cells are successfully used in co-culture with inducible neurons obtained 

through NGN2 overexpression (like our iGlut). More specifically, the co-culture was 

maintained for up to 5 weeks where the astrocytes were shown to support the survival and 

maturation of the neurons, promoting synapse formation and function. We were not able to 

replicate these results and a possible explanation for the discrepancies between our results and 

those within Canals et al. is their use of hESCs to derive inducible astrocytes and neurons, 

which are widely known to outperform hiPSCs in terms of differentiation potential (Narsinh et 

al., 2011; Puri & Nagy, 2012). Further characterisation will be necessary in order to understand 

why iAstro exert this negative effect on neuronal survival but, since the use of human astrocytes 

was not a fundamental requirement for the generation of our in vitro model, we decided to drop 

this approach and seek an alternative strategy to incorporate astrocytes in our culture system.  

3.2.9 mouse Embryonic Stem Cell-derived astrocytes 

Mouse Embryonic Stem Cell (mESC)-derived astrocytes have been routinely used in the 

Lieberam Lab to generate different mouse and human disease models, including ALS  

(Machado et al., 2019), Duchenne muscular dystrophy (Paredes-Redondo et al., 2021) and 

spinal cord injury (Berzanskyte et al., 2023). This being a well-established technology already 

in use in the Lieberam Lab, we chose it as the alternative strategy to produce the astrocytic 

component of our in vitro model. mESCs are differentiated and sorted into a pure population of 

functional astrocytes using a small molecule-based directed differentiation approach combined 

with magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS). The cell line and differentiation protocol used 

for this study were originally developed by the Lieberam Lab postdoc Carolina Barcellos-

Machado (Machado et al., 2019). To use a similar MACS approach to that described in Section 

3.2.3 of this chapter, a mESC line was genetically engineered to express the human cell surface 

antigen hCD14 under the transcriptional regulation of the astrocyte-specific GFAP minimal 

promoter (Fig. 3.9-A). As discussed in the section above, to improve the supportive 

performance of the astrocytes, this line was also modified to express GDNF under the control 

of the constitutive CAG promoter (Fig 3.8-E). For astrocyte differentiation, mESCs were plated 

in suspension dishes to form embryoid bodies (EBs) for 2 days, before adding Retinoic Acid 
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(RA) and Sonic Agonist (SAG) to induce neuroectoderm differentiation for 3 days (Fig. 3.9-B). 

Following a 7-day expansion phase on adherent plates to facilitate astrocyte differentiation, 

MACS was performed to enrich the final population of GFAP+ astrocytes. Finally, sorted mouse 

astrocytes (mAstro) were matured in culture for a week before neurons were plated on top (Fig. 

3.9-B). The inclusion of a MACS step in this differentiation protocol is fundamental to obtain 

a nearly pure population of astrocytes. As previously described, through the use of an anti-

hCD14 primary antibody and a magnetic beads-conjugated secondary antibody, the hCD14+ 

labelled cells can be sorted using Miltenyi Biotech magnetic separation columns (Fig.3.3-A). 

As a proof of concept, following MACS, pre-sort, flow through (FT) and eluate populations 

were fixed and stained for GFAP and neuronal marker TUBB3 (Fig. 3.9-C). GFAP and TUBB3 

positive cells were quantified relatively to the total number of DAPI stained nuclei – data from 

PhD student Peter Harley. The GFAP+ population was found to be enriched from 26.0% (SEM 

± 4) in the pre-sort population to 91.6% (SEM ± 0.84) in the final eluted population. At the 

same time, the TUBB3+ population was completely depleted from 12.4% (SEM ± 4) in the pre-

sort to 0.2% (SEM ± 0.2) in the eluted population (Fig. 3.9-D – Table 3.2). 

The ability of wildtype and GDNF+ mAstro to support mouse neuronal survival had been 

previously documented (Machado et al., 2019). Similarly, their ability to support human 

neuronal survival had been previously tested in the lab (Berzanskyte et al., 2023; Harley et al., 

2022) – data from PhD student Peter Harley. Using the same HCI-based screen mentioned in 

the section above, neuronal cell number was automatically quantified at defined time intervals 

and normalised to the original starting population. The percentage of surviving neurons after 1, 

2 and 3 days was assessed in co-culture with WT mAstro and with GDNF+ mAstro (Fig. 3.9-

E). It was found that in as little as 3 days, GDNF expressing mAstro had a remarkable effect on 

preserving neuronal survival to 92.7% (SEM ± 5.1) compared to only 52.4% (SEM ± 2.7) of 

neurons surviving in culture with WT mAstro (Fig. 3.9-F – Table 3.3). At a comparable time-

point, WT mAstro performed similarly to human GDNF+ iAstro, which supported the survival 

of only 51.3% (SEM  3.4) of neurons after 4 days of culture (Fig. 3.9-F – Table 3.3).  

Given the relative ease of production and excellent performance of GDNF+ mAstro, this 

approach was considered the most suitable strategy to derive homogenous populations of 

astrocytes (from now on referred to simply as mAstro) that will support the survival and 

maturation of our neuronal model of cortical circuits.  
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3.2.10   Neuronal co-culture with mAstro 

To establish our co-culture model, we derived mAstro as described above. On Day 19 of mAstro 

differentiation, when the cells have arranged in a flat and dense monolayer (Fig. 3.9-B), the 

desired number of pre-differentiated iGlut (Day 3) and/or iGABA (Day 4) were plated on the 

mAstro monolayer (Day 1 of co-culture). The culture was then maintained in growth factors 

supplemented co-culture medium for maturation. Contrarily to what was observed in cultures 

with iAstro, in long-term cultures with mAstro the neurons displayed a healthy morphology and 

did not form clumps (Fig. 3.10-A). When cultured with mAstro, neurons could be maintained 

in culture for up to 10 weeks.  

It is widely known that culturing neurons with astrocytes promotes functional and synaptic 

maturation, both in primary cultures (Nakajima & Kunugi, 2020; Shan et al., 2021) as well as in 

hiPSC-derived cultures (Hedegaard et al., 2020; Sloan et al., 2017b). To evaluate the effect of 

mAstro on neuronal maturation, we compared the gene expression profile of iGlut and iGABA 

cultured on their own or in co-culture with mAstro. This comparison was made possible by the 

use of human specific primers that recognise the human transcripts (neuronal) but not mouse 

transcripts (astrocytic). For both neuronal types, we found that multiple genes typically 

expressed by mature neurons were expressed at higher levels in co-culture with mAstro. 

Specifically, when in culture with mAstro, iGlut neurons expressed statistically higher levels of 

glutamate receptors GLUR2 and NR1, as well as vesicular glutamate transporters VGLUT1 and 

VGLUT2, excitatory neuron specific kinase CAMK2A and pre-synaptic protein SYN1 (Fig. 3.10-

B – Table 3.4). Similarly, when cultured with mAstro, iGABA expressed statistically higher 

levels of interneuron-specific transcription factors DLX2 and DLX5, and GABA transporters 

GAT1 and GAT2 (Fig. 3.10-C – Table 3.5). Interestingly, co-culture with mAstro also increased 

the expression levels of multiple interneuron subtype specific markers, specifically CALB1, 

CALB2 and STT (Fig. 3.10-C – Table 3.5), suggesting that mAstro promote interneuron 

maturation and associated subtype specification. The same increase in specific interneuron 

subtypes was observed in DS1 iGABA when they are cultured with mAstro (Table 3.6).  

Finally, we analysed the profile of SCN1A expression over time in iGlut and iGABA neurons 

cultured on mAstro. In both neuronal types we observed a progressive increase in SCN1A 

expression across the 50-day time period analysed (Fig. 3.10-D and E). The observed 

expression pattern is in line with the early stages of SCN1A expression observed in human and 

mouse, where the mRNA levels progressively increase throughout developmental age, from 
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embryonic stage to adulthood (Heighway et al., 2022; Helbig & Goldberg, 2021; Voskobiynyk et 

al., 2021). Based on the observed expression profile, we selected an early (3 weeks) and a late 

(6 weeks) timepoint to conduct our future experiments (dotted lines in Fig. 3.10-D and E). 

Although SCN1A expression was already abundantly detectable at 3 weeks, based on published 

literature the neuronal cultures have yet to reach maturity so they might not present a significant 

Dravet-related phenotype (Lam et al., 2017; C. Wang et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017). As such, 

a later time point was also selected, at which point the neurons are more mature and more likely 

to exhibit disease phenotypes.  

3.2.11   CRISPR/Cas9-mediated correction of the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation in 

the DS1 Dravet patient-derived human iPSC line 

Targeted gene editing of the DS1 line to correct the endogenous SCN1AIVS 14+3A>T mutation was 

achieved using CRISPR/Cas9-mediated Homology-Directed Repair (HDR). A single guide 

RNA (sgRNA) was designed using the online tool provided by the Wellcome Sanger Institute 

Genome Editing (WGE) and chosen based on its proximity to the mutation and its off-target 

score (Supplementary Fig. 3.3-A). The sgRNA was cloned into a Cas9 expressing vector and 

used in conjunction with a donor template. The donor template was designed based on the 

wildtype sequence and modified to contain two silent mutations in the sgRNA seed region 

exerting two functions: i) prevent the Cas9 enzyme from cleaving template DNA that had 

already been integrated into the genome; ii) introduce a MspI enzymatic cut site to facilitate 

clonal selection of CRISPR-edited cells (Fig. 3.11-A). Following transfection, we confirmed 

successful CRISPR-editing in the cell population by bulk DNA analysis (Fig. 3.11-B). The 

genomic sequence covering SCN1A intron 13, exon 14 and intron 14 (black arrows, Fig. 3.11-

A) was PCR amplified from bulk DNA and digested with MspI restriction enzyme to confirm 

the integration of the MspI site in a sub-population of cells (Fig. 3.11-B). Following clonal 

selection, 8.6% of the screened clones were found positive for the integration of the MspI cut 

site (5/58 clones), all clones were homozygous. Positive clones were further investigated by 

Sanger sequencing to show that only 1 homozygous clone (Supplementary Fig. 3.3-B) had clean 

sequencing reads 1000bp upstream and downstream of the Cas9 cut site (Fig. 3.11-C) – an 

overall efficiency of 1.7%. Finally, the top 5 predicted off-target sites were sequenced to check 

for unintended off-target editing (Supplementary Fig. 3.3-A) and all sites were found 

unmodified. The successfully corrected clone was further characterised to assess its genomic 

integrity and stemness. G-banding analysis revealed a normal karyotype for the corrected line 
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(Fig. 3.11-D), while a normal karyotype for the DS1 line has previously been reported (Y. Liu, 

Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013). Immunocytochemical analysis of common stemness markers 

confirmed the expression of OCT4, SOX2 and SSEA-4 in both the corrected line and the DS1 

line (Fig. 3.11-E). Successful correction of the SCN1AIVS 14+3A>T mutation was further 

confirmed by SCN1A transcript analysis. As previously mentioned, this heterozygous mutation 

results in 50% abnormal transcripts that skip the SCN1A exon 14 (Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et 

al., 2013). Electrophoresis analysis showed that when the region of transcript including SCN1A 

intron 13, exon 14 and intron 14 was PCR amplified from wildtype cDNA, a fragment of 340bp 

was obtained, while from DS1 cDNA two fragments were obtained, one of 340bp and one of 

170bp, lacking exon 14 (Fig. 3.11-F). When the same region was amplified from the corrected 

cDNA, only the full-size fragment of 340bp was obtained (Fig. 3.11-F).  

Following characterisation of the corrected DS1 line, we used this clone to generate sub-clonal 

lines suitable for forward programming into iGlut and iGABA using the methods previously 

discussed in this chapter sections 3.2.4, 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 (Supplementary Fig. 3.3-C). After 3 

weeks of differentiation, we did not observe any differences in the expression levels of SCN1A 

in iGlut and iGABA neurons derived from wildtype, DS1 and corrected lines (Fig 3.11-G – 

Table 3.7).  

Together, our characterisation shows the successful generation of a DS1 corrected cell line. This 

line retained genomic integrity and stemness and, after forward programming, was capable of 

generating glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons that could be used as isogenic controls for 

our following experiments.  

3.2.12   Neuronal functionalisation for two-colour calcium imaging 

The final step in the generation of our in vitro model of cortical circuits for the study of Dravet 

syndrome was the introduction of functional probes to assess epileptic phenotypes. Calcium 

imaging has been classically used to study epileptiform activity in vivo, especially in mice and 

zebrafish (Khan et al., 2021; Rosch et al., 2018; Somarowthu et al., 2021; Wenzel et al., 2019; 

X. Zhang et al., 2019), and in vitro, mainly in primary neuronal cultures (Jablonski et al., 2021; 

Kiese et al., 2017; Pacico & Meur, 2014; D. A. Sun et al., 2001), and some hiPSC-derived 

neuronal models (Negraes et al., 2021). Typically, these studies were performed using 

membrane permeable calcium dyes, which are acutely applied to the culture and internalised 

by all the cells in culture (Paredes et al., 2008). Our in vitro system contains 3 distinct cell types 
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(excitatory neurons, inhibitory interneurons and astrocytes), all of which would be 

indiscriminately labelled by traditional calcium dyes, introducing a significant confounding 

factor in the signal read-out and interpretation of the data. With the advent of Genetically 

Encoded Calcium Indicators (GECIs) the targeted introduction of calcium sensors into specific 

cell populations was made possible (Oh et al., 2019). Using GECIs, we were able to individually 

target excitatory and inhibitory neurons with probes of different fluorescent wavelengths, 

allowing us to perform “two-colour” calcium imaging by conferring cell type specificity to the 

recorded calcium signal. Specifically, we selected a GFP-based probe (GCaMP6f) and a 

mApple-based probe (jrGECO1a) with comparable kinetics (Dana et al., 2016), to be 

introduced in excitatory neurons and inhibitory interneurons respectively.   

To introduce the selected GECIs in our cell lines, we used a PiggyBAC/transposase-mediated 

integration strategy. PiggyBac (PB) transposon vectors are designed to contain the expression 

cassette surrounded by transposon-specific inverted terminal repeat sequences (ITRs). Stable 

integration of exogenous DNA is achieved via non-homologous recombination using a 

transposase, which recognises the ITRs and integrates the DNA enclosed in between them at 

TTAA genomic sites (Chen et al., 2020; Grabundzija et al., 2010). To use this strategy, we 

designed PiggyBac transposon vectors containing GCaMP6f or jrGECO1a downstream of a 

CAG promoter (Fig. 3.12-A). iGlut hiPSCs of all 3 genetic backgrounds (wildtype, DS1 and 

corrected) were transfected with PB-GCaMP6f while all iGABA hiPSC lines were transfected 

with PB-jrGECO1a. The transfected lines were then FACS sorted based on the GFP (Fig. 3.12-

B) or mApple (Fig. 3.12-C) fluorescence to isolate a stably integrated polyclonal population 

expressing medium-high levels of probe. 

The integration of two spectrally distinct probes in our co-culture system also allowed us to 

distinguish between excitatory and inhibitory neurons in fixed cultures stained for GFP and 

RFP (Fig. 3.12-D). Using GCaMP6f and jrGECO1a as identity signatures we were able to 

confirm that the desired cell-type ratio of 70:30 excitatory to inhibitory neurons could be 

consistently obtained in our co-culture system with mAstro (Fig. 3.12-E). This ratio was also 

reliably maintained in long-term cultures (Fig. 3.12-F). 
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Figure 3.1. hiPSC directed dorsal differentiation. A – Top, schematic of the dorsal 

differentiation protocol version 1 (D-V1). Starting from a hiPSC monolayer, Dorsomorphin and 

SB431542 are applied for 8 days to achieve dual SMAD inhibition and induce neuroectoderm 

formation. Following 4 days of maintenance, FGF2 is used to induce expansion of neural 

precursors and rosette formation (highlighted by a white dotted line) from day 12 to day 14. 

After, cells are maintained in small molecule-free medium for maturation. Cells reach the 

progenitor stage at around day 35 of differentiation. Protocol based on Shi et al (Y. Shi, Kirwan, 
& Livesey, 2012). Bottom, phase contrast images of the main differentiation stages for the 

wildtype hiPSC line. Scale bar = 100μm. B – Top, schematic of the dorsal differentiation 

protocol version 2 (D-V2). Dorsomorphin and SB431542 are applied for 12 days to induce dual 

SMAD inhibition and neuroectoderm formation. Following 4 days of expansion with FGF2 to 

induce rosette formation (highlighted by a white dotted line), from day 16 cells are maintained 

in small molecule-free medium for maturation. Cells reach the progenitor stage around day 35 

of differentiation. Protocol based on Shi et al (Y. Shi, Kirwan, & Livesey, 2012). Bottom, phase 

contrast images of the main differentiation stages for the wildtype hiPSC line. Scale bar = 

100μm. C – Left, Immunofluorescence images of Day 35 D-V1 and D-V2 progenitor 

populations stained for Map2 (magenta), Tubb3 (cyan), PSD95 (red) and DAPI (blue). Scale 

bar = 100μm. Right, quantification of the mean fluorescence intensity per FOV (field of view) 

normalised to the number of nuclei. AU = arbitrary unit.  N=1 biological replicate with n=5 

FOV per condition. D – Heatmap representation of RT-qPCR analysis of D-V2 progenitors at 

Day 35. Gene expression levels are normalised to the housekeeping gene TBP and expressed 

as -CT. N=1 biological replicate with n=3 technical replicates per condition. 
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Figure 3.2. hiPSC directed ventral differentiation. A – Top, schematic of the ventral 

differentiation protocol version 1 (V-V1). Starting from a hiPSC monolayer, Dorsomorphin and 

SB431542 are applied, together with XAV939, for 10 days to combine dual SMAD and Wnt 

inhibition to induce neuroectoderm formation with enhanced forebrain specification. 

Subsequently, Purmorphamine and SAG are applied for 8 days to activate SHH signalling, 

inducing ventralisation of neural precursors. Next, FGF2 is used from day 18 to day 20 to induce 

precursors expansion and rosette formation. Finally, cells are maintained in small molecule-free 

medium for maturation, reaching the progenitor stage around day 35 of differentiation. Protocol 

based on Maroof et al. (Maroof et al., 2013). Bottom, phase contrast images of the main 
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differentiation stages for the wildtype hiPSC line. Scale bar = 100μm. B – Top, schematic of 

the ventral differentiation protocol version 2 (V-V2). Dorsomorphin, SB431542 and 

Purmorphamine are applied for 12 days to induce simultaneous dual SMAD inhibition and SHH 

signalling activation to achieve neuroectoderm formation. Following 4 days of expansion with 

FGF2 to induce rosette formation (highlighted by a white dotted line), cells are maintained from 

day 16 in small molecule-free medium for maturation. Cells reach the progenitor stage around 

day 35 of differentiation. Protocol based on Shi et al. (Y. Shi, Kirwan, & Livesey, 2012). Bottom, 

phase contrast images of the main differentiation stages for the wildtype hiPSC line. Scale bar 

= 100μm. C –Immunofluorescence images of Day 35 V-V2 progenitors stained for Map2 

(magenta), Tubb3 (cyan), Nkx2.1 (red) and DAPI (blue). Scale bar = 100μm. D – Quantification 

of Nkx2.1+ cells (%) relative to the total nuclear count (DAPI). N=1 biological replicate with 

n=5 FOV per condition. E – Heatmap representation of RT-qPCR analysis of V-V2 progenitors 

at Day 35. Gene expression levels are normalised to the housekeeping gene TBP and expressed 

as -CT. N=1 biological replicate with n=3 technical replicates per condition. 
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Figure 3.3. Neuronal type-specific Magnetic-Activated Cell Sorting (MACS). A – MACS 

sorting process illustrative scheme. A mixed cell population, containing CD14-expressing cells, 

is labelled with a mouse anti-CD14 primary antibody, followed by an anti-mouse IgG magnetic 

beads-conjugated secondary antibody. Labelled cells are then passed through a magnetic 

separation column that retains the beads-labelled cells which are subsequently eluted to obtain 

an enriched CD14+ population. B – Top, schematic representation of the DLX5/6-GFP 

expression vector. Bottom, FACS sorting GFP gate set to isolate GFP+ ventral progenitors. C – 

Gene expression analysis of unsorted dorsal and ventral progenitors and Dlx5/6-GFP+ ventral 

progenitors. mRNA expression relative to TBP housekeeping gene was measured for ventral 

interneuron markers DLX6, DLX2, NKX2.1, GAD67 and vGAT and for dorsal progenitor 

marker PAX6. N=1 biological replicate with n=3 technical replicates per condition.  
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Figure 3.4. Generation of hiPSC lines suitable for forward programming differentiation. A – 

Schematic representation of the TALEN-mediated integration of the coding region of interest 

at the AAVS1 safe harbor locus, located on chromosome 19 (q13.42). The AAVS1 vector 

contains, in between the 5’ and 3’ homology sequences, the puromycin resistance gene 

downstream of a T2A sequence, followed by a CAG promoter upstream of the rtTA3G. From 

the 3’ end, the TRE3G promoter regulates the expression of the desired transcription factors. 

Site-specific TALENs recognise the AAVS1 5’ and 3’ sequences and allow for homologous 

recombination between the genome and the vector plasmid. Successful integrations are 

identified using two PCR reactions. Reaction #1 is designed to test for the presence of a WT 

allele, while reaction #2 tests for the presence of a modified allele. Clones that are positive for 

reaction #1 and negative for #2 are homozygous WT, clones that are positive for reaction #1 

and #2 are heterozygous and finally, clones that are negative for reaction #1 and positive for #2 

are homozygous modified. B – Schematic representation of the iGlut vector, encoding for 

NGN2, the iGABA vector, encoding for ASCL1 and DLX2 and iAstro vector, encoding for 

NF1B and SOX9. C – Gel electrophoresis of PCR reactions #1 and #2 performed on the iGlut, 

iGABA and iAstro monoclonal lines derived from wildtype hiPSCs. Non-transfected wildtype 

hiPSCs are used as a control. 
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Figure 3.5. Forward programming differentiation into excitatory cortical neurons. A – Top, 

schematic of the iGlut differentiation protocol. Starting from hiPSCs, Doxycycline is applied 

for 3 days before the cells are sub-plated or frozen. Differentiating cells are then maintained in 

BDNF, NT3 and Laminin supplemented medium for maturation, with Ara-C applied for 3 days 

after Dox-induction to eliminate proliferating cells. Protocol based on Fernandopulle et al. 

(Fernandopulle et al., 2018). Bottom, phase contrast images of the main differentiation stages 

for the wildtype hiPSC line. Scale bar = 100μm. B – Immunofluorescence image of Day 10 WT 

iGlut stained for Map2 (magenta) and Tubb3 (cyan). Scale bar = 100μm. C –

Immunofluorescence images of Day 25 WT iGlut neurons stained for Tau (grey) and DAPI 

(blue) with a scale bar = 100μm, and Map2 (red), PDS95 and Syn1 (green) with a scale bar = 
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50μm. D – Heatmap representation of RT-qPCR analysis of WT and DS1 iGlut neurons at Day 

30. Gene expression levels are normalised to the housekeeping gene TBP and expressed as -

CT. N=3 biological replicates with n=3 technical replicates per sample. E – Heatmap 

representation of RT-qPCR analysis of D-V2 progenitors at Day 35 and WT iGlut neurons at 

Day 30. Gene expression levels are normalised to the housekeeping gene TBP and expressed 

as -CT. N=1 biological replicate with n=3 technical replicates for D-V2; N=3 biological 

replicates with n=3 technical replicates per for WT-iGlut.  
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Figure 3.6. Forward programming differentiation into GABAergic inhibitory interneurons. A – 

Top, schematic of the iGABA differentiation protocol. Starting from hiPSCs, Doxycycline is 

applied for 4 days before the cells are sub-plated or frozen. Differentiating cells are then 

maintained in BDNF, NT3 and Laminin supplemented medium for maturation, with Ara-C 

applied for 3 days after Dox-induction to eliminate proliferating cells. Protocol based on Yang 

et al. (Yang et al., 2017). Bottom, phase contrast images of the main differentiation stages for 

the wildtype hiPSC line. Scale bar = 100μm. B – Immunofluorescence image of Day 10 WT 

iGABA stained for Map2 (magenta) and Tubb3 (cyan). Scale bar = 100μm. C –

Immunofluorescence images of Day 25 WT iGABA neurons stained for Tau (grey) and DAPI 
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(blue) with a scale bar = 100μm, and Map2 (red), PDS95 and Syn1 (green) with a scale bar = 

50μm. D – Heatmap representation of RT-qPCR analysis of WT and DS1 iGABA neurons at 

Day 30. Gene expression levels are normalised to the housekeeping gene TBP and expressed 

as -CT. N=3 biological replicates with n=3 technical replicates per sample. E – Heatmap 

representation of RT-qPCR analysis of V-V2 progenitors at Day 35 and WT iGABA neurons at 

Day 30. Gene expression levels are normalised to the housekeeping gene TBP and expressed 

as -CT. N=1 biological replicate with n=3 technical replicates for V-V2; N=3 biological 

replicates with n=3 technical replicates for WT-iGABA.  
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Figure 3.7. Forward programming differentiation into astrocytes. A – Top, schematic of the 

iAstro differentiation protocol. hiPSC colonies undergo 3 days of doxycycline induction 

followed by 4 days of FGF-mediated expansion. At Day 7, astrocytes are frozen down or sub-

plated then maintained in CNTF and BMP4 supplemented medium for maturation. Doxycycline 

is withdrawn after 14 days. Protocol based on Canals et al. (Canals et al., 2018). Bottom, phase 

contrast images of the main differentiation stages for the wildtype hiPSC line. Scale bar = 

100μm. B – Representative immunofluorescence images of Day 21 WT iAstro stained for 

S100b (red), GFAP (green), Vimentin (magenta), Ki67 (grey) and DAPI (blue). Scale bar = 

100μm. C – Quantification of cells positive for the investigated markers (%) relative to the total 
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nuclear count (DAPI). N=1 biological replicate with n=3 technical replicates per condition. D 

– Heatmap representation of RT-qPCR analysis of WT and DS1 iAstro at Day 21. Gene 

expression levels are normalised to the housekeeping gene TBP and expressed as -CT. N=3 

biological replicates with n=3 technical replicates per sample. 
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Figure 3.8. Neuronal co-culture with iAstro. A – Schematic of the human inducible co-culture 

protocol. iAstro are differentiated as previously described until Day 14, when Day 3 iGlut 

and/or Day 4 iGABA are plated on the astrocytic monolayer. The co-culture is maintained in 

growth factor-supplemented maturation medium until analysis. B – Phase contrast images of 

iGlut and iGABA in co-culture with iAstro after 2 weeks. Scale bar = 100μm. C – Phase contrast 

images of iGlut and iGABA in co-culture without iAstro after 3 weeks. Scale bar = 100μm. D 

– Phase contrast images of a pooled culture of iAstro and iGlut (2:1 ratio) after 2 weeks of 

differentiation. Scale bar = 100μm. E – Schematic representation of the PiggyBac vector 

containing GDNF downstream of a CAG promoter, followed by a hygromycin resistance 

cassette. The open reading frame is flanked by transposon-specific inverted terminal repeat 

sequences (ITRs). Transposase-mediated integration is targeted at TTAA genomic sites. F – 

Immunofluorescence image of the GDNF+ iAstro hiPSC line stained for GDNF (orange) and 

DAPI (blue). Scale bar = 20 μm. G – Representative immunofluorescence images of Day 7 of 

the survival assay for neurons only, neurons + WT iAstro and neurons + GDNF+ iAstro stained 

for Tubb3 (green) and DAPI (blue). Scale bar = 100 μm. H – The percentage of neuron survival 

over 7 days is plotted for neurons only, neurons + WT iAstro and neurons + GDNF+ iAstro. I-

J – The percentage of neuron survival at Day 4 or Day 7 is plotted for neurons only, neurons + 

WT iAstro and neurons + GDNF+ iAstro. N=3 biological replicates with n=8 wells per 

condition. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple 

comparison, *** = p<0.001. 
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Figure 3.9. Mouse ESC-derived astrocytes differentiation and sorting. A – Schematic 

representation of the Tol2 vector containing hCD14 downstream of the GFAP minimal 

promoter, followed by a hygromycin resistance cassette. The open reading frame is flanked by 

transposon-specific inverted terminal repeat sequences (ITRs) for transposase-mediated 

genomic integration. B – Top, schematic of the mouse astrocytes differentiation protocol. 

mESCs are plated in suspension plates to form embryoid bodies (EBs) for 2 days before RA 

and SAG are applied for 3 days to achieve neuroectoderm induction. EBs are then expanded on 

MG-coated plates for 7 days until they are MACS sorted. Finally, sorted astrocytes are matured 

for a week before neurons are plated on top. Bottom, phase contrast images of the main 

differentiation stages. Scale bar = 100μm.  C – Representative immunofluorescence images of 
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pre-sort, flow-through and eluate populations from a GFAP-CD14 MACS stained for Tubb3 

(cyan), GFAP (magenta) and DAPI (blue). Scale bar = 50 μm. D – The percentage of Tubb3+ 

and GFAP+ cells is plotted for pre-sort, flow-through and eluate populations. N=3 biological 

replicates with n=3 wells per sample. Error bars represent the SEM, unpaired t test, * = p<0.05, 

*** = p<0.001. E – The percentage of neuron survival over 3 days is plotted for neurons + WT 

mAstro and neurons + GDNF+ mAstro. F – The percentage of neuron survival at Day 3 – 4 

days is plotted for neurons + WT mAstro, neurons + GDNF+ mAstro and neurons + GDNF+ 

iAstro. N=3 biological replicates with n=3-8 wells per condition. Error bars represent the SEM, 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, *** = p<0.001. 
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Figure 3.10. Neuronal co-culture with mAstro. A – Phase contrast images of a 4-week-old co-

culture of iGlut and iGABA on mAstro. Scale bar = 100μm. B-C – Heatmap representation of 

RT-qPCR analysis of WT iGlut and WT iGlut on mAstro at Day 30 or WT iGABA and WT 

iGABA on mAstro at Day 30. Gene expression levels are normalised to the housekeeping gene 

TBP and expressed as -CT. N=3 biological replicates with n=3 technical replicates per sample. 

Unpaired t test with Welch’s correction, * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001. D-E – mRNA 

expression, relative to the housekeeping gene TBP, of SCN1A over the course of 50 days in 

iGlut or iGABA neurons cultured on mAstro. Dotted lines indicate the 3 and 6 weeks 

experimental timepoints.  
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Figure 3.11. CRISPR/Cas9-mediated correction of Dravet SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation in the DS1 

patient derived hiPSC line. A – Schematic showing the CRISPR/Cas9 mediated genome editing 

strategy to correct the endogenous SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation in the DS1 line. Black arrows on 

exon 13 and 15 indicate the primers used for PCR amplification of the genomic region for 

sequencing purposes. Highlighted in red is the mutated nucleotide, in green the PAM sequence 

and in blue the silent mutations inserted in the donor template to introduce a MspI restriction 

site. B – MspI restriction digestion confirming successful CRISPR editing within the targeted 

hiPSC population. C – Sanger sequencing of the genomic region of interest showing correction 

of the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation (black arrow) and homozygous integration of the donor 

template harbouring the silent MspI restriction site. The dotted line indicates the Cas9 cut site. 

D – G-banding analysis showing normal karyotype for the DS1 corrected hiPSC line. E – 

Immunofluorescence images of DS1 and DS1 corrected hiPSCs stained for the pluripotency 

markers Oct-4 (green), Sox2 (red) and SSEA-4 (yellow) and DAPI (blue). Scale bar = 100 μm. 

F – Electrophoresis analysis of SCN1A transcript showing the full-size amplification of intron 

13, exon 14 and intron 14 from WT cDNA (340 bp), the presence of 50% aberrant transcript 

missing exon 14 amplified from DS1 cDNA (170 bp) and the full-size amplification of the 

transcript fragment from corrected cDNA (340 bp). G – RT-qPCR analysis of SCN1A mRNA 

expression, relative to the housekeeping gene TBP, performed in iGlut and iGABA derived from 

wildtype, DS1 and corrected lines. N=3 biological replicates with n=3 technical replicates per 

sample. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison, ns = p>0.05.  
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Figure 3.12. Stable integration of spectrally distinct Genetically Encoded Calcium Indicators 

(GECIs) in iGlut and iGABA lines. A – Schematic representation of the PiggyBac vector 

containing the calcium indicator downstream of a CAG promoter, followed by a hygromycin 

resistance cassette. The open reading frame is flanked by transposon-specific inverted terminal 

repeat sequences (ITRs). Transposase-mediated integration is targeted at TTAA genomic sites. 

B-C – Left, FACS sorting of GCaMP6f or jrGECO1a transfected cells. The gate was set to 

isolate medium/high GFP+ or mApple+ cells. Right, fluorescence images of sorted WT iGlut 

stably expressing GCaMP6f or WT iGABA stably expressing jrGECO1a. Scale bar = 100μm. 

D – Fluorescence image showing a wildtype co-culture of GCaMP6f-expressing iGlut and 

jrGECO1a-expressing iGABA stained for GFP (green) and RFP (red). E-F – Cell type ratio at 

3 and 6 weeks plotted as the percentage of iGlut and iGABA cells in wildtype, DS1 and 

corrected co-cultures. N=3 biological replicates with n=4 FOW per sample. Error bars represent 

the SEM, Two-way ANOVA with multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.1. A – Gel electrophoresis of PCR reactions #1 and #2 performed on 

the iGlut, iGABA and iAstro monoclonal lines derived from DS1 hiPSCs. Non-transfected DS1 

hiPSCs are used as a control. B – Representative phase contrast images of an iGlut culture 

overgrown by proliferative cells at Day 10 and Day 30 and an iGlut culture at Day 10 after 

treatment with Ara-C to remove proliferative cells. Scale bar = 100μm. C – 

Immunofluorescence image of Day 25 WT iGlut neurons stained for Map2 (red) and GluN1 

(green). Scale bar = 50μm. D – Representative phase contrast images of the iGABA “polarised” 

colony morphology observed at Day 3 in WT and DS1 iGABA differentiation – the white 

dashed line highlights proliferative cells. At Day 10, the culture is overgrown by the 

proliferative cells. Scale bar = 100μm. E – Immunofluorescence image of Day 25 WT iGABA 

neurons stained for Map2 (red) and GluN1 (green). Scale bar = 50μm. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.2. A – Phase contrast images of a pooled culture of iAstro and iGlut 

(1:1 ratio) after 2 weeks of differentiation. Scale bar = 100μm. B – Phase contrast images of 

iAstro cultured on tissue culture (TC) plastic, glass-like plastic polymer or glass coated with 

either Matrigel, PLO or PDL. Scale bar = 100μm. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.3. A – Details of the sgRNA used for CRISPR/Cas9-mediated 

genome editing, including CRISPR ID, sequence, genome location, strand and off-target score. 

B – MspI restriction digest of CRISPR-edited hiPSC clone showing homozygous integration of 

the donor template harbouring the silent MspI restriction site. C – Gel electrophoresis of PCR 

reactions #1 and #2 performed on the iGlut, iGABA and iAstro monoclonal lines derived from 

corrected hiPSCs. Non-transfected corrected hiPSCs are used as a control. 

 



Experiment: Neuronal survival assay on iAstro 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

Neuronal survival on 

iAstro – Day 4 

Neurons only N = 8 

Neurons + WT iAstro N = 8  

Neurons + GDNF+ iAstro N = 8  

N = FOV from 8 separate wells 

YES 

YES 

YES 

 

Ordinary One-way 

ANOVA + Tukey’s 

multiple comparison 

Alpha 0.05 

Neurons only vs. Neurons + WT iAstro = <0.001 (***) 

Neurons only vs. Neurons + GDNF+ iAstro = <0.001 

(***) 

Neurons + WT iAstro vs. Neurons + GDNF+ iAstro = 

0.2683 (ns) 

Neuronal survival on 

iAstro – Day 7 

Neurons only N = 8 

Neurons + WT iAstro N = 8  

Neurons + GDNF+ iAstro N = 8  

N = FOV from 8 separate wells 

YES 

YES 

YES 

 

Ordinary One-way 

ANOVA + Tukey’s 

multiple comparison 

Alpha 0.05 

Neurons only vs. Neurons + WT iAstro = <0.001 (***) 

Neurons only vs. Neurons + GDNF+ iAstro = <0.001 

(***) 

Neurons + WT iAstro vs. Neurons + GDNF+ iAstro = 

0.1997 (ns) 

Table 3.1. Statistical details of neuronal survival assay on iAstro. 
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Experiment: GFAP-CD14 enrichment quantification 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

% GFAP+ cells Pre-sort N = 3 

Eluate N = 3  

N = FOV from 3 separate wells 

YES 

YES 

 

Unpaired t test Pre-sort vs. Eluate = <0.001 (***) 

% Tubb3+ cells Pre-sort N = 3 

Eluate N = 3  

N = FOV from 3 separate wells 

YES 

YES 

 

Unpaired t test Pre-sort vs. Eluate = 0.0366 (*) 

Table 3.2. Statistical details on GFAP-CD14 enrichment quantification. 

Experiment: Neuronal survival assay on mAstro 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

Neuronal survival on 

mAstro –  3-4 days 

Neurons + WT mAstro N = 3 

Neurons + GDNF+mAstro N = 3  

Neurons + GDNF+ iAstro N = 8  

N = FOV from 3 or 8 separate wells 

YES 

YES 

YES 

 

Ordinary One-way 

ANOVA + Tukey’s 

multiple comparison 

Alpha 0.05 

Neurons + WT mAstro vs. Neurons + GDNF+ mAstro 

= <0.001 (***) 

Neurons + WT mAstro vs. Neurons + GDNF+ iAstro = 

0.9809 (ns) 

Neurons + GDNF+ mAstro vs. Neurons + GDNF+ 

iAstro = <0.001 (***) 

Table 3.3. Statistical details on neuronal survival assay on mAstro. 
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Experiment: iGlut maturation on mAstro  

Samples: WT iGlut vs. WT iGlut on mAstro 

Sample size: N = 3 biological replicates for both samples and all datasets  

Normality: Normal distribution for all datasets 

Test: Unpaired t test with Welch’s correction for all datasets 

Dataset analysed P Value (Significance) Dataset analysed P Value (Significance) 

CUX1 0.1168 (ns) GABRB1 0.1477 (ns) 

LHX2 0.1303 (ns) SYN1 0.0101 (*) 

GLUR1 0.0634 (ns) PSD95 0.1902 (ns) 

GLUR2 0.0193 (*) GAD67 0.0786 (ns) 

GRIA3 0.1613 (ns) vGAT 0.0730 (ns) 

GRIA4 0.1225 (ns)   

NR1 0.0003 (***)   

NR2B 0.4361 (ns)   

vGLUT1 0.0029 (**)   

vGLUT2 0.0038 (**)   

CAMK2A 0.0366 (*)   

GABRA2 0.4527 (ns)   

Table 3.4. Statistical details on iGlut maturation on mAstro. 
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Experiment: iGABA maturation on mAstro  

Samples: WT iGABA vs. WT iGABA on mAstro 

Sample size: N = 3 biological replicates for both samples and all datasets  

Normality: Normal distribution for all datasets 

Test: Unpaired t test with Welch’s correction for all datasets 

Dataset analysed P Value (Significance) Dataset analysed P Value (Significance) 

DLX1 0.0748 (ns) CALB2 0.0199 (*) 

DLX2 0.0048 (**) SST 0.0026 (**) 

DLX5 0.0277 (*) VIP 0.0514 (ns) 

DLX6 0.2140 (ns) NPY 0.1336 (ns) 

GAD65 0.1018 (ns) vGLUT1 0.4051 (ns) 

GAD67 0.0810 (ns) vGLUT2 0.0636 (ns) 

GAT1 0.0005 (***)   

GAT2 0.0424 (*)   

vGAT 0.6212 (ns)   

SYN1 0.0820 (ns)   

PVALB 0.1101 (ns)   

CALB1 0.0244 (*)   

Table 3.5. Statistical details on iGABA maturation on mAstro. 
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Experiment: Interneuron subtype specification in iGABA  

Samples: DS1 iGABA vs. DS1 iGABA on mAstro 

Sample size: N = 3 biological replicates for all samples and all datasets  

Normality: Normal distribution for all datasets 

Test: Unpaired parametric t test with Welch’s correction for all datasets 

Sample Dataset  P Value (Significance) 

DS1 iGABA vs. DS1 

iGABA on mAstro 

Parvalbumin 0.0564 (ns) 

Calbindin 0.0245 (*) 

Calretinin 0.0068 (**) 

Somatostatin 0.0748 (ns) 

VIP 0.7808 (ns) 

NPY 0.2199 (ns) 

Table 3.6. Statistical details on interneuron subtype specification on mAstro. 

 

Experiment: SCN1A transcript quantification 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

SCN1A transcript 

quantification in iGlut 

Wildtype N = 3 

DS1 N = 3  

Corrected = 3  

N = independent cultures 

NO 

YES 

YES 

 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Alpha 0.05 

Wildtype vs DS1 = 0.6991 (ns) 

Wildtype vs Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs Corrected = 0.1579 (ns) 

SCN1A transcript 

quantification in iGABA 

Wildtype N = 3 

DS1 N = 3  

Corrected = 3  

N = independent cultures 

YES 

YES 

YES 

 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Alpha 0.05 

Wildtype vs DS1 = 0.9869 (ns) 

Wildtype vs Corrected = 0.8385 (ns) 

DS1 vs Corrected = 0.7567 (ns) 

Table 3.7. Statistical details on SCN1A transcript quantification.



3.3 Conclusions 

• Both versions of hiPSC dorsal directed differentiation (D-V1 and D-V2) into excitatory 

cortical neurons generated neuronal progenitor cells after 35 days of differentiation.  

- The generated cells express neuronal markers MAP2, TUBB3 and PSD95 at variable 

levels. D-V2 progenitors express lower levels of MAP2 and higher levels of TUBB3 

and PSD95, suggesting a more mature phenotype compared to D-V1 progenitors. 

- D-V2 progenitors express markers of cortical identity and neuronal progenitor markers 

of both dorsal and ventral identity, suggesting inefficient fate specification to dorsal 

progenitors. 

• hiPSC ventral directed differentiation Version 1 (V-V1) failed to produce progenitor cells, 

while ventral directed differentiation Version 2 (V-V2) generated neuronal progenitor cells 

after 35 days of differentiation.  

- V-V2 progenitors express neuronal markers MAP2 and TUBB3 but only 23% of 

progenitor cells express the ventral forebrain marker NKX2.1.  

- V-V2 progenitors express markers of both dorsal and ventral identity, suggesting 

inefficient fate specification to ventral progenitors. 

• Magnetic-Activated Cell Sorting (MACS) can be used to isolate progenitors of defined 

identity from a mixed population of differentiating cells.   

- The interneuron-specific minimal promoter DLX5/6 was successfully used to label and 

isolate GABAergic interneuron progenitors from the mixed progenitor population 

generated with V-V2.  

• hiPSC lines suitable for forward programming differentiation were successfully generated 

using TALEN-mediated integration of doxycycline-inducible transcription factors into the 

AAVS1 safe harbour locus.  

• Forward programming differentiation into excitatory neurons (iGlut) generates neuronal 

cells after 10 days. 
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- iGlut neurons display a mature neuronal morphology and express neuronal markers 

MAP2 and TUBB3 by day 10 of differentiation. By day 25, iGlut neurons express 

mature pre- and post-synaptic markers Synapsin-1 and PSD95.  

- At day 35 of differentiation, iGlut neurons express mature markers of glutamatergic 

identity and have a more mature gene expression profile compared to progenitors 

derived with D-V2 at day 35.  

- iGlut neurons don’t express markers of GABAergic identity, suggesting homogenous 

cell specification towards excitatory neurons.  

• Forward programming differentiation into GABAergic inhibitory interneurons (iGABA) 

generates neuronal cells after 10 days. 

- iGABA neurons display a mature neuronal morphology and express neuronal markers 

MAP2 and TUBB3 by day 10 of differentiation. By day 25, iGABA neurons express 

mature pre- and post-synaptic markers, Synapsin-1 and PSD95.  

- At day 35 of differentiation, iGABA neurons express mature markers of GABAergic 

identity and have a more mature gene expression profile compared to progenitors 

derived with V-V2 at day 35. 

- iGABA neurons don’t express markers of glutamatergic identity, suggesting 

homogenous cell specification towards inhibitory interneurons.  

• Forward programming differentiation into astrocytes (iAstro) generates astrocyte cells after 

7 days. 

- iAstro already express astrocyte markers S100b, Vimentin and GFAP by day 7 of 

differentiation. By day 21, 70-80% of iAstro cells express these markers.  

- At Day 21, iAstro express many astrocyte-specific genes, suggesting high specification 

efficiency towards astrocytic identity, but they lack expression of some common 

markers of functional maturation. 

• Co-culture with iAstro doesn’t support neuronal survival in long-term cultures. 

- After 2 weeks of co-culture with iAstro, both iGlut and iGABA neurons form clumps 

and display an unhealthy morphology compared to neurons cultured without iAstro.  
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- The iAstro line was modified to constitutively express the neurotrophic factor GDNF in 

an attempt to improve its performance. 

- An imaging-based survival assay showed that only 2% of neurons survived after 7 days 

of co-culture with iAstro. GDNF+ iAstro performed slightly better, with 10% of neurons 

surviving after 7 days, however, their presence was still detrimental to the survival of 

neurons in co-culture.  

• mESC-derived astrocytes (mAstro) support neuronal survival more efficiently than iAstro. 

- Directed differentiation of mESCs combined with magnetic-activated cell sorting of 

GFAP+ cells generate pure populations of astrocytes (92% GFAP+ cells) suitable for 

neuronal co-culture in only 20 days. 

- GDNF+ mAstro support the survival of 92% of neurons after 3 days, compared to 52% 

for WT mAstro and 51% for GDNF+ iAstro.  

• GDNF+ mAstro support the survival and promote the maturation of iGlut and iGABA in 

long-term cultures. 

- After 4 weeks of co-culture with GDNF+ mAstro, both iGlut and iGABA are still healthy 

and gene expression analysis indicates improved neuronal maturation compared to 

astrocyte-free cultures.  

- iGlut and iGABA cultured on mAstro express increasing levels of SCN1A over 50 days 

of culture.  

• The SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation in the DS1 line was successfully corrected using 

CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing. 

- The karyotype and stemness properties of the corrected line were not affected by the 

genome editing process.  

- Upon correction, the SCN1A transcript was restored to its full size and no differences in 

expression levels were observed between wildtype, DS1 and corrected lines.  

• GDNF+ mAstro, iGlut and iGABA can be assembled into long-term co-culture models of 

cortical circuits with a stable ratio of 70% excitatory neurons and 30% inhibitory 

interneurons.  
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- iGlut and iGABA hiPSC lines from WT, DS1 and corrected background were 

successfully modified to express spectrally distinct genetically encoded calcium 

indicators. GFP-based GCaMP6f was introduced in the iGlut lines and mApple-based 

jrGECO1a in the iGABA lines.  

- Using GCaMP6f and jrGECO1a as identity signatures we confirmed that iGlut:iGABA 

co-cultures maintain a ratio of 70% to 30% after 3 and 6 weeks of co-culture.  
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Chapter 4  

Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T impairs inhibitory 

interneuron activity 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter we described the generation of a ratio-defined in vitro model of cortical 

circuits suitable for the study of Dravet syndrome (DS). However, prior to investigating disease 

phenotypes within this co-culture model, we first sought to functionally characterise the effect 

of the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T Dravet mutation in the individual neuronal populations in monoculture. 

As previously discussed, the epileptic phenotype in DS is thought to be caused by a lack of 

inhibition associated with the compromised function of inhibitory interneurons. Studies on 

Dravet patient hiPSC-derived neurons have also reported impaired activity of inhibitory 

interneurons (Higurashi et al., 2013a; J. Liu et al., 2016b; Y. Sun et al., 2016). However, not all 

published reports on in vitro Dravet models support this consensus view: one study by Liu et 

al. found that hiPSC-derived interneurons generated from two independent patients with DS 

(one of them carrying the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation), displayed increased excitability and 

therefore, increased inhibitory activity (Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013). To characterise 

the Dravet-related phenotype in our neuronal model, in this chapter, we investigate interneuron-

specific phenotypes in iGABA monocultures. Specifically, we determined structural and 

electrophysiological properties of early (3 weeks) and late (6 weeks) iGABA neurons derived 

from wildtype, DS1 and corrected hiPSC lines.  
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4.2 Results 

4.2.1 Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes increased activity in early inhibitory 

interneurons (3 weeks) 

iGABA neurons expressing the genetically encoded calcium indicator jrGECO1a were derived 

from hiPSCs as previously described and matured on mAstro for 3 weeks before experiments 

were performed. Calcium imaging experiments were conducted according to Sun & Südhof  (Z. 

Sun & Südhof, 2021b). This publication provides a simple protocol to induce and analyse 

neuronal activity in human iPSC-derived neurons. Since these neurons are generally less mature 

than neurons in primary cultures and exhibit less spontaneous activity, this protocol uses a 

specific imaging buffer containing higher concentrations of Ca2+ and K+ designed to stimulate 

neuronal activity. To this end, iGABA at 3 weeks were first equilibrated in Modified Tyrode 

Solution (2 mM Ca2+, 5 mM K+), and then incubated in Ca2+ imaging buffer (4 mM Ca2+, 8 mM 

K+) for the recordings. Full buffer compositions are listed in Chapter 2, Table 2.12. Time-lapse 

recordings were carried out over 120 sec at a frame rate of 10-20 frames/sec and the 

fluorescence intensity profile was analysed for the active cells within the field of view (Fig. 

4.1-A). The jrGECO1a signal intensity for each neuron was normalised by calculating the ratio 

(F/F0) of the increase in fluorescence (F) to the baseline (F0) and plotted over time (Fig. 4.1-

B). Single-neuron Ca2+ dynamics were analysed in terms of their amplitude and frequency. The 

Ca2+ signal amplitude was comparable across conditions (Fig. 4.1-C – Table 4.1). However, we 

found that DS1 iGABA neurons displayed an almost doubled Ca2+ signal frequency (2.24  

0.29 spikes/min), compared to wildtype (1.14  0.16 spikes/min) and corrected (1.35  0.19 

spikes/min) lines (Fig. 4.1-D – Table 4.1). The higher Ca2+ signal frequency observed in DS1 

iGABA suggests an increase in neuronal activity, which, although in contrast with the main 

literature, is in line with previous observations from Liu et al. (Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 

2013). 

4.2.2 Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes increased sodium and potassium 

currents in early inhibitory interneurons (3 weeks). 

Voltage clamp recordings performed on iGABA neurons at 3 weeks revealed that DS1 

interneurons have significantly increased Na+ and K+ current densities compared to wildtype 

and corrected interneurons (Fig. 4.2-A and B – Table 4.2). Putative currents were measured as 
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the minimum fast inward currents (Na+ currents) and average steady state outward currents (K+ 

currents) – highlighted in blue and pink respectively in Fig. 4.2-B. Membrane capacitance is 

directly proportional to the membrane surface area and it can be used experimentally to 

determine the cell area. Current values were normalised to the membrane capacitance to 

extrapolate an estimate of the amount of current flowing through the cell membrane per unit 

area (current density). Measurements of membrane capacitance (Cm), as well as other passive 

properties like membrane resistance (Rm) and access resistance (Rs) were comparable across 

conditions (Table 4.2). Interestingly, the increase in Na+ and K+ current densities did not 

translate into differences in AP properties. Current clamp recordings revealed no differences 

across conditions in AP amplitude, half-width, maximum rate of depolarisation and 

repolarisation, nor in the current and voltage membrane (Vm) thresholds required to elicit an 

AP (Fig. 4.2-C and Supplementary Fig. 4.1-A – Table 4.2). The observed AP profiles, 

characterised by low amplitude and large width, were indicative of neurons at a relatively 

immature stage (Supplementary Fig. 4.1-C). The relationship between injected current and AP 

firing frequency (input-output curve) was also consistent with an immature phenotype. Indeed, 

all iGABA populations were found to fire only a few AP (typically one or two) in response to 

increasing amounts of injected currents (Fig. 4.2-D – Table 4.2). No differences were observed 

in the maximum firing frequency (Fig. 4.2-E – Table 4.2) nor the spontaneous firing frequency 

(Supplementary Fig. 4.1-B – Table 4.2). However, the resting membrane potential was found 

to be more hyperpolarised in DS1 iGABA neurons (-30.74  1.51 mV) compared to wildtype 

(-23.37  1.36 mV) and corrected (-24.65  1.75 mV) lines (Fig. 4.2-F – Table 4.2). A more 

hyperpolarised resting potential is typically associated with reduced membrane excitability, 

where a higher amount of current is needed in order to drive AP initiation. Interestingly, in 

particular circumstances, a more hyperpolarised membrane potential can have the opposite 

effect and lead to hyperexcitability. Indeed, at more negative membrane potentials, more Na+ 

channels are available for activation, causing a greater influx of Na+ into the cell and leading to 

greater depolarisation amplitudes that are more likely to reach the threshold for AP initiation 

(Bodi et al., 2005). 

4.2.3 Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes proximal shift of the AIS in early 

inhibitory interneurons (3 weeks) 

Studies in rodents have previously demonstrated that NaV1.1, the channel encoded by SCN1A, 

is primarily localised at the AIS of interneurons, particularly SST and PV-positive interneurons 
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(T. Li et al., 2014; Lorincz & Nusser, 2008; Ogiwara et al., 2007b). Similarly, in human brain 

tissue, NaV1.1 was mainly found at the AIS of inhibitory interneurons (Tian et al., 2014). 

Moreover, morphological characteristics and structural changes of the axon initial segment have 

been shown to modulate intrinsic neuronal excitability (discussed in Chapter 1, section 1.1.4). 

Despite the strong association between NaV1.1 and the AIS, the effects of Dravet-related 

NaV1.1 mutations on the properties of the AIS have not been previously investigated. To 

address this, we assessed the structural properties of the AIS, based on Ankyrin-G (Ank-G) 

staining, in 3-week-old iGABA neurons cultured on mAstro (Fig. 4.3-A). While the length of 

the AIS was comparable across all conditions (Fig. 4.3-B – Table 4.3), the AIS distance from 

the soma was found to be reduced in DS1 iGABA neurons (4.95  0.97 m) compared to 

wildtype (9.90  1.22 m) and corrected (10.39  1.17 m) lines (Fig. 4.3-C – Table 4.3). 

Finally, Ank-G fluorescence intensity along the AIS was comparable across all conditions (Fig. 

4.3-D – Table 4.3). 

The proximity of the AIS to the soma is thought to be directly correlated with neuronal 

excitability and AP properties. A shorter distance between the soma and the start of the AIS 

reduces the dissipation of charges during propagation from the soma (Yamada & Kuba, 2016). 

Thus, functionally, a more proximal AIS is associated with increased neuronal excitability, 

characterised by a lower current threshold and higher AP firing frequencies (Grubb et al., 2011; 

Grubb & Burrone, 2010). Specific differences in current threshold and AP frequency were not 

observed in DS1 iGABA neurons (Fig. 4.1-C-D-E). However, the electrophysiological 

recordings of early inhibitory interneurons were characterised by high variability which, 

together with the relatively low number of cells analysed, might be concealing subtle 

differences. Indeed, when neuronal activity was investigated using calcium imaging (a higher-

throughput technique compared to patch-clamping), DS1 iGABA displayed a higher frequency 

of events, consistent with neuronal hyperexcitability. 

4.2.4 Hyperexcitability in early DS1 interneurons is not caused by 

transcriptional upregulation of other sodium channels (3 weeks) 

Overall, early DS1 interneurons showed several indications of hyperexcitability, characterised 

by increased Na+ current density, increased neuronal activity and a more proximal AIS. As 

mentioned, a similar phenotype has been previously observed in the same DS cell line used in 

this project (Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013). We speculated that such a phenotype could 
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be mediated by a compensational mechanism implemented by DS1 interneurons in response to 

the loss of function of NaV1.1. Specifically, this might include overexpression of a different 

NaV channel. To test this hypothesis, the expression levels of all the different types of NaV 

channels were compared in early wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGABA (Fig. 4.4-A). Since the 

-subunits of NaV channels can modulate the voltage-gate and kinetics of the channel pore 

(Bouza & Isom, 2018), their expression was also analysed. Interestingly, no differences were 

observed in the expression levels of these genes across populations. The expression levels of 

voltage-gated calcium channels (CaV) and Kv channels was also analysed. Similarly, we did 

not observe any significant difference in the expression of these genes across populations (Fig. 

4.4-B). Unfortunately, the analysis of the majority of Kv channels was unsuccessful and it will 

need to be repeated with newly designed primer sets to confirm whether they are involved in a 

possible compensational mechanism. Finally, the expression of some AIS resident proteins was 

also investigated but, once again, no differences were observed in the expression levels of these 

genes across populations (Fig. 4.4-C). 

None of the investigated targets seemed responsible for the hyperexcitable phenotype of early 

DS1 interneurons suggesting that, if a compensation mechanism is at play, it’s either mediated 

by genes not included in this study or through post-transcriptional mechanisms.  

4.2.5 Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes reduced activity in late inhibitory 

interneurons (6 weeks) 

We next characterised our iGABA lines at a later time point (6 week). Calcium imaging 

recordings were collected as described above for the 3 week timepoint. Thus, iGABA neurons 

at 6 weeks were imaged while incubated in Ca2+ imaging buffer (4 mM Ca2+, 8 mM K+) to 

induce neuronal activity (Fig. 4.5-A). The jrGECO1a F/F0 was calculated and plotted over 

time (Fig.4.5-B) for wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGABA neurons. Unfortunately, due to the 

protracted unavailability of the microscope used for the acquisition of wildtype and DS1 

samples, corrected iGABA neurons were imaged using a different imaging system. For this 

reason, the Ca2+ signal amplitude detected for the corrected iGABA line could not be compared 

with the one detected for wildtype and DS1 iGABA lines. However, since Ca2+ signal frequency 

is not dependent on the light source, this parameter could be compared across all conditions. 

DS1 iGABA neurons at 6 weeks were found to have a lower calcium signal amplitude (0.023  

0.006 F/F0) compared to the wildtype line (0.038  0.006 F/F0) (Fig. 4.5-C – Table 4.5).  
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DS1 iGABA neurons also displayed a significantly lower calcium signal frequency (4.07  0.60 

spikes/min) compared to wildtype (6.86  0.77 spikes/min) and corrected (7.98  0.64 

spikes/min) lines (Fig. 4.5-D – Table 4.5). Over time, there was a significant increase in spike 

frequency in all iGABA populations, consistent with neuronal maturation. However, the 

increase observed in DS1 iGABA neurons was substantially smaller compared to wildtype and 

corrected lines (Fig. 4.5-D – Table 4.5). A lower Ca2+ signal amplitude, and therefore lower 

neuronal depolarisation (Akerboom et al., 2012; Shidara et al., 2013), together with a lower 

Ca2+ signal frequency suggests reduced neuronal excitability of late DS1 iGABA. These 

observations are in contrast with the phenotype observed in early interneurons but in agreement 

with the expected reduced functionality of inhibitory interneurons generally reported in DS. 

4.2.6 Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T might cause reduced intrinsic excitability in 

late inhibitory interneurons (6 weeks) 

Voltage clamp recordings revealed that, at this later time point, Na+ and K+ current densities 

were comparable across all neuronal populations (Fig. 4.6-A and B – Table 4.6a). Similarly, the 

membrane capacitance (Cm) was comparable across conditions (Table 4.6a). Unsurprisingly, 

the Cm was universally increased across all populations compared with the 3 week timepoint 

(Supplementary Fig. 4.1-D) in accordance with increasing cell size and thus membrane surface 

area. This means that Na+ currents per unit area (current density) significantly increased over 

time in the wildtype and corrected iGABA populations while they remained unchanged in DS1 

interneurons (Fig. 4.6-A – Table 4.6b). K+ current densities, instead, were unchanged over time 

in wildtype and corrected lines, while they were significantly decreased in DS1 iGABA neurons 

(Fig. 4.5-6 – Table 4.6b).  

Current clamp recordings revealed no differences across conditions in AP amplitude, half-

width, maximum rate of depolarisation or repolarisation, nor in the current and voltage 

membrane (Vm) thresholds required to elicit an AP (Fig. 4.6-C and Supplementary Fig. 4.1-E 

– Table 4.6a). At this later time point, the observed AP profiles, characterised by higher 

amplitude and smaller width, were indicative of neurons at a more mature stage (Supplementary 

Fig. 4.1-F). Indeed, over time, an increase in AP amplitude and rate of rise, together with a 

decrease in AP half-width was observed in all populations, consistent with progressive neuronal 

maturation (Supplementary Fig. 4.1-G – Table 4.6b). On average, DS1 iGABA neurons 

displayed a lower AP frequency in response to increasing amounts of injected current (input-

output curve), compared to wildtype and corrected lines (Fig. 4.6-D). Indeed, DS1 iGABA 
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neurons typically fired only one or two AP in response to high amounts of current, compared 

to five or six AP fired by wildtype and corrected iGABA neurons. However, all iGABA 

populations still displayed a prevalently immature firing capacity, characterised by adaptive 

rather than repetitive firing (Fig. 4.6-E). Similarly, DS1 iGABA neurons displayed a lower 

maximum frequency (3.87  0.68 Hz) compared to wildtype (6.58  1.51 Hz) and corrected 

(8.23  1.49 Hz) lines (Fig. 4.6-F – Table 4.6a). Consistent with neuronal maturation, the 

maximum frequency over time was found to significantly increase in wildtype and corrected 

iGABA lines, but it did not increase in DS1 neurons (Fig. 4.6-F – Table 4.6b). Decreased 

current-induced firing and lower AP maximum frequency are consistent with the lower Ca2+ 

signal frequency observed in late DS1 iGABA neurons by calcium imaging (Fig. 4.5-D). Both 

the lower AP firing frequency and Ca2+ signal frequency were observed under stimulating 

conditions (i.e. current-induced firing and K+-induced activity respectively), while no 

differences across populations were observed in spontaneous AP frequency (Supplementary 

Fig. 4.1-H – Table 4.6a). Together, these data indicate a potentially compromised capacity of 

DS1 inhibitory interneurons to fire high frequency action potentials in response to functional 

stimulation. 

Finally, similarly to the 3 week time point, the resting membrane potential was found to be 

more hyperpolarised in the DS1 iGABA line (-47.75  2.87 mV), compared to wildtype (-34.75 

 3.19 mV) and corrected (-38.41  1.75 mV) lines (Fig. 4.6-G – Table 4.6a). Over time, the 

resting membrane potential became significantly more hyperpolarised in all populations, with 

a higher decrement observed in the DS1 line (Fig. 4.6-G – Table 4.6b). As previously 

mentioned, a more negative resting potential is typically associated with reduced membrane 

excitability which, in this case, is consistent with the overall electrophysiological phenotype 

observed in late DS1 interneurons. 

4.2.7 Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes lower Ank-G availability at the AIS 

Structural properties of the AIS were next investigated, based on Ankyrin-G staining (Fig. 4.7-

A). The length of the AIS at 6 weeks was comparable across all lines and, consistent with 

maturation, was found to increase compared with the 3 week time point (Fig. 4.7-B – Table 

4.7). At 6 weeks the AIS was found to be equally distant from the soma across all three lines. 

This indicates that, over time, the AIS moved proximally in wildtype and corrected lines, while 

shifting distally in the DS1 line (Fig. 4.7-C – Table 4.7). Finally, the average Ank-G 

fluorescence intensity at 6 weeks was found to be lower in DS1 iGABA neurons (25.16  0.60 
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AU), compared to wildtype (27.38  0.62 AU) and corrected (28.15  0.63 AU) lines (Fig. 4.7-

D – Table 4.7). The change in Ank-G fluorescence intensity over time could not be calculated 

due to the replacement of the confocal light source between the 3 and 6 week time points. Since 

Ank-G is a scaffolding protein essential for the clustering of NaV channels at the AIS, a lower 

availability of Ank-G might reduce the density of NaV channels at the AIS and contribute 

towards reduced neuronal excitability.  
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Figure 4.1. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes increased activity in early inhibitory 

interneurons (3 weeks). A – Representative time-lapse images of the induced activity of 3 weeks 

iGABA expressing jrGECO1a monitored in calcium imaging buffer with an increased Ca2+ (4 

mM) and K+ concentration (8 mM). Scale bar = 100 μm. B – Representative calcium traces 

plotted as the jrGECO1a F/F0 over time for wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGABA at 3 weeks. 

C-D – Quantification of single-cell calcium signal amplitude and frequency recorded in iGABA 

at 3 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 27-33 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way 

ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05, * = p<0.05, ** = 

p<0.01. 
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Figure 4.2. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes increased sodium and potassium currents in 

early inhibitory interneurons (3 weeks). A – Quantification of Na+ and K+ currents normalised 

to the capacitance (current densities) in iGABA at 3 weeks. N=4 biological replicates, n = 15-

17 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple 

comparison, * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01. B – Representative inward (Na+) and outward (K+) 

current traces recorded at 0, 10, and 20mV pulses from DS1 and corrected iGABA at 3 weeks. 

C – Quantification of action potential properties including amplitude, current threshold and 

membrane voltage (Vm) threshold recorded in iGABA at 3 weeks. N=4 biological replicates, n 

= 12-16 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple 

comparison, ns = p>0.05. D – AP frequency in relationship to injected current recorded in 

iGABA at 3 weeks. N=4 biological replicates, n = 14-20 cells. Error bars represent the SEM. E 

– Quantification of the maximum evoked AP frequency recorded in iGABA at 3 weeks. N=4 

biological replicates, n = 14-20 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA 

+ Tukey’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. F – Quantification of the resting membrane 

potential recorded in iGABA at 3 weeks. N=4 biological replicates, n = 16 cells. Error bars 

represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, * = p<0.05.  
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Figure 4.3. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes proximal shift of the AIS in early inhibitory 

interneurons (3 weeks). A – Representative immunofluorescence images of DS1 and corrected 

iGABA neurons at 3 weeks stained for Ank-G (grey on the left and red on the right) and Map2 

(cyan). Scale bar = 20 μm. B-C – Quantification of AIS length and distance from the soma 

based on Ank-G staining (AIS) relative to Map2 staining (soma) in iGABA at 3 weeks. N=3 

biological replicates, n = 18-19 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA 

+ Tukey’s multiple comparison or One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison, ns = p>0.05, ** = p<0.01. D – Quantification of Ank-G fluorescence intensity in 

iGABA at 3 weeks. AU = arbitrary unit. N=3 biological replicates, n = 18-19 cells. Error bars 

represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. 
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Figure 4.4. Hyperexcitability in early DS1 interneurons is not caused by transcriptional 

upregulation of other sodium channels (3 weeks). A – Heatmap representation of RT-qPCR 

analysis of sodium channels  and  subunits in wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGABA neurons 

at 3 weeks. Gene expression levels are normalised to the housekeeping gene TBP and expressed 

as -CT. N=3 biological replicates with n=3 technical replicates per sample. B – Heatmap 

representation of RT-qPCR analysis of different ion channels in wildtype, DS1 and corrected 

iGABA neurons at 3 weeks. Gene expression levels are normalised to the housekeeping gene 

TBP and expressed as -CT. N=3 biological replicates with n=3 technical replicates per sample. 

C – Heatmap representation of RT-qPCR analysis of AIS genes in wildtype, DS1 and corrected 

iGABA neurons at 3 weeks. Gene expression levels are normalised to the housekeeping gene 

TBP and expressed as -CT. N=3 biological replicates with n=3 technical replicates per sample.  
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Figure 4.5. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes reduced activity in late inhibitory interneurons 

(6 weeks). A – Representative time-lapse images of the induced activity of 6 weeks iGABA 

expressing jrGECO1a monitored in calcium imaging buffer with an increased Ca2+ (4 mM) and 

K+ concentration (8 mM). Scale bar = 100 μm. B – Representative calcium traces plotted as the 

jrGECO1a F/F0 over time for wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGABA at 6 weeks. C – 

Quantification of single-cell calcium signal amplitude (F/F0) recorded in iGABA at 6 weeks. 

N=3 biological replicates, n = 13-19 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA 

Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01. D – Left, 

quantification of single-cell calcium signal frequency (spikes/min) recorded in iGABA at 6 

weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 13-26 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-

way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01. Right, quantification of 

single-cell calcium signal frequency over time. N=3 biological replicates, n = 13-30 cells. Error 

bars represent the SEM, Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, ** = p<0.01, *** 

= p<0.001.   
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Figure 4.6. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T might cause reduced intrinsic excitability in late 

inhibitory interneurons (6 weeks). A – Left, quantification of Na+ currents normalised to the 

capacitance (current density) in iGABA at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 13-15 cells. 

Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison, ns = p>0.05. Right, quantification of iGABA Na+ current density over time. N=3 

biological replicates, n = 13-17 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired parametric t test 

or Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01. B – Left, 

quantification of K+ currents normalised to the capacitance (current density) in iGABA at 6 

weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 13-15 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-

way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. Right, quantification of iGABA K+ 

current density over time. N=3 biological replicates, n = 13-17 cells. Error bars represent the 

SEM, Unpaired parametric t test, *** = p<0.001. C – Quantification of action potential 
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amplitude, current and membrane voltage (Vm) threshold recorded in iGABA at 6 weeks. N=3 

biological replicates, n = 12/16 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA 

+ Tukey’s multiple comparison or One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison, ns = p>0.05. D – AP frequency in relation to injected current recorded in iGABA 

at 6 weeks. n = 13-17 cells. Error bars represent the SEM. E – Representative traces of AP fired 

in response to 300pA of injected current from DS1 and corrected iGABA at 6 weeks. F – Left, 

quantification of the maximum evoked AP frequency recorded in iGABA at 6 weeks. N=3 

biological replicates, n = 13-17 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. Right, quantification of maximum AP 

frequency over time. N=3 biological replicates, n = 12-16 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01. G – Left, 

quantification of the resting membrane potential recorded in iGABA at 6 weeks. N=3 biological 

replicates, n = 13-16 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s 

multiple comparison, * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01. Right, quantification of resting membrane 

potential over time. N=3 biological replicates, n = 13-16 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, 

Unpaired parametric t test, ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001. 
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Figure 4.7. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes impaired AIS development. A – Representative 

immunofluorescence images of DS1 and corrected iGABA neurons at 6 weeks stained for Ank-

G (grey on the left and red on the right) and Map2 (cyan). Scale bar = 20 μm. B – Left, 

quantification of AIS length based on Ank-G staining in iGABA at 6 weeks. N=3 biological 

replicates, n = 29-30 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test 

+ Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. Right, quantification of AIS length over time. N=3 

biological replicates, n = 19-30 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired parametric t test 

or Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, * = p<0.05, *** = p<0.001. C – Left, 

quantification of AIS distance from the soma based on Ank-G staining (AIS) relative to Map2 

staining (soma) in iGABA at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 29-30 cells. Error bars 

represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = 

p>0.05. Right, quantification of AIS distance over time. N=3 biological replicates, n = 19-30 

cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, ns = 

p>0.05, * = p<0.05. D – Quantification of Ank-G fluorescence intensity in iGABA at 6 weeks. 

AU = arbitrary unit. N=3 biological replicates, n = 29-30 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01. 
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Supplementary Figure 4.1. A – Quantification of action potential half-width, maximum rate 

of depolarisation and repolarisation recorded in iGABA at 3 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, 

n = 12-16 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple 

comparison, ns = p>0.05. B – Quantification of spontaneous action potential frequency 

recorded in iGABA at 3 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n=16 cells. Error bars represent the 

SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. C – 

Average single AP traces and phase plots from wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGABA at 3 weeks. 

D – Quantification of the membrane capacitance recorded in iGABA over time. N=3 biological 

replicates, n=16-17 cells. Unpaired parametric t test, ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001. E – 

Quantification of action potential half-width, maximum rate of depolarisation and 

repolarisation recorded in iGABA at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n=12-15 cells. Error 

bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, ns = 

p>0.05. F – Average single AP traces and phase plots from wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGABA 

at 6 weeks. G – Quantification of action potential amplitude, half-width and rate of rise in 

iGABA over time. N=3 biological replicates, n=12-16 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, 

Unpaired parametric t test or Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, * = p<0.05, 

*** = p<0.001. H – Quantification of spontaneous action potential frequency recorded in 

iGABA at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 13-16 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. 

 



Experiment: iGABA Ca2+ imaging at 3 weeks. For all samples, N = cells from multiple coverslips. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

Calcium signal 

Amplitude 

Wildtype N = 30 

DS1 N = 27 

Corrected N = 33  

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + 

Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.2159 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.3106 (ns) 

Calcium signal 

Frequency 

Wildtype N = 30 

DS1 N = 27 

Corrected N = 33  

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + 

Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0099 (**) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0292 (*) 

Table 4.1. Statistical details of iGABA Ca2+ imaging at 3 weeks. 

 

Experiment: iGABA electrophysiological characterisation at 3 weeks. For all samples, N = cells from multiple coverslips. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

Na+ current density Wildtype N = 15 

DS1 N = 15  

Corrected N = 17 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0330 (*) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.4654 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0010 (**) 

K+ current density Wildtype N = 15 

DS1 N = 15  

Corrected N = 17 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0262 (*) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.4995 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = <0.001 (***) 

AP Amplitude  Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.9395 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.0885 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.1045 (ns) 

AP Half-width Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.4797 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.6811 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.1254 (ns) 

AP Rate of rise Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.6334 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.1787 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.5984 (ns) 

Current threshold Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.7879 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.6256 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.9504 (ns) 

Vm Threshold Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.9007 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.7797 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.5116 (ns) 
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Maximum Frequency 

 

Wildtype N = 14 

DS1 N = 20  

Corrected N = 18 

WT = YES 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.3586 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.0755 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

Spontaneous Frequency 

 

Wildtype N = 16 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 16 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.4651 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

Resting potential Wildtype N = 16 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 16 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0154 (*) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.9908 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0215 (*) 

Membrane capacitance 

(Cm) 
WT N = 17 (9.359  1.320 pF) 

DS1 N = 16 (6.942  0.6807 pF) 

Corr N = 17 (10.24  0.9572 pF) 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.2365 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.8145 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0734 (ns) 

Membrane resistance 

(Rm) 
WT N = 17 (1931  347.1 M) 

DS1 N = 16 (1796  420.3 M) 

Corr N = 17 (1962  292.3 M) 

WT = YES 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

Access resistance (Rs) WT N = 17 (19.78  1.744 M) 

DS1 N = 16 (27.88  4.517 M) 

Corr N = 17 (31.08  3.909 M) 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.1049 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.6619 (ns) 

Table 4.2. Statistical details of iGABA electrophysiological characterisation at 3 weeks. 
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Experiment: iGABA AIS characterisation at 3 weeks. For all samples, N = cells from multiple wells. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

AIS length Wildtype N = 19 

DS1 N = 18  

Corrected N = 19  

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.9224 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.9726 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.9857 (ns) 

AIS distance Wildtype N = 19 

DS1 N = 18  

Corrected N = 19  

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0044 (**) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0030 (**) 

Ank-G intensity Wildtype N = 19 

DS1 N = 18  

Corrected N = 19  

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.9891 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.9011 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.8365 (ns) 

Table 4.3. Statistical details of iGABA AIS characterisation at 3 weeks. 

 

Experiment: iGABA Ca2+ imaging at 6 weeks and over time. For all samples, N = cells from multiple coverslips. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

Calcium signal 

Amplitude 

Wildtype N = 19 

DS1 N = 13 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-

Whitney test 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0077 (**) 

Calcium signal 

Frequency 

Wildtype N = 18 

DS1 N = 13 

Corrected N = 26  

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s 

multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0416 (*) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.4657 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0013 (**) 

Calcium signal 

Frequency over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 30 

6 weeks N = 19 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-

Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Calcium signal 

Frequency over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 27 

6 weeks N = 13 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-

Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0051 (**) 

Calcium signal 

Frequency over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 33 

6 weeks N = 26 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-

Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Table 4.5. Statistical details of iGABA Ca2+ imaging at 6 weeks and over time. 
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Experiment: iGABA electrophysiological characterisation at 6 weeks. For all samples, N = cells from multiple coverslips. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

Na+ current density Wildtype N = 14 

DS1 N = 15  

Corrected N = 13 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

K+ current density Wildtype N = 14 

DS1 N = 15  

Corrected N = 13 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.6723 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.6723 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.3450 (ns) 

AP Amplitude  Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 12 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.7935 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.6435 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.5785 (ns) 

AP Half-width Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 12 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.9223 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.3650 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.1673 (ns) 

AP Rate of rise Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 12 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.9964 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.8668 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.8045 (ns) 

Current threshold Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 12 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.1657 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.6649 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

Vm Threshold Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 12 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.7012 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.1280 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.1420 (ns) 

Maximum Frequency 

 

Wildtype N = 14 

DS1 N = 17  

Corrected N = 13 

WT = NO 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.3593 (ns) 

Spontaneous Frequency 

 

Wildtype N = 13 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 13 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.0767 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.2520 (ns) 

Resting potential Wildtype N = 13 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 13 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0042 (**) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.6227 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0478 (*) 

Membrane capacitance 

(Cm) 
WT N = 17 (21.50  3.590 pF) 

DS1 N = 16 (20.49  2.426 pF) 

Corr N = 17 (15.85  1.820 pF) 

WT = NO 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.9937 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.4295 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.3541 (ns) 
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Membrane resistance 

(Rm) 
WT N = 15 (638.1  87.26 M) 

DS1 N = 15 (694.0  149.4 M) 

Corr N = 13 (725.8  202.6 M) 

WT = YES 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

Access resistance (Rs) WT N = 17 (13.93  2.005 M) 

DS1 N = 16 (14.91  1.914 M) 

Corr N = 17 (12.60  1.429 M) 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

Table 4.6a. Statistical details of iGABA electrophysiological characterisation at 6 weeks. 

 

Experiment: iGABA electrophysiological parameters over time. For all samples, N = cells from multiple coverslips. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

Na+ current density over 

time – Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 15 

6 weeks N = 14 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0390 (*) 

Na+ current density over 

time – DS1 

3 weeks N = 15 

6 weeks N = 15 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.8701 (ns) 

Na+ current density over 

time – Corrected 

3 weeks N = 17 

6 weeks N = 13 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0052 (**) 

K+ current density over time 

– Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 14 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.3997 (ns) 

K+ current density over time 

– DS1 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 15 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

K+ current density over time 

– Corrected 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 13 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.3997 (ns) 

AP amplitude over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 15 

6 weeks N = 12 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0342 (*) 

AP amplitude over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 16 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

AP amplitude over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 14 

6 weeks N = 13 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

AP half-width over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 15 

6 weeks N = 12 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

AP half-width over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 16 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

AP half-width over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 14 

6 weeks N = 13 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 
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AP rate of rise over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 15 

6 weeks N = 12 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0188 (*) 

AP rate of rise over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 16 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.01 (****) 

AP rate of rise over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 14 

6 weeks N = 13 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Maximum frequency over 

time – Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 12 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0458 (*) 

Maximum frequency over 

time – DS1 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 16 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0. 4170 (ns) 

Maximum frequency over 

time – Corrected 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 13 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0017 (**) 

Resting potential over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 13 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0078 (**) 

Resting potential over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 15 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Resting potential over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 13 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Table 4.6b. Statistical details of iGABA electrophysiological parameters overtime. 
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Experiment: iGABA AIS characterisation at 6 weeks and over time. For all samples, N = cells from multiple wells. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

AIS length Wildtype N = 29 

DS1 N = 29  

Corrected N = 30  

WT = NO 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

AIS length over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 19 

6 weeks N = 29 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0258 (*) 

AIS length over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 19 

6 weeks N = 29 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0650 (ns) 

AIS length over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 19 

6 weeks N = 30 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

AIS distance Wildtype N = 29 

DS1 N = 29  

Corrected N = 30  

WT = YES 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison  

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.3097 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

AIS Distance over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 19 

6 weeks N = 29 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.2426 (ns) 

AIS Distance over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 19 

6 weeks N = 29 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.1469 (ns) 

AIS Distance over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 19 

6 weeks N = 30 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0358 (*) 

Ank-G intensity Wildtype N = 29 

DS1 N = 29  

Corrected N = 30  

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0352 (*) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.6522 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0029 (**) 

Table 4.7. Statistical details of iGABA AIS characterisation at 6 weeks.



4.3 Conclusions 

• Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes hyperexcitability in inhibitory interneurons at 3 

weeks. 

- Early DS1 iGABA neurons exhibit increased calcium spike frequency when activity is 

induced by elevated Ca2+ and K+ concentrations. 

- Early DS1 iGABA neurons display increased Na+ and K+ current densities compared to 

wildtype and corrected iGABA lines. 

- Consistent with neuronal hyperexcitability, the axon initial segment (AIS) of early DS1 

iGABA neurons is closer to the cell soma compared with wildtype and corrected iGABA 

lines.  

- Hyperexcitability of early DS1 iGABA is not mediated by transcriptional upregulation 

of any of the ion channels or AIS genes investigated.  

• Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes hypoexcitability in inhibitory interneurons at 6 weeks. 

- Late DS1 iGABA neurons exhibit lower calcium spike amplitude and frequency when 

activity is induced by elevated Ca2+ and K+ concentrations. 

- Late DS1 iGABA neurons display decreased current-induced repetitive firing and lower 

action potential maximum frequency compared to wildtype and corrected iGABA lines. 

- Consistent with neuronal hypoexcitability, late DS1 iGABA neurons display lower 

availability of Ank-G at the AIS, which might contribute towards reduced neuronal 

excitability by reducing the density of NaV channels at the AIS. 
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Chapter 5  

Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes hyperactivity of 

excitatory neurons  

 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter we described the effect of the Dravet-related SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation 

on patient-derived inhibitory interneurons. Interestingly, we found that early interneurons 

exhibited a hyperexcitable phenotype, while late interneurons displayed reduced neuronal 

excitability consistent with the literature. While interneuron disfunction is regarded as the 

leading neurophysiological cause of Dravet syndrome (DS), reduced inhibitory activity in 

animal models was shown to be transient and limited only to the severe stage of the disease 

(Favero et al., 2018; Tran et al., 2020b), suggesting that the pathological mechanism of DS may 

be more complex. Recent studies are starting to challenge the ‘interneuron hypothesis’ and 

growing interest is arising concerning the role played by excitatory neurons in the 

pathophysiology of DS. So far however, both in vivo and in vitro studies have produced 

inconsistent results. In some mouse models, increased Na+ currents (Mistry et al., 2014) and 

hyperexcitability during the pre-epileptic stage (Almog et al., 2021) were observed in pyramidal 

hippocampal neurons. Conversely, the interneuron-specific deletion of SCN1A was found to 

produce a more severe epileptic phenotype compared to deletion in both excitatory and 

inhibitory neurons, suggesting that loss of SCN1A in pyramidal cells might be partially 

protective (Ogiwara et al., 2013). Furthermore, studies in hiPSC-derived Dravet models 

(including SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation) have also reported increased Na+ current densities and 

generalised hyperexcitability in pyramidal neurons (Jiao et al., 2013b; Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, 

et al., 2013). One recent study in particular, has shown that cultures of SCN1A-deficient 

excitatory neurons are sufficient to recapitulate mutation-specific phenotypes (van Hugte et al., 

2023). However, other studies have observed normal activity of Dravet patients hiPSC-derived 

pyramidal neurons (Y. Sun et al., 2016). To assess the presence of a Dravet-related phenotype 

in our neuronal model, in this chapter, we investigate pyramidal neuron-specific phenotypes in 

iGlut monocultures. Specifically, we investigated structural and electrophysiological properties 
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of early (3 weeks) and late (6 weeks) iGlut excitatory neurons derived from wildtype, DS1 and 

corrected hiPSC lines. 
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5.2 Results 

5.2.1 Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T does not affect the activity of early excitatory 

neurons (3 weeks) 

iGlut neurons expressing the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6f were derived 

from hiPSCs as previously described and matured on mAstro for 3 weeks before experiments 

were performed. Calcium imaging experiments were conducted as previously described for 

iGABA, using a calcium imaging buffer containing higher concentrations of Ca2+ and K+ 

designed to stimulate neuronal activity (Z. Sun & Südhof, 2021b). To this end, iGlut at 3 weeks 

were first equilibrated in Modified Tyrode Solution (2 mM Ca2+, 5 mM K+), then incubated in 

Ca2+ imaging buffer (4 mM Ca2+, 8 mM K+) for the recordings – full buffer compositions in 

Chapter 2, Table 2.12. Time-lapse recordings were carried out over 120 sec at a frame rate of 

10-20 frames/sec and the fluorescence intensity profile was analysed for the active cells within 

the field of view (Fig. 5.1-A). The GCaMP6f signal intensity for each neuron was normalised 

by calculating the ratio (F/F0) of the increase in fluorescence (F) to the baseline (F0) and 

plotted over time (Fig. 5.1-B). The analysis of single-neuron Ca2+ dynamics revealed that both 

the amplitude and frequency of Ca2+ events were comparable across all neuronal populations 

(Fig. 5.1-C – Table 5.1). Contrarily to inhibitory interneurons, excitatory neurons in culture 

exhibit network activity characterised by synchronous neuronal firing. At 3 weeks, synchronous 

activity was found to be relatively sparse, with comparable frequency across conditions (Fig. 

5.1-D – Table 5.1). Overall, calcium imaging data seemed to indicate that the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T 

Dravet-related mutation has no effect on the activity of early excitatory neurons. 

5.2.2 Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T does not affect the intrinsic properties of 

early excitatory neurons (3 weeks)  

Voltage clamp recordings performed on iGlut neurons at 3 weeks revealed that early DS1 iGlut 

neurons have normal Na+ and K+ current densities (Fig. 5.2-A – Table 5.2), comparable to 

wildtype and corrected neurons. Current densities were derived as previously described for 

iGABA. Briefly, putative currents were measured as the minimum fast inward current (Na+ 

currents) and average steady state outward current (K+ currents). Current values were then 

normalised to the membrane capacitance to extrapolate an estimate of the amount of current 

flowing through the cell membrane per unit area (current density). Measurements of membrane 

capacitance (Cm), as well as other passive properties like membrane resistance (Rm) and access 
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resistance (Rs) were comparable across populations (Table 5.2). Current clamp recordings 

revealed no differences across conditions in AP amplitude, half-width, maximum rate of 

depolarisation and repolarisation, as well as in the current and voltage membrane (Vm) 

thresholds required to elicit an AP (Fig. 5.2-B and C and Supplementary Fig. 5.1-A – Table 

5.2). The observed AP profiles were characterised by relatively low amplitude and large width, 

indicating that at 3 weeks, iGlut neurons still have immature electrophysiological properties 

(Supplementary Fig. 5.1-C). No differences were observed in the AP firing frequency in 

response to increasing amounts of injected currents (input-output curve) nor in the maximum 

firing frequency (Fig. 5.2-D and E – Table 5.2) and spontaneous firing frequency 

(Supplementary Fig. 5.1-B – Table 5.2). Finally, the resting membrane potential was also found 

to be comparable across all conditions (Fig. 5.2-F – Table 5.2). Overall, consistently with Ca+ 

imaging data, early DS1 iGlut neurons seemed to display normal intrinsic properties.   

5.2.3 Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T does not affect the AIS of early excitatory 

neurons (3 weeks) 

Unlike inhibitory interneurons, where NaV1.1 channels localise at the AIS, in pyramidal 

neurons, these channels were shown to be expressed on the soma (Ogiwara et al., 2013; Tian et 

al., 2014; W. Wang et al., 2011). Nonetheless, properties of the AIS have direct influence on 

neuronal excitability and, vice versa, alterations in neuronal activity can trigger AIS-mediated 

plasticity mechanism (Gründemann & Häusser, 2010). For these reasons, structural properties 

of the AIS were investigated, based on Ank-G staining, in 3-week-old iGlut neurons cultured 

on mAstro (Fig. 5.3-A). The AIS length and distance from the soma were found to be 

comparable across all iGlut populations (Fig. 5.3-B and C – Table 5.3). Similarly, no differences 

were observed in average Ank-G fluorescence intensity across conditions (Fig. 5.3-D – Table 

5.3).  

This data indicates that the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T Dravet-related mutation has no effect on the 

structural properties of the AIS in early excitatory neurons. 

5.2.4 Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes induced hyperactivity in late 

excitatory neurons (6 weeks) 

We next characterised iGlut neurons at a later time point (6 weeks). Calcium imaging recordings 

were carried out as previously described. Thus, iGlut neurons at 6 weeks were imaged while 
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incubating in Ca2+ imaging buffer (4 mM Ca2+, 8 mM K+) to induce neuronal activity (Fig. 5.5-

A). The GCaMP6f F/F0 was calculated and plotted over time (Fig.5.4-B) for wildtype, DS1 

and corrected iGlut. As previously mentioned for iGABA at 6 weeks, due to the protracted 

unavailability of the microscope used for the acquisition of wildtype and DS1 samples, 

corrected iGlut were imaged using a different imaging system. For this reason, the Ca2+ signal 

amplitude detected for corrected iGlut neurons could not be compared with the one detected for 

wildtype and DS1 iGlut lines. However, since Ca2+ signal frequency is not dependent on the 

light source, this parameter could be compared across all conditions.  

Similarly to what was observed for late DS1 iGABA neurons, DS1 iGlut neurons at 6 weeks 

also displayed a much lower single-cell Ca2+ signal amplitude (0.47  0.03 F/F0) compared to 

wildtype neurons (1.11  0.09F/F0). Consistent with neuronal maturation, Ca2+ signal 

amplitude increased over time in both populations, however, it increased substantially less in 

DS1 iGlut neurons (Fig. 5.4-C – Table 5.4). On the other hand, single-cell Ca2+ signal frequency 

was found to be significantly higher in DS1 iGlut neurons (7.30  0.34 spikes/min), compared 

to wildtype (2.33  0.22 spikes/min), and corrected lines (1.59  0.10 spikes/min). Over time, 

there is a significant increase in Ca2+ signal frequency in all iGlut populations, consistent with 

neuronal maturation, however, the increase observed in DS1 neurons is substantially higher 

compared to wildtype and corrected neurons (Fig. 5.4-D – Table 5.4). At 6 weeks, synchronous 

“network-like” activity was consistently observed in all iGlut neuronal cultures. Synchronous 

Ca2+ signal amplitude was also observed to be reduced in DS1 iGlut cultures (0.51  0.09 

F/F0), compared to wildtype cultures (1.13  0.18 F/F0). Over time, synchronous Ca2+ signal 

amplitude was found to be significantly increased in wildtype but not in DS1 cultures (Fig. 5.4-

E – Table 5.4). Alongside single-cell frequency, synchronous Ca2+ signal frequency was also 

found to be significantly higher in DS1 cultures (6.75  1.33 spikes/min), compared to wildtype 

(2.35  0.55 spikes/min) and corrected cultures (1.59  0.23 spikes/min). Consistent with 

neuronal maturation, a significant increase in synchronous Ca2+ signal frequency over time was 

observed in all neuronal lines, however, the increase observed in DS1 iGlut neurons was 

substantially higher compared to wildtype and corrected cultures (Fig. 5.4-F – Table 5.4).  

Both at single cell and network level, late DS1 cultures display lower Ca2+ signal amplitude but 

substantially increased Ca2+ signal frequency. Ca2+ signals are a direct representation of calcium 

transients mediated by CaV, therefore, a lower Ca2+ signal amplitude suggests lower Ca2+ influx 

into the cell. Such a phenotype could result from alterations in the expression or conductance 
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of CaV and further investigation should be performed to assess if CaV play a role in mediating 

this phenotype.  

5.2.5 Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes spontaneous hyperactivity in late 

excitatory neurons (6 weeks) 

For the analysis of spontaneous neuronal activity, iGlut were cultured on mAstro and imaged 

at 6 weeks while incubating in Modified Tyrode Solution containing physiological 

concentrations of Ca2+ (2 mM) and K+ (5 mM) (Fig. 5.5-A). The GCaMP6f F/F0 was 

calculated and plotted over time (Fig.5.5-B) for wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGlut.  

The analysis of spontaneous calcium dynamics revealed that single-cell Ca2+ signal amplitude 

was once again reduced in late DS1 iGlut neurons (0.80  0.04 F/F0) compared to wildtype 

(1.45  0.14 F/F0). As discussed in the previous section, due to the protracted unavailability 

of the microscope, the Ca2+ signal amplitude detected for corrected iGlut could not be compared 

with wildtype and DS1 iGlut. Similarly to stimulated cultures, spontaneous single-cell Ca2+ 

signal frequency was also found substantially increased in DS1 iGlut neurons (6.20  0.25 

spikes/min) compared to wildtype (4.13  0.11 spikes/min) and corrected neurons (2.53  0.16 

spikes/min) (Fig. 5.5-C – Table 5.5). Spontaneous synchronous activity was also consistently 

observed in all excitatory neuronal cultures at 6 weeks. Synchronous Ca2+ signal amplitude was 

reduced in DS1 iGlut cultures (0.83  0.05 F/F0) compared to wildtype (1.40  0.22 F/F0). 

Synchronous frequency instead was found to be significantly higher in DS1 cultures (7.00  

0.82 spikes/min) compared to wildtype (4.12  0.29 spikes/min) and corrected cultures (2.62  

0.43 spikes/min) (Fig. 5.5-D – Table 5.5). 

Overall, the profile of spontaneous activity observed in physiological conditions closely 

resembled the profile observed when neuronal activity was induced by high K+/Ca2+ buffer. In 

both conditions, DS1 iGlut neurons displayed a reduced Ca2+ signal amplitude and a greatly 

increased Ca2+ signal frequency compared to wildtype and corrected neurons. Interestingly, 

when we compared the Ca2+ signal frequency observed in spontaneous and induced conditions, 

we found that in wildtype and corrected cultures, both single-cell and synchronous frequency 

were significantly reduced when neuronal activity was induced. DS1 cultures, on the other 

hand, displayed a similar, or even increased frequency in induced compared to spontaneous 

conditions (Fig. 5.5-E and F – Table 5.5). To induce neuronal activity, the concentrations of 

extracellular Ca2+ and K+ were increased. Increasing extracellular Ca2+ concentrations has been 
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widely reported to acutely decrease neuronal intrinsic excitability (B. L. Jones & Smith, 2016; 

Lu et al., 2010; Martiszus et al., 2021; Penn et al., 2016; Yue et al., 2008), however, how this 

mechanism is exerted is not fully understood. Ca2+-mediated inactivation of the Na+-leak 

channel NALCN (Lu et al., 2010) and the depolarising shift in voltage-dependence of NaV 

channels (Martiszus et al., 2021) have both been proposed as possible mechanisms. The 

observation that the excitability of DS1 iGlut neurons is unaffected, or even enhanced, by higher 

extracellular Ca2+ concentrations could imply a role for NaV1.1 in mediating this mechanism.  

5.2.6 Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T might cause intrinsic hyperexcitability in late 

excitatory neurons (6 weeks) 

For the analysis of late excitatory neurons, iGlut were derived and matured on mAstro for 6 

weeks before whole-cell patch clamp recordings were performed. Voltage clamp recordings 

showed that, similarly to the 3 weeks time point, Na+ and K+ current densities at 6 weeks were 

comparable across all conditions (Fig. 5.6-A – Table 5.6a). Similarly, measurements of 

membrane capacitance (Cm), as well as other passive properties like membrane resistance (Rm) 

and access resistance (Rs) were also comparable across conditions (Table 5.5a). Current clamp 

recordings revealed no differences in AP amplitude, half-width, maximum rate of 

depolarisation and repolarisation, as well as in the current and voltage threshold required to 

elicit an AP (Fig. 5.6-B and Supplementary Fig. 5.1-D and E – Table 5.6a). The AP profiles 

observed at 6 weeks, characterised by higher amplitude and smaller width compared to the 

earlier time point, were indicative of neurons at a more mature stage (Supplementary Fig. 5.1-

G). Indeed, over time, an increase in AP amplitude and rate of rise, together with a decrease in 

AP half-width were observed in all populations, consistent with neuronal maturation 

(Supplementary Fig. 5.1-H – Table 5.6b). When analysing the relationship between injected 

current and AP firing frequency (input-output curve), DS1 iGlut neurons displayed a trend 

towards higher AP frequency in response to injected currents, with the greatest difference 

observed at 300pA (Fig. 5.6-D). At this later time point, all iGlut populations displayed a more 

mature firing capacity, mainly characterised by repetitive firing (Fig. 5.6-D). Similarly, DS1 

iGlut neurons displayed a trend to a higher maximum frequency (12.19  1.32 Hz) compared 

to wildtype (8.77  0.97 Hz) and corrected lines (8.68  1.73 Hz), however, this difference was 

not statistically significant (Fig. 5.6-E – Table 5.6a). Over time, the AP maximum frequency 

was increased in all neuronal populations, however, the increase was significantly observed 

only in DS1 neurons. (Fig. 5.6-E – Table 5.6b). Finally, no differences were observed in the 
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resting membrane potential and spontaneous AP frequency (Supplementary Fig. 5.1-F and I – 

Table 5.6a). 

Contrarily to a previous study conducted on this disease line (Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 

2013), we did not observe a substantial increase in Na+ currents or intrinsic excitability of DS1 

excitatory neurons. However, it is important to note that the currents measured in this study 

were not isolated from families of inward and outward currents and therefore, their 

measurement is not entirely accurate. Furthermore, the trends towards an increased current-

induced repetitive firing and higher AP maximum frequency observed in DS1 iGlut, although 

not significant, are consistent with the higher Ca2+ signal frequency observed by calcium 

imaging in late DS1 iGlut neurons (Fig. 5.4 and 5.5) and, together, could indicate an increase 

in excitability of DS1 pyramidal neurons.  

 

5.2.7 Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes decreased AIS length in late 

excitatory neurons (6 weeks) 

Structural properties of the AIS were investigated, based on Ank-G staining, in 6-week-old 

iGlut neurons cultured on mAstro (Fig. 5.7-A). Surprisingly, the AIS was found to be 

significantly shorter in DS1 iGlut neurons (36.63  2.35 m) compared to wildtype (48.87  

2.81 m) and corrected lines (52.28  2.02 m). Consistent with maturation, the AIS length 

increased over time in wildtype and corrected iGlut neurons, but it did not increase in the DS1 

line (Fig. 5.7-B – Table 5.7). At 6 weeks the AIS was found to be equally distant from the soma 

in all neuronal populations (Fig. 5.7-C – Table 5.7). Overtime, the AIS was observed to 

significantly shift its position only in wildtype iGlut, where the AIS moved proximally to the 

soma (Fig. 5.7-C – Table 5.7). Finally, the average fluorescence intensity of Ank-G at 6 weeks 

was found to be comparable across all lines (Fig. 5.7-D – Table 5.7). As for the AIS 

characterisation in iGABA, the change in Ank-G fluorescence intensity over time could not be 

calculated due to the replacement of the confocal light source between the 3 and 6 weeks time 

points.  

A shorter AIS has been consistently associated, both theoretically and empirically, with reduced 

intrinsic excitability (Chand et al., 2015; Evans et al., 2015; Gulledge & Bravo, 2016; Jamann et 

al., 2021a; Telenczuk et al., 2017). Contrarily, late DS1 excitatory neurons showed signs of 

increased excitability. Interestingly, structural AIS studies in animal models of epilepsy have 

also reported shortening of the AIS of pyramidal neurons associated with increased neuronal 
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excitability (T. T. Liu et al., 2017; Y. Wang et al., 2016). The authors speculate that AIS length 

reduction is caused by irreversible calpain-mediated proteolysis of Ank-G and IV spectrin 

(another structural component of the AIS). Calpain is a calcium-dependant cysteine protease 

that is activated in the context of neuronal injury (Schafer et al., 2009), such as, as hypothesised 

by the authors, seizure-induced hypoxia. However, in these studies, the concomitant AIS 

shortening and increased neuronal excitability are either not addressed or attributed to a 

proximal shift of the AIS towards the soma. Such a shift is not observed in our neuronal model. 

Furthermore, our in vitro cultures could not have experienced seizure-induced hypoxia. 

Therefore, we speculate that, despite the fact that shortening the AIS should reduce excitability, 

this is not sufficient to counterbalance the primary cause of increased neuronal excitability.   

5.2.8 Hyperexcitability in late DS1 excitatory neurons might be caused by 

transcriptional upregulation of sodium and calcium channels (6 weeks) 

Overall, late DS1 excitatory neurons showed consistent signs of hyperexcitability. The fact that 

increased excitability (gain-of-function) can arise from a loss-of-function mutation within a 

sodium channel, raises interesting mechanistic questions. We speculated that such phenotype 

could be mediated by a compensational mechanism implemented by DS1 excitatory neurons in 

response to the loss of function of NaV1.1. Specifically, this might include overexpression of a 

different NaV channel. To test this hypothesis, the expression levels of all the different types of 

NaV channels were compared in late wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGlut (Fig. 5.8-A). Since the 

 subunits of NaV channels can modulate the voltage-gate and kinetics of the channel pore 

(Bouza & Isom, 2018), their expression was also analysed. Interestingly, the expression of 

multiple sodium channels, including NaV1.2 (SCN2A), NaV1.3 (SCN3A), NaV1.6 (SCN8A) 

and NaV1.7 (SCN9A) appeared to be increased in DS1 iGlut neurons, however the difference 

did not reach statistical significance (Supplementary Fig. 5.2-A – Table 5.8). A similar trend 

towards upregulation has been previously observed for NaV1.2 and NaV1.8 in animal models 

of DS (Mistry et al., 2014). Interestingly, the expression of NaV1.1 (SCN1A) was also observed 

to be increased in the DS1 line (Supplementary Fig. 5.2-A – Table 5.8), suggesting that DS1 

iGlut neurons might be upregulating SCN1A transcription in an attempt to compensate for the 

reduced NaV1.1 protein levels (Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013). The expression of the 

sodium channel  subunit SCN2B also appeared to be increased, although not significantly, in 

DS1 iGlut neurons (Supplementary Fig. 5.2-B – Table 5.8). The expression levels of CaV and 

Kv channels were also analysed (Fig. 5.8-B). Similarly, a trend towards upregulation was 
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observed for the calcium channels CaV1.1 (CACNA1S) and CaV2.2 (CACNA1B) in DS1 iGlut 

neurons (Supplementary Fig. 5.2-C – Table 5.8). Contrarily, the expression of calcium channel 

CaV3.1 (CACNA1G) was observed to be significantly reduced in both DS1 and corrected iGlut. 

Interestingly, this gene has been previously identified as a genetic modifier of epilepsy in a 

mouse model of DS (Calhoun et al., 2017). The presence of a CACNA1G modifier mutation in 

the DS1 line could explain why the expression of this gene is altered in both DS1 and corrected 

neurons. Sequencing of the CACNA1G gene in the DS1 line will be necessary to confirm this 

hypothesis. Finally, the expression of some AIS resident proteins was also investigated but no 

differences were observed in the expression levels of these genes across populations (Fig. 5.8-

C).  

Overall, the differential expression profile of late DS1 iGlut revealed a trend of increased 

expression of multiple sodium and calcium channels. While this characterisation doesn’t paint 

a clear mechanistic picture to justify hyperexcitability of pyramidal neurons in the DS1 line, it 

suggests that an array of different genes may be involved in regulating this phenotype.  
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Figure 5.1. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T does not affect the activity of early excitatory neurons 

(3 weeks). A – Representative time-lapse images of the induced activity of 3 weeks iGlut 

expressing GCaMP6f monitored in calcium imaging buffer with an increased Ca2+ (4 mM) and 

K+ concentration (8 mM). Scale bar = 100 μm. B – Representative calcium traces plotted as the 

GCaMP6f F/F0 over time for wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGlut at 3 weeks. C – Quantification 

of the single cell calcium signal amplitude and frequency recorded in iGlut at 3 weeks. N=3 

biological replicates, n = 16-39 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. D – Quantification of the synchronous 

calcium signal frequency recorded in iGlut at 3 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 7 time-

lapse recordings. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s 

multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. 
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Figure 5.2. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T does not affect the intrinsic properties of early 

excitatory neurons (3 weeks). A – Quantification of Na+ and K+ currents normalised to the 

capacitance (current densities) in iGlut at 3 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 14-17 cells. 

Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison, ns = p>0.05. B – Quantification of action potential amplitude and current threshold 

in iGlut at 3 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 14-15 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. C – Quantification 

of action potential voltage (Vm) threshold recorded in iGlut at 3 weeks. N=3 biological 

replicates, n = 14-15 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s 

multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. D – AP frequency in relation to injected current recorded in 

iGlut at 3 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 14-16 cells. Error bars represent the SEM. E – 

Quantification of the maximum evoked AP frequency recorded in iGlut at 3 weeks. N=3 

biological replicates, n = 14-16 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA 

+ Tukey’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. F – Quantification of the resting membrane 

potential recorded in iGlut at 3 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 14-16 cells. Error bars 

represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05.  
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Figure 5.3. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T does not affect the AIS of early excitatory neurons (3 

weeks). A – Representative immunofluorescence images of DS1 and corrected iGlut neurons at 

3 weeks stained for Ank-G (grey on the left and red on the right) and Map2 (cyan). Scale bar = 

20 μm. B – Quantification of AIS length based on Ank-G staining in iGlut at 3 weeks. N=3 

biological replicates, n = 16 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. C – Quantification of AIS distance from 

the soma based on Ank-G staining (AIS) relative to Map2 staining (soma) in iGlut at 3 weeks. 

N=3 biological replicates, n = 16 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA 

Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. D – Quantification of Ank-G 

fluorescence intensity in iGlut at 3 weeks. AU = arbitrary unit. N=3 biological replicates, n = 

16 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison, ns = p>0.05. 
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Figure 5.4. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes induced hyperactivity in late excitatory 

neurons (6 weeks). A – Representative time-lapse images of the induced activity of 6 weeks 

iGlut expressing GCaMP6f monitored in calcium imaging buffer with an increased Ca2+ (4 
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mM) and K+ concentration (8 mM). Scale bar = 100 μm. B – Representative calcium traces 

plotted as the GCaMP6f F/F0 over time for wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGlut at 6 weeks. C 

– Left, quantification of the single cell calcium signal amplitude recorded in iGlut at 6 weeks. 

N=3 biological replicates, n = 138-216 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired 

nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, *** = p<0.001. Right, quantification of single cell 

calcium signal amplitude over time. N=3 biological replicates, n = 28-216 cells. Error bars 

represent the SEM, Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, *** = p<0.001. D – 

Left, quantification of the single cell calcium signal frequency recorded in iGlut at 6 weeks. 

N=3 biological replicates, n = 48-216 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA 

Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, *** = p<0.001. Right, quantification of 

single cell calcium signal frequency over time. N=3 biological replicates, n = 28-216 cells. 

Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, *** = 

p<0.001. E – Left, quantification of synchronous calcium signal amplitude recorded in iGlut at 

6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 17-18 time-lapse recordings. Error bars represent the 

SEM, Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, ** = p<0.01. Right, quantification 

of synchronous calcium signal amplitude over time. N=3 biological replicates, n = 2-18 time-

lapse recordings. Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney 

test, ns = p>0.05, * = p<0.05. F – Left, quantification of the synchronous calcium signal 

frequency recorded in iGlut at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 11-18 time-lapse 

recordings. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s 

multiple comparison, *** = p<0.001. Right, quantification of synchronous calcium signal 

frequency over time. N=3 biological replicates, n = 7-18 time-lapse recordings. Error bars 

represent the SEM, Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, *** = p<0.001.  
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Figure 5.5. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes spontaneous hyperactivity in late excitatory 

neurons (6 weeks). A – Representative time-lapse images of the spontaneous activity of 6 weeks 

iGlut expressing GCaMP6f monitored in calcium imaging buffer with physiological Ca2+ (2 
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mM) and K+ concentration (5 mM). Scale bar = 100 μm. B – Representative spontaneous 

calcium traces plotted as the GCaMP6f F/F0 over time for wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGlut 

at 6 weeks. C – Left, quantification of the spontaneous single cell calcium signal amplitude 

recorded in iGlut at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 67-75 cells. Error bars represent 

the SEM, Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, *** = p<0.001. Right, 

quantification of spontaneous single cell calcium signal frequency recorded in iGlut at 6 weeks. 

N=3 biological replicates, n = 49-75 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA 

Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, *** = p<0.001. D – Left, quantification of 

spontaneous synchronous calcium signal amplitude recorded in iGlut at 6 weeks. N=3 

biological replicates, n = 8 time-lapse recordings. Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired 

parametric t test, * = p<0.05. Right, quantification of the spontaneous synchronous calcium 

signal frequency recorded in iGlut at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 8 time-lapse 

recordings. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple 

comparison, ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001. E – Quantification of the single cell calcium signal 

frequency recorded in iGlut at 6 weeks in spontaneous vs. induced conditions. N=3 biological 

replicates, n = 48-216 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test, ns = p>0.05, *** = p<0.001. F – Quantification of the synchronous calcium 

signal frequency recorded in iGlut at 6 weeks in spontaneous vs. induced conditions. N=3 

biological replicates, n = 48-216 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired nonparametric 

t test + Mann-Whitney test, ns = p>0.05, * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01. 
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Figure 5.6. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T might cause intrinsic hyperexcitability in late 

excitatory neurons (6 weeks). A – Quantification of Na+ and K+ currents normalised to the 

capacitance (current densities) in iGlut at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 17-20 cells. 

Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison, ns = p>0.05. B – Quantification of action potential amplitude and membrane 

voltage (Vm) threshold in iGlut at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 11-20 cells. Error 

bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, ns = 

p>0.05. C – AP frequency in relation to injected current recorded in iGlut at 6 weeks. N=3 

biological replicates, n = 13-19 cells. Error bars represent the SEM. D – Representative traces 

of AP fired in response to 300pA of injected current from DS1 and corrected iGlut at 6 weeks. 

E – Left, quantification of the maximum evoked AP frequency recorded in iGlut at 6 weeks. 

N=3 biological replicates, n = 13-19 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA 

Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. Right, quantification of 

maximum AP frequency over time. N=3 biological replicates, n = 13-19 cells. Error bars 

represent the SEM, Unpaired parametric t test, ns = p>0.05, *** = p<0.001.  
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Figure 5.7. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes decreased AIS length and Ankyrin-G content 

in late excitatory neurons (6 weeks). A – Representative immunofluorescence images of DS1 

and corrected iGlut neurons at 6 weeks stained for Ank-G (grey on the left and red on the right) 

and Map2 (cyan). Scale bar = 20 μm. B – Left, quantification of AIS length based on Ank-G 

staining in iGlut at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 28-30 cells. Error bars represent the 

SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001. 

Right, quantification of AIS length over time. N=3 biological replicates, n = 16-30 cells. Error 

bars represent the SEM, Unpaired parametric t test, ns = p>0.05, * = p<0.05, *** = p<0.001. C 

– Left, quantification of AIS distance from the soma based on Ank-G staining (AIS) relative to 

Map2 staining (soma) in iGlut at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 28-30 cells. Error bars 

represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = 

p>0.05. Right, quantification of AIS distance from the soma over time in iGlut. N=3 biological 

replicates, n = 16-30 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-

Whitney test, ns = p>0.05, *** = p<0.001. D – Quantification of Ank-G fluorescence intensity 

in iGlut at 6 weeks. AU = arbitrary unit. N=3 biological replicates, n = 28-30 cells. Error bars 

represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = 

p>0.05. 
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Figure 5.8. Hyperexcitability in late DS1 excitatory neurons might be caused by transcriptional 

upregulation of sodium and calcium channels (6 weeks). A – Heatmap representation of RT-

qPCR analysis of sodium channels  and  subunits in wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGlut 

neurons at 6 weeks. Gene expression levels are normalised to the housekeeping gene TBP and 

expressed as -CT. N=3 biological replicates with n=3 technical replicates per sample. B – 

Heatmap representation of RT-qPCR analysis of different ion channels in wildtype, DS1 and 

corrected iGlut neurons at 6 weeks. Gene expression levels are normalised to the housekeeping 

gene TBP and expressed as -CT. N=3 biological replicates with n=3 technical replicates per 

sample. C – Heatmap representation of RT-qPCR analysis of AIS genes in wildtype, DS1 and 

corrected iGlut neurons at 6 weeks. Gene expression levels are normalised to the housekeeping 

gene TBP and expressed as -CT. N=3 biological replicates with n=3 technical replicates per 

sample. 
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Supplementary Figure 5.1. A – Quantification of action potential half-width, maximum rate 

of depolarisation and repolarisation recorded in iGlut at 3 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n 

= 14-15 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple 

comparison, ns = p>0.05. B – Quantification of spontaneous action potential frequency 

recorded in iGlut at 3 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 14-16 cells. Error bars represent 

the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. 

C – Average single AP traces and phase plots from wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGlut at 3 

weeks. D – Quantification of action potential half-width, maximum rate of depolarisation and 

repolarisation recorded in iGlut at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 11-20 cells. Error 

bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, ns = 

p>0.05. E – Quantification of action potential current threshold recorded in iGlut at 6 weeks. 

N=3 biological replicates, n = 11-20 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way 

ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. F – Quantification of the resting 

membrane potential recorded in iGlut at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 12-20 cells. 

Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison, ns = p>0.05. G – Average single AP traces and phase plots from wildtype, DS1 

and corrected iGlut at 6 weeks. H – Quantification of action potential amplitude, half-width and 

rate of rise in iGlut over time. N=3 biological replicates, n = 11-20 cells. Error bars represent 

the SEM, Unpaired parametric t test or Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, ** 

= p<0.01, *** = p<0.001. I – Quantification of spontaneous action potential frequency recorded 

in iGlut at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 14-20 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05.  
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Supplementary Figure 5.2. A – RT-qPCR analysis of sodium channel  subunits SCN1A, 

SCN2A, SCN3A, SCN8A and SCN9A mRNA expression relative to the housekeeping gene 

TBP, performed in 6-weeks iGlut derived from wildtype, DS1 and corrected lines. N=3 

biological replicates with n=3 technical replicates per sample. Error bars represent the SEM, 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. B – RT-qPCR 

analysis of sodium channel  subunit SCN2B mRNA expression relative to the housekeeping 

gene TBP, performed in 6-weeks iGlut derived from wildtype, DS1 and corrected lines. N=3 

biological replicates with n=3 technical replicates per sample. Error bars represent the SEM, 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. C – RT-qPCR 

analysis of calcium channels CACNA1S, CACNA1A and CACNA1G mRNA expression 

relative to the housekeeping gene TBP, performed in 6-weeks iGlut derived from wildtype, DS1 

and corrected lines. N=3 biological replicates with n=3 technical replicates per sample. Error 

bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison. ns = 

p>0.05, * = p<0.05.  

 



Experiment: iGlut Ca2+ imaging at 3 weeks. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

Single cell Amplitude Wildtype N = 28 

DS1 N = 39 

Corrected N = 16  

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.3246 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0954 (ns) 

Single cell Frequency Wildtype N = 28 

DS1 N = 39 

Corrected N = 16 

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.5770 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0877 (ns) 

Synchronous Frequency Wildtype N = 7 

DS1 N = 7 

Corrected N = 7 

N = time-lapse recordings  

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

Table 5.1. Statistical details of iGlut Ca2+ imaging at 3 weeks. 

 

Experiment: iGlut electrophysiological characterisation at 3 weeks. For all samples, N = cells from multiple coverslips. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

Na+ current density Wildtype N = 17 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.1102 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.2917 (ns) 

K+ current density Wildtype N = 17 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.2071 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.8485 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.5174 (ns) 

AP Amplitude  Wildtype N = 14 

DS1 N = 15  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.7921 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.8248 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.4284 (ns) 

AP Half-width Wildtype N = 14 

DS1 N = 15  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.9717 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

AP Rate of rise Wildtype N = 14 

DS1 N = 15  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.9152 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.0860 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.1734 (ns) 
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Current threshold Wildtype N = 14 

DS1 N = 15  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = YES 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.9211 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

Vm Threshold Wildtype N = 14 

DS1 N = 15  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.5250 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.0644 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.4206 (ns) 

Maximum Frequency 

 

Wildtype N = 16 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.1659 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.0537 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.8161 (ns) 

Spontaneous Frequency 

 

Wildtype N = 14 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.8632 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

Resting potential Wildtype N = 14 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 14 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.5301 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.9593 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.7059 (ns) 

Membrane capacitance 

(Cm) 
WT N = 17 (25.54  2.715 pF) 

DS1 N = 16 (19.09  2.265 pF) 

Corr N = 14 (20.69  2.158 pF) 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.1446 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.3531 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.8926 (ns) 

Membrane resistance 

(Rm) 
WT N = 17 (814.5  94.39 M) 

DS1 N = 16 (560.3  71.75 M) 

Corr N = 14 (562.2  52.72 M) 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0540 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.0672 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.9998 (ns) 

Access resistance (Rs) WT N = 17 (11.08  0.973 M) 

DS1 N = 16 (10.32  0.701 M) 

Corr N = 14 (10.45  0.620 M) 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

Table 5.2. Statistical details of iGlut electrophysiological characterisation at 3 weeks. 
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Experiment: iGlut AIS characterisation at 3 weeks. For all samples, N = cells from multiple wells. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

AIS length Wildtype N = 16 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 16  

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison  

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

AIS distance Wildtype N = 16 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 16 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.1797 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0546 (ns) 

Ank-G intensity Wildtype N = 16 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 16 

WT = NO 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison  

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.1340 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.5547 (ns) 

Table 5.3. Statistical details of iGlut AIS characterisation at 3 weeks. 

 

Experiment: iGlut Ca2+ imaging of induced activity at 6 weeks and over time. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

Single cell Amplitude Wildtype N = 138 

DS1 N = 216 

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

 

Unpaired nonparametric t test 

+ Mann-Whitney test 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = <0.001 (***) 

Single cell Amplitude 

over time – Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 26 

6 weeks N = 138 

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test 

+ Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Single cell Amplitude 

over time – DS1 

3 weeks N = 39 

6 weeks N = 216 

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test 

+ Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Single cell Frequency Wildtype N = 138 

DS1 N = 216 

Corrected N = 48  

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = <0.001 (***) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = <0.001 (***) 

Single cell Frequency 

over time – Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 26 

6 weeks N = 138 

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test 

+ Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Single cell Frequency 

over time – DS1 

3 weeks N = 39 

6 weeks N = 216 

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test 

+ Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 
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Single cell Frequency 

over time – Corrected 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 48 

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test 

+ Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Synchronous 

Amplitude 

Wildtype N = 17 

DS1 N = 18 

N = time-lapse recordings 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test 

+ Mann-Whitney test 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0027 (**) 

Synchronous 

Amplitude over time 

– Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 2 

6 weeks N = 17 

N = time-lapse recordings 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test 

+ Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0117 (*) 

Synchronous 

Amplitude over time 

– DS1 

3 weeks N = 2 

6 weeks N = 18 

N = time-lapse recordings 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test 

+ Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.5158 (ns) 

Synchronous 

Frequency 

Wildtype N = 17 

DS1 N = 18 

Corrected N = 11  

N = time-lapse recordings 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = <0.001 (***) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = <0.001 (***) 

Synchronous 

Frequency over time 

– Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 7 

6 weeks N = 17 

N = time-lapse recordings 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test 

+ Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Synchronous 

Frequency over time 

– DS1 

3 weeks N = 7 

6 weeks N = 18 

N = time-lapse recordings 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test 

+ Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Synchronous 

Frequency over time 

– Corrected 

3 weeks N = 7 

6 weeks N = 11 

N = time-lapse recordings 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired nonparametric t test 

+ Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Table 5.4 Statistical details of iGlut Ca2+ imaging of induced activity at 6 weeks and over time. 
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Experiment: iGlut Ca2+ imaging of spontaneous activity at 6 weeks. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

Single cell Amplitude Wildtype N = 67 

DS1 N = 75 

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

 

Unpaired nonparametric t 

test + Mann-Whitney test 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = <0.001 (***) 

Single cell Frequency Wildtype N = 67 

DS1 N = 75 

Corrected N = 49  

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA 

Kruskal-Wallis test + 

Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = <0.001 (***) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = <0.001 (***) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = <0.001 (***) 

Synchronous 

Amplitude 

Wildtype N = 8 

DS1 N = 8 

N = time-lapse recordings 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0241 (*) 

Synchronous 

Frequency 

Wildtype N = 8 

DS1 N = 8 

Corrected N = 8  

N = time-lapse recordings 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way 

ANOVA + Tukey’s 

multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0045 (**) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.1681 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = <0.001 (***) 

Single cell Frequency 

– Wildtype 

Spontaneous N = 67 

Induced N = 138 

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

Spont = NO 

Induced = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t 

test + Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Single cell Frequency 

– DS1 

Spontaneous N = 75 

Induced N = 216 

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

Spont = NO 

Induced = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t 

test + Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.9368 (ns) 

Single cell Frequency 

– Corrected 

Spontaneous N = 49 

Induced N = 48 

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

Spont = NO 

Induced = YES 

Unpaired nonparametric t 

test + Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Synchronous 

Frequency – 

Wildtype 

Spontaneous N = 8 

Induced N = 17 

N = time-lapse recordings 

Spont = YES 

Induced = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t 

test + Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0051 (**) 

Synchronous 

Frequency – DS1 

Spontaneous N = 8 

Induced N = 18 

N = time-lapse recordings 

Spont = YES 

Induced = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t 

test + Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.2769 (ns) 

Synchronous 

Frequency – 

Corrected 

Spontaneous N = 8 

Induced N = 11 

N = time-lapse recordings 

Spont = YES 

Induced = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0362 (*) 

Table 5.5 Statistical details of iGlut Ca2+ imaging of spontaneous activity at 6 weeks. 
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Experiment: iGlut electrophysiological characterisation at 6 weeks. For all samples, N = cells from multiple coverslips. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

Na+ current density Wildtype N = 17 

DS1 N = 17  

Corrected N = 20 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

K+ current density Wildtype N = 17 

DS1 N = 17  

Corrected N = 20 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.9268 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

AP Amplitude  Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 11  

Corrected N = 20 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.8818 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.9329 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.6573 (ns) 

AP Half-width Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 11  

Corrected N = 20 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.4619 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.0630 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.2476 (ns) 

AP Rate of rise Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 11  

Corrected N = 20 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.7799 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.7533 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.9987 (ns) 

Current threshold Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 11  

Corrected N = 20 

WT = NO 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.6908 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

Vm Threshold Wildtype N = 12 

DS1 N = 11  

Corrected N = 20 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.1535 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.8882 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.2427 (ns) 

Maximum Frequency 

 

Wildtype N = 13 

DS1 N = 16  

Corrected N = 19 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.2009 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.3859 (ns) 

Spontaneous Frequency 

 

Wildtype N = 14 

DS1 N = 17  

Corrected N = 20 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.9333 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

Resting potential Wildtype N = 13 

DS1 N = 12  

Corrected N = 20 

WT = NO 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.8491 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.5919 (ns) 

Membrane capacitance 

(Cm) 
WT N = 16 (46.52  7.152 pF) 

DS1 N = 17 (44.28  8.278 pF) 

Corr N = 20 (46.35  7.088 pF) 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.9775 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.9787 (ns) 
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Membrane resistance 

(Rm) 
WT N = 16 (638.1  87.26 M) 

DS1 N = 17 (694.0  149.4 M) 

Corr N = 20 (725.8  202.6 M) 

WT = NO 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.7576 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

Access resistance (Rs) WT N = 16 (9.60  1.131 M) 

DS1 N = 17 (10.26  0.980 M) 

Corr N = 20 (9.14  0.795 M) 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.9620 (ns) 

Table 5.6a. Statistical details of iGlut electrophysiological characterisation at 6 weeks. 

Experiment: iGlut electrophysiological parameters over time. For all samples, N = cells from multiple coverslips. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

AP amplitude over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 14 

6 weeks N = 12 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

AP amplitude over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 15 

6 weeks N = 11 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

AP amplitude over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 14 

6 weeks N = 20 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

AP half-width over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 14 

6 weeks N = 12 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0039 (**) 

AP half-width over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 15 

6 weeks N = 11 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0042 (**) 

AP half-width over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 14 

6 weeks N = 20 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

AP rate of rise over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 14 

6 weeks N = 12 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

AP rate of rise over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 15 

6 weeks N = 11 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

AP rate of rise over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 14 

6 weeks N = 20 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Maximum frequency over 

time – Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 13 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.4352 (ns) 

Maximum frequency over 

time – DS1 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 16 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Maximum frequency over 

time – Corrected 

3 weeks N = 14 

6 weeks N = 19 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.3996 (ns) 

Table 5.6b. Statistical details of iGlut electrophysiological parameters overtime.  
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Experiment: iGlut AIS characterisation at 6 weeks and over time. For all samples, N = cells from multiple wells. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

AIS length Wildtype N = 28 

DS1 N = 29  

Corrected N = 30  

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0017 (**) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.5773 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = <0.001 (***) 

AIS length over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 28 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0105 (*) 

AIS length over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 29 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.5953 (ns) 

AIS length over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 30 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

AIS distance Wildtype N = 28 

DS1 N = 29  

Corrected N = 30 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison  

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.4863 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.5476 (ns) 

AIS Distance over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 28 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.2396 (ns) 

AIS Distance over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 29 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.8974 (ns) 

AIS Distance over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 16 

6 weeks N = 30 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Ank-G intensity Wildtype N = 28 

DS1 N = 29  

Corrected N = 30 

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.1855 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0574 (ns) 

Table 5.7. Statistical details of iGlut AIS characterisation at 6 weeks and over time. 
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Experiment: iGlut differential expression analysis at 6 weeks. For all samples, N = 3 biological replicates with 3 technical replicates. 

Dataset analysed Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

SCN1A WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.1124 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.7064 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0985 (ns) 

SCN2A WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.6991 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.4081 (ns) 

SCN3A WT = NO 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.2209 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0760 (ns) 

SCN8A WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0915 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.9032 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0531 (ns) 

SCN9A WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0519 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.5391 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.5391 (ns) 

SCN2B WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.1303 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.0927 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.5477 (ns) 

CACNA1S WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.6991 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.6991 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0512 (ns) 

CACNA1B  WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.1920 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.8014 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.1920 (ns) 

CACNA1G WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0129 (*) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.0129 (*) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.8169 (ns) 

Table 5.8. Statistical details of iGlut differential expression analysis at 6 weeks. 

 



5.3 Conclusions 

• Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T does not affect early excitatory neurons at 3 weeks. 

- Early DS1 iGlut neurons exhibit normal calcium spike frequency when activity is 

induced by elevated Ca2+ and K+ concentrations. 

- Early DS1 iGlut neurons display normal electrophysiological properties, comparable to 

wildtype and corrected iGlut. 

- No differences were observed in the morphology of the AIS in early DS1 iGlut neurons 

compared to wildtype and corrected lines.  

• Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes hyperexcitability in late excitatory neurons at 6 

weeks. 

- Late DS1 iGlut neurons exhibit increased calcium signal frequency when neuronal 

activity is induced by elevated Ca2+ and K+ concentrations. 

- Late DS1 iGlut neurons also exhibit increased calcium signal frequency when 

spontaneous neuronal activity is analysed at physiological concentrations of Ca2+ and 

K+. 

- Late DS1 iGlut neurons display increased current-induced repetitive firing and higher 

action potential maximum frequency compared to wildtype and corrected iGlut lines. 

- Late DS1 iGlut neurons have a shorter AIS compared to wildtype and corrected iGlut. 
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Chapter 6  

Excitatory and inhibitory neurons both contribute to 

the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T pathogenic phenotype 

 

6.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 4 and 5 we have described the effect of the Dravet-related SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation 

on patient-derived inhibitory and excitatory neurons in monocultures. We found that, at an early 

time point (3 weeks), inhibitory neurons showed signs of hyperexcitability while the function 

of excitatory neurons was unaffected. Upon further maturation (6 weeks), inhibitory 

interneurons exhibited reduced neuronal activity while excitatory neurons developed a 

hyperexcitable phenotype. As previously discussed, the epileptic phenotype in Dravet 

syndrome (DS) is thought to be caused by the compromised function of inhibitory interneurons, 

causing a lack of inhibition which eventually results in hyperexcitation and hypersynchrony of 

excitatory neurons. However, mounting evidence suggests that excitatory neurons might play 

more than a passive role in the pathophysiology of this disease. Indeed, similarly to our results, 

hyperexcitability of pyramidal neurons – independent from lack of inhibition – has been 

observed in pure glutamatergic cultures derived from Dravet patient hiPSCs (Jiao et al., 2013b; 

Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013; van Hugte et al., 2023). An active contribution of 

pyramidal neurons to the epileptic phenotype could explain the limited efficacy of 

pharmacological treatments aimed exclusively at restoring physiological levels of inhibition 

(i.e., GABA-agonists) (He et al., 2022).   

In chapter 3, we have shown that iGlut and iGABA neurons can be assembled into long-term 

co-culture models of cortical circuits with a stable ratio of 70% excitatory neurons and 30% 

inhibitory interneurons to resemble the human cortex E/I ratio. In this chapter, we use this co-

culture model to investigate the relative contribution of excitatory and inhibitory neurons to the 

overall disease phenotype mediated by the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation. Specifically, two colour-

calcium imaging is used to assess the activity of both excitatory and inhibitory neurons in co-

culture. Finally, AIS structural changes are assessed in the context of functional neuronal 

networks.  
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6.2 Results 

6.2.1 Increased activity of early DS1 inhibitory interneurons results in 

decreased activity of DS1 excitatory neurons in co-culture 

DS1 and corrected iGABA (expressing jrGECO1a) and iGlut neurons (expressing GCaMP6f) 

were derived and assembled, together with mAstro, into ratio-defined co-cultures as previously 

described (Fig.6.1-A). Co-cultures were maintained for 3 weeks before calcium imaging 

experiments were conducted according to Sun & Südhof (Z. Sun & Südhof, 2021b). Co-cultures 

at 3 weeks were first equilibrated in Modified Tyrode Solution (2 mM Ca2+, 5 mM K+), then 

incubated in Ca2+ imaging buffer (4 mM Ca2+, 8 mM K+) for the recordings – full buffer 

compositions in Chapter 2, Table 2.12. Using sequential acquisition, we were able to 

simultaneously image the Ca2+ signal emitted from both probes, GCaMP6f and jrGECO1a. 

Time-lapse recordings were carried out over 120 sec at a frame rate of 10-20 frames/sec and 

the fluorescence intensity profile of each probe was analysed for the active cells within the field 

of view. The GCaMP6f or jrGECO1a signal intensity for each neuron was normalised by 

calculating the ratio (F/F0) of the increase in fluorescence (F) to the baseline (F0) and plotted 

over time (Fig. 6.1-B). 

Similarly to what was observed in iGABA monocultures, DS1 iGABA neurons in co-culture 

were found to have a higher Ca2+ signal frequency compared to corrected iGABA in co-culture. 

Instead, Ca2+ signal amplitude of iGABA neurons was comparable in both DS1 and corrected 

co-cultures (Fig.6.1-C – Table 6.1). Simultaneously, contrarily to iGlut monocultures, DS1 

iGlut neurons in co-culture were found to have a significantly lower Ca2+ signal frequency (1.33 

 0.04 spikes/min) compared to corrected co-cultures (1.81  0.05 spikes/min). Ca2+ signal 

amplitude of iGlut neurons was comparable in both DS1 and corrected co-cultures (Fig.6.1-D 

– Table 6.1). 

Overall, the data obtained from the early co-culture models support our previous observations 

on hyperexcitability of DS1 iGABA neurons at 3 weeks. In the context of a co-culture with 

excitatory neurons, the increased activity of DS1 inhibitory interneurons results in a 

significantly reduced activity of DS1 excitatory neurons.  
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6.2.2 Increased activity of late DS1 excitatory neurons is maintained in co-

culture with DS1 inhibitory interneurons 

Co-cultures were maintained for 6 weeks before calcium imaging experiments were conducted 

as previously described. Briefly, DS1 and wildtype co-cultures (Fig.6.2-A) at 6 weeks were 

incubated in Ca2+ imaging buffer (4 mM Ca2+, 8 mM K+) for the recordings and the GCaMP6f 

signal intensity for each neuron was normalised by calculating the ratio (F/F0) of the increase 

in fluorescence (F) to the baseline (F0) and plotted over time (Fig. 6.2-B). Once again, due to 

the protracted unavailability of the microscope used for the acquisition of the early time point, 

6 weeks experiments were performed using a different imaging system. This created two 

problems. Firstly, as previously discussed, Ca2+ signal amplitude detected at 3 weeks was not 

comparable with the one detected for the later time point. Secondly, the imaging system used 

for the acquisition of the 6 weeks time point was not appropriately equipped for two colour 

imaging. For this reason, only the GCaMP6f signal, and therefore iGlut activity, could be 

analysed.  

Similarly to what was observed in late iGlut monocultures, we found that in co-culture, DS1 

iGlut neurons displayed a higher Ca2+ signal frequency (3.20  0.14 spikes/min) compared to 

wildtype iGlut in co-culture (2.48  0.36 spikes/min). Ca2+ signal amplitude was also found to 

be lower in DS1 iGlut neurons in co-culture (0.04  0.006 F/F0) compared to wildtype iGlut 

in co-culture (0.07  0.01 F/F0) (Fig. 6.2-C – Table 6.2). Interestingly, even though we were 

not able to assess the activity of iGABA neurons, we found that the DS1 iGlut phenotype was 

dampened by the presence of DS1 iGABA neurons in co-culture. Indeed, the Ca2+ signal 

frequency observed in DS1 iGlut neurons in co-culture was substantially lower compared to 

DS1 iGlut neurons in monoculture (Fig.6.1-D – Table 6.2). This is not surprising since, in spite 

of the reduced activity of late DS1 iGABA neurons, they still contribute some degree of 

inhibition to the network.  

Overall, the data obtained from the late co-culture models support our previous observations on 

the hyperexcitability of DS1 iGlut neurons at 6 weeks. Unfortunately, the activity of iGABA 

neurons in co-culture could not be assessed.  
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6.2.3 Excitatory and inhibitory neurons both contribute to the late 

SCN1AIVS14+3A>T pathogenic phenotype 

To test the relative contribution of excitatory and inhibitory neurons to the disease phenotype 

mediated by the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation at the late time point, we generated mixed genotype 

co-culture models. Specifically, this experiment was designed to assess the relative contribution 

that impaired inhibition (DS1 iGABA neurons) and increased excitation (DS1 iGlut neurons) 

have, respectively, on the overall network activity. To this end, we cultured wildtype iGlut 

neurons with DS1 iGABA neurons (WT-iGlut+DS1-iGABA) and DS1 iGlut neurons with 

wildtype iGABA neurons (DS1-iGlut+WT-iGABA) and compared their activity with fully 

wildtype (WT-iGlut+WT-iGABA) and fully Dravet (DS1-iGlut+DS1-iGABA) co-cultures 

(Fig. 6.3-A). Mixed genotype cultures were maintained for 6 weeks before two-colour calcium 

imaging experiments were conducted in Ca2+ imaging buffer (4 mM Ca2+, 8 mM K+) as 

previously described. The GCaMP6f or jrGECO1a signal intensity for each neuron was 

normalised by calculating the ratio (F/F0) of the increase in fluorescence (F) to the baseline 

(F0) and plotted over time (Fig. 6.3-B). 

In the following description of results, we discuss the Ca2+ signal frequencies derived 

specifically from the iGlut population within the co-cultures. Interestingly, we found that in 

WT-iGlut+DS1-iGABA, the Ca2+ signal frequency was significantly higher (4.29  0.39 

spikes/min) compared to WT-iGlut+WT-iGABA (2.48  0.36 spikes/min). This higher 

frequency was comparable to the one displayed by DS1-iGlut+DS1-iGABA neurons (3.20  

0.13 spikes/min) (Fig. 6.3-C- Table 6.3). This result suggests that, in accordance with the 

current view on the pathophysiology of DS, compromised inhibition causes an excess of 

excitation. On the other hand, DS1-iGlut+WT-iGABA cultures displayed a higher Ca2+ signal 

frequency (4.06  0.28 spikes/min) compared to WT-iGlut+WT-iGABA (2.48  0.36 

spikes/min). This higher frequency was comparable to the frequency displayed by DS1-

iGlut+DS1-iGABA neurons (3.20  0.13 spikes/min) and, interestingly, it was also comparable 

to the frequency displayed by WT-iGlut+DS1-iGABA (4.29  0.39 spikes/min) (Fig. 6.3-C- 

Table 6.3). This result suggests that contrary to the current view, DS1 excitatory neurons have 

a phenotype that, alone, results in an excess of excitation. 

In the following description of results, we discuss the Ca2+ signal frequencies derived 

specifically from the iGABA population within the co-cultures. We observed that DS1-
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iGlut+WT-iGABA showed a trend towards a higher Ca2+ signal frequency (6.89  1.29 

spikes/min) compared to WT-iGlut+DS1-iGABA (4.62  0.99 spikes/min) (Fig. 6.3-D- Table 

6.3). However, this difference was not statistically significant.  

Overall, these results indicate that the presence of the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation in either the 

excitatory or the inhibitory component of the network is sufficient, in both cases, to cause a 

disease phenotype characterised by increased network activity. This suggests that the 

intrinsically increased activity of DS1 iGlut neurons and the intrinsically reduced activity of 

DS1 iGABA neurons both contribute to the overall disease phenotype. Such an observation 

could have important implications in the context of DS therapeutical intervention. Currently, 

the first- and second-line drugs adopted in the treatment of DS are GABA-agonists used with 

the aim of restoring appropriate levels of inhibition, however, they typically fail to achieve 

seizure-control (He et al., 2022). If excitatory neurons are indeed playing an active role in 

mediating the epileptic phenotype of DS, this could explain why restoring inhibition, alone, is 

not sufficient to achieve seizure-freedom. This might suggest that a second drug which targets 

hyperexcitation in excitatory neurons could be required for effective treatment.  

6.2.4 Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes decreased AIS length in both 

excitatory and inhibitory neurons in early co-cultures (3 weeks) 

AIS length and distance from the soma change in relation to neuronal inputs. Such changes 

mediate a direct effect on neuronal excitability. Therefore, structural properties of the AIS were 

investigated in early co-cultures based on Ank-G staining. Neuronal identity could be assessed, 

within the co-culture, based on the expression of GCaMP6f (iGlut neurons) and jrGECO1a 

(iGABA neurons) counterstained by anti-GFP and anti-RFP antibodies, respectively (Fig. 6.4-

A).  

In excitatory neurons, AIS length was found to be reduced in DS1 iGlut (34.19  1.19 m) 

compared to wildtype (41.64  1.62 m) and corrected cultures (46.34  2.06 m) (Fig. 6.4-B 

– Table 6.4). Contrarily, the AIS of iGlut neurons was equally distant from the soma in all co-

culture conditions. Similarly, average Ank-G fluorescence intensity of iGlut neurons was 

comparable across cultures (Fig. 6.4-B – Table 6.4), indicating that Ank-G levels in the AIS 

were unchanged. 

In inhibitory interneurons, AIS length was also found to be reduced in DS1 iGABA neurons 

(31.50  1.52 m) compared to wildtype (37.39  1.64 m) and corrected cultures (38.06  
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1.62 m) (Fig. 6.4-C – Table 6.4). Contrarily, AIS distance from the soma and average Ank-G 

fluorescence intensity were comparable in iGABA neurons across all co-culture conditions 

(Fig. 6.4-C – Table 6.4).  

Overall, AIS characterisation in 3-week-old co-cultures revealed shorter AIS in both iGlut and 

iGABA neurons in DS1 cultures. In contrast, in monocultures at 3 weeks we observed no 

differences in the AIS length of DS1 iGlut or iGABA neurons (Fig. 5.3, Fig. 4.3 respectively). 

Different phenotypes from those observed in monocultures were to be expected due to the 

presence of network interactions between the excitatory and inhibitory components, which are 

lacking in monocultures. Indeed, calcium imaging experiments in early co-cultures confirmed 

that the increased inhibitory activity of DS1 iGABA neurons results in a decrease of DS1 iGlut 

neurons activity in co-culture (Fig. 6.1). In response to increased levels of inhibition, DS1 iGlut 

neurons might try to reduce their intrinsic excitability by shortening the AIS – a recognised 

mechanism of AIS homeostatic plasticity (Evans et al., 2015; Galliano et al., 2021; Jamann et 

al., 2021b; Sohn et al., 2019). Similarly, increased interneuron activity can induce activity-

dependant AIS shortening in DS1 iGABA neurons, in order to reduce their excitability and 

therefore activity.  

6.2.5 AIS homeostatic plasticity fails to restore normal excitability in late 

excitatory and inhibitory neurons carrying the pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T 

mutation (6 weeks) 

Similarly to early cultures, structural properties of the AIS were also investigated in late co-

cultures based on Ank-G, GFP and RFP staining (Fig. 6.5-A).  

In late excitatory neurons, AIS length was found to be substantially reduced in DS1 iGlut 

neurons (36.29  1.66 m) compared to wildtype (56.60  1.98 m) and corrected cultures 

(53.40  2.47 m) (Fig. 6.5-B – Table 6.5a). Over time, AIS increased in length in wildtype and 

corrected iGlut neurons, but it maintained the same length in DS1iGlut neurons (Fig. 6.5-C – 

Table 6.5b). In late co-cultures, the AIS of iGlut neurons was again found to have the same 

distance from the soma in all populations, suggesting that proximal-distal positioning of the 

AIS is not involved in activity regulation in these neurons (Fig. 6.5-D – Table 6.5a). Similarly, 

average Ank-G fluorescence intensity was comparable across all conditions. Over time, a 

substantial increase in Ank-G fluorescence intensity was observed in all iGlut populations, 

consistent with neuronal maturation (Supplementary Fig. 6.1-A – Table 6.5b).  
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In inhibitory interneurons, AIS length was found to be significantly increased in DS1 iGABA 

neurons (42.87  1.83 m) compared to wildtype (38.00  2.23 m) and corrected cultures 

(37.24  1.25 m) (Fig. 6.5-E – Table 6.5a). Over time, AIS increased in length only in DS1 

iGABA neurons while it maintained the same length in wildtype and corrected cultures (Fig. 

6.5-F – Table 6.5c). The AIS distance from the soma was found to be comparable across all 

iGABA populations (Fig. 6.5-G – Table 6.5a). However, similarly to late iGABA monocultures, 

DS1 iGABA in co-culture were found to have a lower Ank-G fluorescence intensity (88.15  

3.68 AU), compared to wildtype (102.20  6.43 AU) and corrected (106.30  4.82 AU) co-

cultures (Fig. 6.5-G – Table 6.5a). A significant increase in Ank-G fluorescence intensity over 

time was observed in all iGABA populations (Supplementary Fig. 6.1-B – Table 6.5c). 

Similarly to monocultures, DS1 iGlut in co-culture exhibited a much shorter AIS compared to 

wildtype and corrected lines. We previously speculated that this might be a normal homeostatic 

response to the increased excitatory activity in the culture. Indeed, shortening of the AIS is a 

well-established plasticity mechanism by which neurons decrease their intrinsic excitability in 

response to chronic depolarisation (Evans et al., 2015; Galliano et al., 2021; Jamann et al., 

2021b; Sohn et al., 2019). However, in DS1 iGlut neurons this response does not seem to be 

sufficient to counterbalance the primary cause of increased neuronal excitability. Similarly, DS1 

iGABA neurons in late co-cultures extend their AIS, possibly in an attempt to increase their 

excitability and restore E/I balance in the network. However even in this case, this response is 

not sufficient to overcome the decrease in neuronal excitability caused by SCN1AIVS14+3A>T in 

late DS1 iGABA neurons. Further characterisation of AIS homeostatic plasticity mechanisms 

in our co-culture system might confirm if these might be affected in DS. 
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Figure 6.1. Increased activity of early DS1 interneurons results in decreased activity of early 

DS1 pyramidal neurons in co-culture (3 weeks). A – Schematic representation of the co-cultures 

used in this study. Top, a co-culture of DS1 iGlut and DS1 iGABA neurons. Bottom, a co-

culture of corrected iGlut and corrected iGABA neurons. B – Left, representative calcium traces 

plotted as the GCaMP6f F/F0 over time (in green) for DS1 and corrected iGlut in co-cultures 

at 3 weeks. Right, representative calcium traces plotted as the jrGECO1a F/F0 over time (in 

red) for DS1 and corrected iGABA in co-cultures at 3 weeks. C – Quantification of the single 

cell calcium signal amplitude and frequency recorded in iGABA neurons in co-culture at 3 

weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 11-18 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired 

nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, ns = p>0.05. D – Quantification of the single cell 

calcium signal amplitude and frequency recorded in iGlut neurons in co-culture at 3 weeks. 

N=3 biological replicates, n = 132-186 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired 

nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, ns = p>0.05, *** = p<0.001.  
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Figure 6.2. Increased activity of late DS1 excitatory neurons is maintained in co-culture with 

DS1 inhibitory interneurons (6 weeks). A – Schematic representation of the co-cultures used in 

this study. Left, a co-culture of WT iGlut and WT iGABA neurons. Right, a co-culture of DS1 

iGlut and DS1 iGABA neurons. B – Representative calcium traces plotted as the GCaMP6f 

F/F0 over time for wildtype and DS1 co-cultures at 6 weeks. C – Quantification of the single 

cell calcium signal amplitude and frequency recorded in iGlut neurons in co-culture at 6 weeks. 

N=3 biological replicates, n = 32-42 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired 

nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01. D – Quantification of 

single cell calcium signal frequency recorded in iGlut neurons in monoculture compared to co-

culture at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 29-216 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, ns = p>0.05, *** = p<0.001. 
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Figure 6.3. Excitatory and inhibitory neurons contribute equally to the late SCN1AIVS14+3A>T 

pathogenic phenotype (6 weeks). A – Schematic representation of the mixed genotype co-

cultures used in this study. Top, a co-culture of WT iGlut and DS1 iGABA neurons. Bottom, a 

co-culture of DS1 iGlut and WT iGABA neurons. B – Left, representative calcium traces plotted 

as the GCaMP6f F/F0 over time (in green) for wildtype and DS1 iGlut in mixed genotype co-

cultures at 6 weeks. Right, representative calcium traces plotted as the jrGECO1a F/F0 over 

time (in red) for DS1 and wildtype iGABA in mixed genotype co-cultures at 6 weeks. C – 

Quantification of the single cell calcium signal frequency recorded for iGlut neurons in different 

co-culture combinations at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 29-106 cells. Error bars 

represent the SEM, Two-way ANOVA with multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05, ** = p<0.01. D 

– Quantification of the single cell calcium signal frequency recorded for iGABA neurons in 

different co-culture combinations at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 17-18 cells. Error 

bars represent the SEM, Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, ns = p>0.05. 
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Figure 6.4. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes decreased AIS length in both excitatory and 

inhibitory neurons in early co-cultures (3 weeks). A – Representative immunofluorescence 

images of wildtype, DS1 and corrected co-cultures at 3 weeks stained for Ank-G (grey), GFP 

(GCaMP6f – green) and RFP (jrGECO1a - red). Scale bar = 20 μm. B – Quantification of AIS 

length, distance from the soma and Ank-G fluorescence intensity (based on Ank-G staining 

relative to GFP staining) in iGlut in co-culture at 3 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 30-31 

cells. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple 

comparison, ns = p>0.05, ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001. C – Quantification of AIS length, 

distance from the soma and Ank-G fluorescence intensity (based on Ank-G staining relative to 

RFP staining) in iGABA in co-culture at 3 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 22-28 cells. 

Error bars represent the SEM, Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison and 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05, * = p<0.05. 
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Figure 6.5. Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T impairs AIS homeostatic plasticity in excitatory and 

inhibitory neurons in late co-cultures (6 weeks). A – Representative immunofluorescence 

images of wildtype, DS1 and corrected co-cultures at 6 weeks stained for Ank-G (grey), GFP 

(GCaMP6f – green) and RFP (jrGECO1a - red). Scale bar = 20 μm. B – Quantification of AIS 

length based on Ank-G staining relative to GFP staining in iGlut in co-culture at 6 weeks. N=3 

biological replicates, n = 27-30 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-

Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, *** = p<0.001. C – Quantification of AIS length 

over time in iGlut neurons in co-culture. N=3 biological replicates, n = 27-31 cells. Error bars 

represent the SEM, Unpaired parametric t test or Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-

Whitney test, ns = p>0.05, * = p<0.05, *** = p<0.001. D – Quantification of AIS distance from 

the soma and Ank-G fluorescence intensity (based on Ank-G staining relative to GFP staining) 

in iGlut neurons in co-culture at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 27-30 cells. Error bars 

represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison and 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + Tukey’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05. E – Quantification of 
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AIS length based on Ank-G staining relative to RFP staining in iGABA in co-culture at 6 weeks. 

N=3 biological replicates, n = 25-27 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, One-way ANOVA 

Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, * = p<0.05. F – Quantification of AIS length 

over time in iGABA neurons in co-culture. N=3 biological replicates, n = 22-28 cells. Error 

bars represent the SEM, Unpaired parametric t test or Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-

Whitney test, ns = p>0.05, *** = p<0.001. G – Quantification of AIS distance from the soma 

and Ank-G fluorescence intensity (based on Ank-G staining relative to RFP staining) in iGABA 

neurons in co-culture at 6 weeks. N=3 biological replicates, n = 25-27 cells. Error bars represent 

the SEM, One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test + Dunn’s multiple comparison, ns = p>0.05, * 

= p<0.05, ** = p<0.01. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Supplementary Figure 6.1. A – Quantification of AIS distance from the soma and Ank-G 

fluoresce intensity over time in iGlut neurons in co-culture. N=3 biological replicates, n = 28-

31 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired parametric t test or Unpaired nonparametric t 

test + Mann-Whitney test, ns = p>0.05, ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001. B – Quantification of AIS 

distance from the soma and Ank-G fluoresce intensity over time in iGABA neurons in co-

culture. N=3 biological replicates, n = 22-28 cells. Error bars represent the SEM, Unpaired 

parametric t test or Unpaired nonparametric t test + Mann-Whitney test, ns = p>0.05, * = 

p<0.05, *** = p<0.001. 

 

 



Experiment: Two-colour Ca2+ imaging in co-cultures at 3 weeks. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

iGlut - Single cell 

Frequency 

DS1 N = 186 

Corrected N = 132  

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

DS1 vs. Corrected = <0.001 (***) 

iGlut - Single cell 

Amplitude 

DS1 N = 186 

Corrected N = 132  

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.2687 (ns) 

iGABA - Single cell 

Frequency 

DS1 N = 18 

Corrected N = 11  

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = YES 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.2711 (ns) 

iGABA - Single cell 

Amplitude 

DS1 N = 18 

Corrected N = 11  

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.1214 (ns) 

Table 6.1. Statistical details of two-colour Ca2+ imaging in co-cultures at 3 weeks. 

 

Experiment: Two-colour Ca2+ imaging in co-cultures at 6 weeks. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

iGlut - Single cell Frequency Wildtype N = 32 

DS1 N = 42 

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

 

Unpaired nonparametric t 

test + Mann-Whitney test 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0011 (**) 

 

iGlut - Single cell Amplitude Wildtype N = 32 

DS1 N = 42  

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

 

Unpaired nonparametric t 

test + Mann-Whitney test 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0425 (*) 

 

DS1 iGlut single cell 

Frequency – Monoculture vs. 

Co-culture 

Monoculture N = 216 

Co-culture N = 42  

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

 

Unpaired nonparametric t 

test + Mann-Whitney test 

Monoculture vs. Co-culture = <0.001 (***) 

 

WT iGlut single cell 

Frequency – Monoculture vs. 

Co-culture 

Monoculture N = 138 

Co-culture N = 32  

N = cells from multiple coverslips 

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

 

Unpaired nonparametric t 

test + Mann-Whitney test 

Monoculture vs. Co-culture = 0.1166 (ns) 

 

Table 6.2. Statistical details of two-colour Ca2+ imaging in co-cultures at 6 weeks. 
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Experiment: Two-colour Ca2+ imaging in mixed genotype co-cultures at 6 weeks. For all samples, N = cells from multiple coverslips 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

iGlut - Single cell 

Frequency 

WT-iGlut+WT-iGABA N = 32 

WT-iGlut+DS1-iGABA N = 83 

DS1-iGlut+DS1-iGABA N = 42 

DS1-iGlut+WT-iGABA N = 106 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

Two-way ANOVA 

with multiple 

comparison 

 

WT-iGlut+WT-iGABA vs. WT-iGlut+DS1-iGABA = 

0.007 (**) 

WT-iGlut+WT-iGABA vs. DS1-iGlut+DS1-iGABA = 

0.26 (ns) 

WT-iGlut+WT-iGABA vs. DS1-iGlut+WT-iGABA = 

0.007 (**) 

WT-iGlut+DS1-iGABA vs. DS1-iGlut+DS1-iGABA = 

0.41 (ns) 

WT-iGlut+DS1-iGABA vs. DS1-iGlut+WT-iGABA = 

>0.9999 (ns) 

DS1-iGlut+DS1-iGABA vs. DS1-iGlut+WT-iGABA = 

0.41 (ns) 

iGABA - Single cell 

Frequency 

DS1-iGlut+WT-iGABA N = 18 

WT-iGlut+DS1-iGABA N = 17 

NO 

NO 

Unpaired 

nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

DS1-iGlut+WT-iGABA vs. WT-iGlut+DS1-iGABA = 

0.2329 (ns) 

Table 6.3. Statistical details of two-colour Ca2+ imaging in mixed genotype co-cultures at 6 weeks. 

 

 

Experiment: AIS characterisation in co-cultures at 3 weeks. For all samples, N = cells from multiple wells 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

AIS length - iGlut Wildtype N = 31 

DS1 N = 30  

Corrected N = 30  

WT = YES 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0025 (**) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.3583 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = <0.001 (***) 

AIS distance - iGlut Wildtype N = 31 

DS1 N = 30  

Corrected N = 30  

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.6094 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.9014 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0630 (ns) 

Ank-G intensity - iGlut Wildtype N = 31 

DS1 N = 30  

Corrected N = 30  

WT = NO 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.6780 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.7487 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0545 (ns) 

AIS length - iGABA Wildtype N = 28 

DS1 N = 22 

Corrected N = 26  

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0348 (*) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.9505 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0185 (*) 
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AIS distance - iGABA Wildtype N = 28 

DS1 N = 22  

Corrected N = 26  

WT = YES 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.3747 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.7820 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

Ank-G intensity - 

iGABA 

Wildtype N = 28 

DS1 N = 22  

Corrected N = 26  

WT = NO 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.4597 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.9199 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0596 (ns) 

Table 6.4. Statistical details of AIS characterisation in co-cultures at 3 weeks. 

 

 

Experiment: AIS characterisation in co-cultures at 6 weeks. For all samples, N = cells from multiple wells 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

AIS length - iGlut Wildtype N = 28 

DS1 N = 30  

Corrected N = 27  

WT = YES 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = <0.001 (***) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = <0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = <0.001 (***) 

AIS distance - iGlut Wildtype N = 28 

DS1 N = 30  

Corrected N = 27  

WT = NO 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.7498 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.3438 (ns) 

Ank-G intensity - iGlut Wildtype N = 28 

DS1 N = 30  

Corrected N = 27  

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = YES 

Ordinary One-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s multiple comparison 

 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.4244 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.2276 (ns) 

AIS length - iGABA Wildtype N = 25 

DS1 N = 27 

Corrected N = 26  

WT = YES 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.0398 (*) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = >0.9999 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0318 (*) 

AIS distance - iGABA Wildtype N = 25 

DS1 N = 27 

Corrected N = 26  

WT = YES 

DS1 = NO 

Corr = YES 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = >0.9999 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.5619 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.6795 (ns) 

Ank-G intensity - 

iGABA 

Wildtype N = 25 

DS1 N = 27 

Corrected N = 26  

WT = NO 

DS1 = YES 

Corr = NO 

One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis 

test + Dunn’s multiple comparison 

Wildtype vs. DS1 = 0.4086 (ns) 

Wildtype vs. Corrected = 0.9815 (ns) 

DS1 vs. Corrected = 0.0395 (*) 

Table 6.5a. Statistical details of AIS characterisation in co-cultures at 6 weeks. 
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Experiment: AIS characterisation in iGlut neurons in co-cultures over time. For all samples, N = cells from multiple wells. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

AIS length over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 31 

6 weeks N = 28 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

AIS length over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 30 

6 weeks N = 30 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.3447 (ns) 

AIS length over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 30 

6 weeks N = 27 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0405 (*) 

AIS Distance over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 31 

6 weeks N = 28 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.5087 (ns) 

AIS Distance over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 30 

6 weeks N = 30 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0041 (**) 

AIS Distance over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 30 

6 weeks N = 27 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.5441 (ns) 

Ank-G intensity over 

time – Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 31 

6 weeks N = 28 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Ank-G intensity over 

time – DS1 

3 weeks N = 30 

6 weeks N = 30 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Ank-G intensity over 

time – Corrected 

3 weeks N = 30 

6 weeks N = 27 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Table 6.5b. Statistical details of AIS characterisation in iGlut neurons in co-cultures over time. 

 

Experiment: AIS characterisation in iGABA neurons in co-cultures over time. For all samples, N = cells from multiple wells. 

Dataset analysed Sample size Normality Statistical test P Value (Significance) 

AIS length over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 28 

6 weeks N = 25 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.8221 (ns) 

AIS length over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 22 

6 weeks N = 27 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

AIS length over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 26 

6 weeks N = 26 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.6532 (ns) 

AIS Distance over time – 

Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 28 

6 weeks N = 25 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0390 (*) 

AIS Distance over time – 

DS1 

3 weeks N = 22 

6 weeks N = 27 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.8695 (ns) 
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AIS Distance over time – 

Corrected 

3 weeks N = 26 

6 weeks N = 26 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = 0.0975 (ns) 

Ank-G intensity over 

time – Wildtype 

3 weeks N = 28 

6 weeks N = 25 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Ank-G intensity over 

time – DS1 

3 weeks N = 22 

6 weeks N = 27 

3 weeks = YES 

6 weeks = YES 

Unpaired parametric t test 3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Ank-G intensity over 

time – Corrected 

3 weeks N = 26 

6 weeks N = 26 

3 weeks = NO 

6 weeks = NO 

Unpaired nonparametric t test + 

Mann-Whitney test 

3 weeks vs. 6 weeks = <0.001 (***) 

Table 6.5c. Statistical details of AIS characterisation in iGABA neurons in co-cultures over time.



6.3 Conclusions 

• Hyperexcitability of early inhibitory interneurons causes reduced excitatory activity in 

co-cultures at 3 weeks.  

- Early DS1 iGABA neurons display a higher Ca2+ signal frequency compared to the 

corrected line. 

- Increased inhibitory activity in DS1 co-cultures results in a lower Ca2+ signal 

frequency observed for DS1 iGlut neurons compared to the corrected line. 

• At 6 weeks, late DS1 co-cultures display increased excitatory activity compared to 

wildtype cultures.  

• Hypoexcitability of DS1 iGABA neurons and hyperexcitability of DS1 iGlut neurons 

both contribute to the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T -mediated pathogenic phenotype at 6 weeks.  

- When wildtype iGlut neurons are cultured with DS1 iGABA neurons, their activity 

increases and becomes comparable to DS1 iGlut neurons. 

- When DS1-iGlut neurons are cultured with WT-iGABA neurons their activity 

remains increased to the same degree as when they are cultured with DS1 iGABA 

neurons. 

• Activity-dependant AIS homeostatic plasticity in late DS1 co-cultures is not sufficient 

to overcome the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T -mediated pathogenic phenotype. 

- Late DS1 iGlut neurons display homeostatic shortening of the AIS in response to 

increased network activity, however, this does not restore normal neuronal 

excitability.  

- Late DS1 iGABA neurons display homeostatic lengthening of the AIS in response 

to increased network activity, however, this does not restore normal neuronal 

excitability.  
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Chapter 7   

Discussion, limitations and future perspectives 

7.1 Discussion 

While the majority of Dravet syndrome (DS) research has historically been carried out using 

animal models, more recently, an increasing number of studies have used patient-derived 

hiPSCs to generate neuronal models that recapitulate the exact genetic background of Dravet 

patients. However, characterisation of DS phenotypes within these models was performed in 

isolated cultures of either inhibitory or excitatory neurons. While these models offered 

important new insights into the pathophysiology of DS, the lack of interactions between the 

excitatory and inhibitory components of neural networks did not allow for a comprehensive 

study of synergic phenotypes. The aim of this thesis was to establish a novel and comprehensive 

hiPSC-based disease model of DS suitable for the study of disease mechanisms in the context 

of neuronal networks with physiological excitation/inhibition balance. 

Chapter 3: Engineering hiPSC-derived cortical neurons to model Dravet 

syndrome 

This first result chapter described the development of our human iPSC-derived cortical co-

culture system to model Dravet syndrome. To achieve this, different methods for the 

differentiation of hiPSCs into glutamatergic excitatory neurons, GABAergic inhibitory 

interneurons and astrocytes were first explored. Classic directed differentiation protocols, based 

on the temporally controlled application of various small molecules and signalling proteins, 

were compared with forward programming strategies, based instead on the forced expression 

of fate-defining transcription factors. Both these methods have been shown to successfully 

generate mature functional neurons of various subtype identities. The aim was to establish 

differentiation protocols that would reliably generate homogenous populations of the desired 

neuronal types, so that they can be assembled in a co-culture system with a strict composition 

of excitatory and inhibitory neurons in a 70:30 ratio, to resemble the human cortex E/I neuron 

ratio. For these reasons, one of the main criteria for the selection of an appropriate 

differentiation strategy was the efficiency of fate specification or, in other words, the efficiency 

in generating exclusively the desired cell type. 
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For the generation of excitatory glutamatergic neurons using directed differentiation, two 

versions of the Shi et al. dorsal differentiation protocol were tested (Y. Shi, Kirwan, & Livesey, 

2012). Both versions (D-V1 and D-V2) were successful in generating neural progenitor cells 

after 35 days. Gene expression analysis revealed that, while these progenitors displayed a 

prevalently dorsal identity, indicated by high expression of PAX6, they also expressed markers 

of ventral identity, suggesting inefficient fate specification towards the desired dorsal 

phenotype (Fig. 3.1). For the generation of GABAergic inhibitory interneurons using directed 

differentiation, the Maroof et al. (Maroof et al., 2013) ventral differentiation protocol (V-V1) 

was compared with a ventrally adapted version of the Shi et al. protocol (V-V2). While V-V1 

differentiation failed, V-V2 was successfully used to generate progenitor cells after 35 days. 

However, similarly to the dorsal progenitors, gene expression analysis revealed that the 

obtained ventral progenitors expressed markers of both dorsal (PAX6) and ventral identity 

(ASCL1), suggesting poor fate specification efficiency towards the desired ventral phenotype 

(Fig. 3.2). Although these experiments were only performed once, these results were not 

unexpected, as poor differentiation efficiency is a common criticism of directed differentiation 

(S. M. Ho et al., 2015). These approaches typically yield low numbers of differentiating cells 

and the resulting neuronal populations often contains cells at different developmental stages 

and even unrelated cell types (B. Y. Hu et al., 2010). In order to use directed differentiation to 

generate pure populations of excitatory and inhibitory neurons it would be necessary to 

introduce a purification step to enrich the differentiating cultures for the desired cells.  To this 

end, a Magnetic-Activated Cell Sorting (MACS)-based purification strategy was designed and 

tested. Specifically, the interneuron specific promoter DLX5/6 was used to drive the expression 

of the human CD14 cell surface antigen, which could be labelled and used to MACS sort 

transiently transfected interneuron progenitors from a mixed cell population (Fig. 3.3). The 

addition of a cell type-specific sorting step represents an important innovation in this 

differentiation strategy however, it also adds an additional layer of complication and variability 

to an already time-consuming and labour-intensive process. In fact, another important aspect to 

consider is the time required by these protocols to generate functional neurons. Neural directed 

differentiation protocols required 5 weeks to generate neuronal progenitors and a much longer 

time (up to 3 months) would be needed to achieve functional maturation (Tao & Zhang, 2016). 

Additionally, even though these protocols were only performed once, they are known to be 

characterised by high variability and low reproducibility. This is mainly caused by variability 

in the hiPSC response to signalling molecules, which results in intrinsic differences in 
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differentiation potential across cell lines (B. Y. Hu et al., 2010; K. Kim et al., 2011; Koyanagi-

Aoi et al., 2013; Osafune et al., 2008). These are all important aspects to consider when neuronal 

populations are derived from different hiPSC lines in order to compare phenotypes across 

different genetic backgrounds. Forward programming overcomes these limitations by rapidly 

inducing a neuronal fate through the forced expression of master transcription factors that 

supersede the effects of intrinsic heterogeneity between hiPSC lines (Y. Zhang et al., 2013). As 

previously discussed, in forward programming, the transgene expression is typically regulated 

by a Tet-ON system. Integration of the Tet-ON-regulated transgenes into hiPSC lines is 

commonly achieved by lentiviral transduction, however, this strategy can result in variability 

of expression levels, random genomic insertion and transgene silencing and it requires 

additional selection steps to enrich for the transduced cell population (Darabi et al., 2012; J. R. 

Smith et al., 2008b). For this project, an alternative and more refined approach was chosen, 

consisting of targeting genomic safe harbour sites to achieve stable and reproducible transgene 

integration. Using this strategy, hiPSC lines stably expressing doxycycline inducible 

transcription factor combinations were generated using TALEN-mediated integration at the 

AAVS1 safe-harbour locus. Specifically, 3 different hiPSC lines were generated from each 

genetic background, each expressing the following transcription factors included in a Tet-ON 

system: (i) NGN2 – for the differentiation of glutamatergic cortical neurons (iGlut) (C. Wang 

et al., 2017); (ii) ASCL1 and DLX2 – for the generation of GABAergic inhibitory interneurons 

(iGABA) (Yang et al., 2017); (iii) NF1B and SOX9 – for the generation of astrocytes (iAstro) 

(Canals et al., 2018) (Fig. 3.4). The forward programming differentiation of each of these lines 

was easily performed and produced comparable results across all genetic backgrounds. Both 

neuronal differentiations (iGlut and iGABA) generated morphologically mature neurons in just 

10 days. The neurons expressed both pre- and post-synaptic proteins and, by day 35, displayed 

mature gene expression profiles consistent with their excitatory or inhibitory identity (Fig. 3.5 

– 3.6). Neuronal induction and development were reliable and homogenous among the 

differentiated cell population and, importantly, reproducible across different hiPSC lines. 

Critically, both neuronal differentiation protocols had very high fate specification efficiency. 

This was demonstrated by the expression of identity-specific markers as well as lack of 

expression of markers of the opposite identity (Fig. 3.5 – 3.6). The results obtained with forward 

programming differentiation were extremely encouraging, especially when compared to 

directed differentiation. Thanks to its faster developmental time and higher fate specification 

efficiency, forward programming was chosen, moving forward, as the strategy to use to derive 

homogenous populations of excitatory and inhibitory neurons.  
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Using forward programming, it was also possible to generate S100b/GFAP+ astrocytes in less 

than 14 days (Fig. 3.7). By Day 21, iAstro expressed many astrocyte-specific functional genes, 

however, when co-cultured with hiPSC-derived neurons, it was found that iAstro impeded 

neuronal survival (Fig. 3.8). Previous publications have shown that astrocytes constitutively 

expressing GDNF had a beneficial effect on the survival of motor-neurons (Machado et al., 

2019). In order to improve the performance of human iAstro, an iAstro subclone which stably 

expresses GDNF was generated, however, this line had the same detrimental effect on neuronal 

survival (Fig. 3.8). Further investigation would be necessary to understand why iAstro exerted 

this negative effect. It is possible that iAstro were not sufficiently mature yet and further 

maturation may improve their capacity to support neuron survival. Indeed, well-established 

directed differentiation approaches to derive astrocytes from hiPSCs require a minimum of 45-

60 days to generate mature astrocytes (Taha et al., 2022; Tyzack et al., 2016). Another 

possibility is that the transcriptomic networks activated by the forced expression of NF1B and 

SOX9 in human iPSCs are not sufficient to fully recapitulate the functions of mature astrocytes, 

or they might favour the development of reactive astrocytes. In fact, while GFAP is a widely 

used marker of astrocytic identity, high expression levels of GFAP are associated with a 

reactive state of the astrocytes which can contribute to neuronal damage and death (G. L. Yu et 

al., 2021). An additional problem encountered when using iAstro was their inability to grow on 

glass surfaces or on any coating reagent other than Matrigel (Supplementary Fig. 3.2). It is 

unclear whether the astrocytes simply detached from the plate and subsequently died or 

detached as a consequence of cell death. Either way, this represented a problematic behaviour. 

The initial phases of iAstro differentiation were always performed on Matrigel-coated tissue 

culture plastic, before the cells were transferred onto glass or plastic plates coated with a 

different reagent. For this reason, it is possible that during the initial phase of differentiation, 

iAstro developed Matrigel-specific adhesion molecules and were incapable of adapting when 

transferred to new ECM substrates. Novel and improved forward programming approaches for 

the rapid differentiation of hiPSCs into functionally mature astrocytes have been recently 

published (Cvetkovic et al., 2022; X. Li et al., 2018b; Neyrinck et al., 2021). These strategies 

will be tested in the Lieberam lab but lie outside the scope of this PhD thesis.  

Given the many problems associated with the use of iAstro, this approach was abandoned. 

Instead, astrocytes were generated from mouse ESCs using a well-established technology 

already in use in the Lieberam Lab. mESCs are differentiated and sorted into a pure population 

of functional astrocytes (mAstro) using a small molecule-based directed differentiation 
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approach combined with magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS) of GFAP expressing cells. 

mAstro were previously engineered to constitutively express GDNF and proven to support 

long-term neuronal survival (Machado et al., 2019). Using this approach, astrocytes suitable for 

neuronal co-culture were generated in 19 days (Fig. 3.9) and were shown to support the survival 

of iGlut and iGABA neurons in long-term co-cultures. mAstro also significantly improved 

neuronal maturation, as demonstrated by the increased expression levels of many mature 

neuronal genes (Fig. 3.10). Interestingly, in both wildtype and DS1 iGABA neurons, co-culture 

with mAstro increased the expression levels of the interneuron subtype-defining genes 

calbindin, calretinin and somatostatin but not parvalbumin, VIP and NPY. Finally, it was also 

found that iGlut and iGABA neurons in co-culture with mAstro express increasing levels of 

SCN1A over a 50-day time period (Fig. 3.10). Based on the expression profile, we selected an 

early (3 weeks) and a late (6 weeks) timepoint to conduct our subsequent experiments. Although 

SCN1A expression was already abundantly detectable at 3 weeks, based on published literature 

the neuronal cultures have yet to reach maturity so they might not present a significant Dravet-

related phenotype (Lam et al., 2017; C. Wang et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017). As such, a later 

time point was also selected, at which point the neurons are more mature and more likely to 

exhibit disease phenotypes. 

In order to model DS, patient hiPSCs harbouring a SCN1AIVS14+3A>T loss-of-function mutation 

(Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013) were obtained from the Parent group (University of 

Michigan) and CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing was used to generate a gene corrected 

isogenic control line (Fig. 3.11). Plasmid-based delivery of the Cas9 and sgRNA was chosen 

over synthetic RNP-based delivery. While plasmid transfection has an intrinsically lower 

efficiency, this method allowed for positive selection of transfected cells through the transient 

expression of a puromycin resistance gene. To facilitate the identification of edited clones, a 

silent MspI restriction site was incorporated in the seed region of the sgRNA binding site of the 

donor template. Mutating the seed region is common practice to prevent the Cas9 enzyme from 

cleaving template DNA that has already been integrated into the genome. The incorporation of 

a restriction site allowed a simple PCR and restriction digest screen to be carried out to 

determine which hiPSC clones had incorporated the donor template DNA. Subsequent Sanger 

sequencing allowed us to identify a single clone that was successfully edited without “scarring” 

the region of the genome surrounding the Cas9 cut site or the off-target sites. This clone had 

normal karyotype and stemness, as well as wildtype-like SCN1A transcript production (Fig. 

3.11). Incorporating an isogenic control line in this study provides a much higher degree of 
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confidence that the observed phenotypes are specific to the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation and not 

due to variations between independent hiPSC lines.   

The final step in the generation of our in vitro model of cortical circuits for the study of DS was 

the introduction of calcium probes to assess neuronal activity and epileptic phenotypes. Using 

GECIs, we were able to specifically label excitatory and inhibitory neurons, respectively, with 

spectrally distinct probes. This allowed us to perform “two-colour” calcium imaging and assign 

neuronal identity to the recorded calcium signal. Specifically, a GFP-based probe (GCaMP6f) 

was introduced in excitatory neurons and a mApple-based probe (jrGECO1a) was introduced 

in inhibitory interneurons (Fig. 3.12). Additionally, having these two distinct fluorescent probes 

in our system allowed us to confirm that the desired cell-type ratio of 70:30 excitatory to 

inhibitory neurons could be consistently obtained and reliably maintained in long-term cultures 

(Fig. 3.12).  

The initial aim of this chapter was to generate a fully human model of cortical circuits using 

hiPSC-derived excitatory neurons, hiPSC-derived inhibitory interneurons and hiPSC-derived 

astrocytes. Furthermore, the intention was to generate each cell type from wildtype, DS1 and 

DS1-corrected backgrounds to be able to compare the contribution of the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T 

mutation to Dravet-related phenotypes in a cell type specific manner. The exclusion of forward 

programming derived astrocytes, and subsequent introduction of mESC-derived astrocytes, 

meant that this co-culture system could not be used to investigate the astrocytic contribution to 

the phenotype. While this represented a setback on our initial aims, the primary focus of this 

study remained neuronal-related phenotypes.  

Chapter 4: Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T impairs inhibitory interneuron activity 

This second result chapter described the characterisation of Dravet-related phenotypes in 

hiPSC-derived inhibitory interneurons. Specifically, electrophysiological properties were 

investigated alongside structural properties of the axon initial segment, in early (3 weeks) and 

late (6 weeks) iGABA neurons derived from wildtype, DS1 and corrected hiPSC lines. We have 

demonstrated in chapter 3 that, when in co-culture with mAstro, iGABA neurons express 

relevant amounts of NaV1.1 after 3 weeks of maturation (Chapter 3 Fig. 3.10-G). This led us 

to believe that a functional impairment of interneuron activity could already be detected in early 

iGABA. Altered neuronal firing properties in accordance to previous studies on 
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SCN1AIVS14+3A>T -mediated phenotypes in inhibitory interneurons (Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et 

al., 2013) were indeed observed at this early time point.  

Calcium imaging of induced neuronal activity revealed that early DS1 iGABA neurons have a 

significantly increased Ca2+ signal frequency compared to wildtype and corrected lines (Fig. 

4.1), suggesting increased neuronal excitability of DS1 interneurons. Consistent with neuronal 

hyperexcitability, the AIS of early DS1 iGABA neurons was found to be closer to the cell soma 

compared to wildtype and corrected lines (Fig. 4.3). Some theoretical models predict that, due 

to the resistive coupling between the soma and the AIS, a shorter distance between them reduces 

the axial resistance, which is inversely proportional to the amount of current necessary for 

axonal depolarisation. Thus, according to these models, a more proximal AIS should be 

associated with reduced neuronal excitability (Brette, 2013; Telenczuk et al., 2017). In contrast, 

other theoretical studies have reported reduced excitability when the AIS is more distal 

(Gulledge & Bravo, 2016). Several experimental studies have shown results in line with these 

latter models, whereby a distal shift of the AIS is accompanied by reduced neuronal excitability 

characterised by higher current threshold and lower AP firing frequencies (Grubb & Burrone, 

2010; Hatch et al., 2017; Lezmy et al., 2017; Wefelmeyer et al., 2015). We did not observe any 

changes in current and voltage threshold or AP frequency when intrinsic neuronal excitability 

was investigated by current clamp experiments in early DS1 iGABA neurons (Fig. 4.2). 

However, as mentioned previously, it is possible that the high variability observed in the 

electrophysiological recordings, together with the relatively low number of cells analysed, 

might be concealing such phenotypes. Furthermore, as previously discussed (Chapter 3, section 

3.2.6), the derived iGABA cultures contain different interneuron subtypes, each of which is 

characterised by different electrophysiological properties, including AP amplitude, current and 

voltage threshold, and AP firing frequency. These intrinsic differences are likely to contribute 

to the variability observed in the electrophysiological recordings, therefore, in the future, 

increasing the number of recorded cells could potentially reveal whether a universal interneuron 

phenotype is present.  

Despite the variability within the electrophysiological recordings, early DS1 iGABA neurons 

were found to have significantly higher Na+ and K+ current densities compared to both wildtype 

and corrected lines (Fig. 4.2) – consistent with neuronal hyperexcitability. This finding is in 

direct contrast to the phenotype typically observed in animal models of DS, where inhibitory 

interneurons display reduced Na+ currents in accordance with the loss-of-function of NaV1.1 

(Kalume et al., 2007; F. H. Yu et al., 2006c). Similarly, studies conducted on hiPSC-derived 
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inhibitory interneurons from DS patients show reduction of Na+ currents and neuronal 

excitability (Higurashi et al., 2013b; J. Liu et al., 2016a; Y. Sun et al., 2016). However, 

inhibitory interneurons derived specifically from the DS1 line, have been previously shown to 

have a phenotype characterised by increased Na+ currents and hyperexcitability (Y. Liu, Lopez-

Santiago, et al., 2013). Superficially, this might appear to indicate that this phenotype is 

mutation specific. However, this study recapitulated the same findings in another line derived 

from a patient with a different Dravet-related mutation (SCN1Ac.975T>A).  

In accordance with the authors of this study, we speculated that this hyperexcitability phenotype 

could be mediated by a compensational mechanism implemented by DS1 interneurons in 

response to the loss of function of NaV1.1. With this in mind, the expression of different types 

of sodium, potassium and calcium channels, as well as sodium channel -subunits and AIS 

resident proteins was compared in early wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGABA lines (Fig. 4.4). 

We did not observe any significant difference in the expression level of these genes across 

populations, suggesting that, if a compensation mechanism is at play, it is either mediated by 

genes not included in this study or through post-transcriptional mechanisms. A more 

comprehensive characterisation of differential gene expression, such as through RNA-seq 

analysis, could possibly reveal if a transcriptionally regulated compensational mechanism 

exists.  

Overall, the characterisation of iGABA neurons at 3 weeks revealed that, at this early time 

point, iGABA neuronal cultures are still very immature, as evidenced by electrophysiological 

properties characterised by small AP amplitude and low repetitive firing. As such, the 

phenotypes observed at this stage might have limited relevance and translatability to the 

pathophysiological mechanisms of DS. Nonetheless, the study of early phenotypes is essential 

in order to understand how such phenotypes develop over time.  

Interestingly, in contrast to Liu et al., but in line with other studies (Higurashi et al., 2013a; J. 

Liu et al., 2016b; Y. Sun et al., 2016), when DS1 iGABA neurons were matured for a longer 

period of time (6 weeks), they started to exhibit a more conventional Dravet phenotype, 

characterised by reduced excitability. Indeed, calcium imaging of induced neuronal activity 

revealed that late DS1 iGABA neurons at 6 weeks display a significantly lower Ca2+ signal 

frequency compared to wildtype and corrected iGABA lines (Fig. 4.5), suggesting reduced 

activity in DS1 interneurons. In further support of this, DS1 iGABA also displayed a lower Ca2+ 
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signal amplitude (Fig. 4.5), indicating lower depolarising amplitudes in these neurons 

(Akerboom et al., 2012; Shidara et al., 2013). 

Hypoexcitability of late DS1 interneurons was also observed in current-clamp recordings. 

Specifically, the DS1 line showed decreased current-induced repetitive firing and lower 

maximum AP frequency compared to wildtype and corrected neurons (Fig. 4.6). It is important 

to note that, while these results are in agreement with a reduction in neuronal excitability, they 

were not found to be statistically significant. As previously mentioned, the presence in culture 

of interneuron subtypes with different electrophysiological properties likely contributes to 

variability within the dataset. Future experiments focussed on increasing the number of 

recordings might be sufficient to overcome this heterogeneity and possibly reveal a universal 

interneuron phenotype. This notion is supported by the Ca2+ imaging data, which demonstrates 

statistical significance and is sampled from a higher number of cells.  

In both in vivo and in vitro models of DS, Na+ currents have been reported to be decreased in 

inhibitory interneurons (Kalume et al., 2007; J. Liu et al., 2016a; Y. Sun et al., 2016; F. H. Yu 

et al., 2006c). However, it is important to note that often, in mouse models, reduced Na+ currents 

were shown to be dependent on the background strain of the mice owing to strain-specific 

genetic modifier genes (Miller, Hawkins, Mccollom, et al., 2014; Mistry et al., 2014; F. H. Yu 

et al., 2006c). This suggests that the heterozygous deletion of NaV1.1, alone, might not be 

sufficient to cause a reduction in Na+ currents. While in early DS1 iGABA we found increased 

Na+ and K+ current densities, at the later timepoint, currents were found to be comparable in all 

populations (Fig. 4.6). In this study, putative Na+ currents (based on the minimum fast inward 

current) and putative K+ currents (based on the average steady-state output) were estimated 

from voltage clamp recordings. Using this method, measurements of current amplitude, kinetics 

and voltage dependence could be contaminated by membrane conductance to the non-sodium 

ions. Additionally, voltage-clamping the soma is not sufficient to control the membrane 

potential in other neuronal compartments, such as the AIS which is dense in NaV channels. As 

a result, axonal NaV channels escape voltage clamp and generate uncontrolled currents that 

cannot be isolated from somatic currents (Bar-Yehuda & Korngreen, 2008; Hartline & 

Castelfranco, 2003). In the future, accurate assessment of somatic Na+ currents should be 

performed in isolation from families of inward and outward currents, using electrophysiological 

solutions designed to eliminate voltage-dependent potassium and calcium currents (Y. Sun et 

al., 2016) or a voltage pre-pulse (Milescu et al., 2010). A more accurate characterisation of Na+ 

currents might reveal if and how these currents are affected in our model of DS.  
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Overall, electrophysiological assessment of late DS1 interneurons suggested a phenotype 

characterised by reduced excitability. Such a phenotype has been previously shown to be 

associated with shortening and distal relocation of the AIS (Grubb & Burrone, 2010; Hatch et 

al., 2017; Lezmy et al., 2017; Wefelmeyer et al., 2015). However, the AIS of DS1 iGABA 

neurons extended in length over time, like wildtype and corrected iGABA, and while it did 

relocate distally, the distance from the soma at 6 weeks was comparable across all neuronal 

populations (Fig. 4.7). It is important to consider that a culture containing exclusively inhibitory 

interneurons represents a unique experimental condition. Neuronal cultures lacking excitatory 

inputs don’t allow for the assessment of activity-dependant phenotypes, such as AIS plasticity. 

To better understand AIS homeostatic plasticity mechanisms in our cortical interneurons, and 

how these might be affected in DS, further experiments will need to be performed to assess the 

AIS response to increased or decreased levels of neuronal activity in cultures (Chand et al., 

2015; Grubb & Burrone, 2010). While no differences in AIS length or distance were observed, 

DS1 iGABA neurons were found to have a lower average of Ank-G fluorescence intensity (Fig. 

4.7). A lower availability of Ank-G might reduce the density of NaV channels at the AIS, 

causing reduced neuronal excitability. To test this hypothesis, future experiments should be 

performed where the presence of NaV channels at the AIS is quantified by immunolabelling. 

Together, these observations would support AIS impairment as a potential contributor to the 

hypoexcitability phenotype in DS1 iGABA neurons. 

Interestingly, the stronger phenotypic observations pointing towards hypoexcitabilty of DS1 

iGABA neurons were made in experimental conditions where neuronal activity was induced. 

Specifically, the trend towards decreased current-induced repetitive firing exhibited by late DS1 

iGABA was more accentuated by the injection of higher currents. Similarly, the pronounced 

decreased activity phenotype observed in DS1iGABA by Ca2+ imaging was the result of 

recordings performed in a buffer with increased Ca2+ and K+ concentration in order to induce 

neuronal activity. De Stasi et al., (De Stasi et al., 2016) showed that, in brain slices, PV and 

SST interneurons displayed a decreased efficiency in AP generation in response to depolarising 

currents, however, these deficits were not observed in recordings of spontaneous cortical 

dynamics in vivo. When interneuron dysfunction was artificially induced (by optogenetic 

regulation) in wildtype animals, interneuron hypoexcitability elicited significant networks 

effect. These observations suggest that during spontaneous network dynamics, when the 

frequencies are below a certain threshold, interneurons might behave normally. Instead, if the 

network is faced with a strong stimulus, they might lose their ability to fire at higher frequency, 
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suggesting that additional cellular and network mechanisms may be involved in the 

pathophysiology of DS (De Stasi et al., 2016). 

Chapter 5: Pathogenic SCN1AIVS14+3A>T causes hyperactivity of excitatory neurons 

This next chapter described the characterisation of Dravet-related phenotypes in hiPSC-derived 

excitatory neurons. Like in the previous chapter, electrophysiological properties were 

investigated, alongside structural properties of the axon initial segment, in early (3 weeks) and 

late (6 weeks) iGlut derived from wildtype, DS1 and corrected hiPSC lines. We have shown in 

chapter 4 that DS1 interneurons undergo an initial phase of hyperexcitability, followed by a 

more conventional state of reduced excitability. Unlike inhibitory interneurons, the excitability 

of DS1 iGlut neurons seemed initially unaffected (3 weeks) and later characterised by 

hyperexcitability (6 weeks). Hyperexcitability of pyramidal neurons has been previously 

observed in multiple animal and hiPSC-based studies (also including SCN1AIVS14+3A>T 

mutation) (Almog et al., 2021; Jiao et al., 2013b; Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013; Mistry 

et al., 2014; van Hugte et al., 2023). 

Neuronal function of early DS1 iGlut was initially characterised by calcium imaging. Neuronal 

activity was studied under stimulating conditions (4 mM Ca2+ and 8 mM K+) and the dynamics 

of Ca2+ signal amplitude and frequency were found to be comparable across wildtype, DS1 and 

corrected neurons (Fig. 5.1). Ionic currents and intrinsic properties of early DS1 iGlut were also 

characterised, using voltage and current clamp. No differences were observed in Na+ and K+ 

current densities in early DS1 iGlut neurons and, similarly, AP properties and intrinsic 

excitability were found to be comparable across all neuronal populations (Fig. 5.2). Finally, the 

properties of the AIS were also investigated in early DS1 iGlut neurons. Consistent with the 

electrophysiological characterisation, all the parameters assessed were found to be comparable 

across neuronal lines. AIS length, distance from the soma and average Ank-G expression were 

not altered in DS1 excitatory neurons (Fig. 5.3). Overall, early DS1 iGlut displayed normal 

neuronal functions.  

Interestingly, upon further maturation, DS1 iGlut neurons started to exhibit a phenotype 

characterised by increased excitability. Specifically, when neuronal function was characterised 

by calcium imaging under stimulating conditions (4 mM Ca2+ and 8 mM K+), late DS1 iGlut 

neurons displayed considerably increased Ca2+ signal frequency comparable to wildtype and 

corrected neurons. Surprisingly, Ca2+ signal amplitude was instead found to be lower in DS1 
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iGlut neurons (Fig. 5.4). Since Ca2+ signals are a direct representation of calcium transients 

mediated by CaV, we speculated that a lower Ca2+ signal amplitude could be caused by altered 

expression of CaV in DS1 iGlut neurons. Indeed, as part of a subsequent gene expression 

characterisation, we found that the expression of CACNA1G, encoding for the voltage-gated 

sodium channel CaV3.1, was significantly reduced in both DS1 and corrected iGlut. CaV3.1 is 

a low-voltage-activated T-type Ca2+ channel involved in the generation of low-threshold spikes, 

which in turn trigger a burst of action potentials mediated by Na+ channels (Perez-Reyes, 2003). 

Interestingly, this gene has been previously identified as a genetic modifier of epilepsy in a 

mouse model of DS (Calhoun et al., 2017) and epilepsy caused by SCN2A mutations (Calhoun 

et al., 2016; Hawkins & Kearney, 2012). The presence of a CACNA1G modifier mutation in the 

DS1 line could explain why the detected expression of this gene is altered in both DS1 and 

corrected neurons and might explain why DS1 iGlut neurons display a lower Ca2+ signal 

amplitude. If this was the case, Ca2+ signal amplitude in corrected neurons should also be lower, 

but unfortunately, as previously discussed, amplitude data from the corrected lines couldn’t be 

compared with wildtype and DS1 data. Further work to sequence the CACNA1G gene in the 

DS1 line will be necessary to confirm this observation.  

The same Ca2+ signal dynamics were observed when spontaneous neuronal activity was 

investigated by calcium imaging under physiological conditions (2 mM Ca2+ and 5 mM K+). 

Late DS1 iGlut neurons displayed a reduced Ca2+ signal amplitude and a greatly increased Ca2+ 

signal frequency compared to wildtype and corrected neurons (Fig. 5.5). Stimulating imaging 

conditions were found to decrease Ca2+ signal frequencies in wildtype and corrected neurons. 

Indeed, it is widely known that increasing extracellular Ca2+ concentrations decreases neuronal 

intrinsic excitability (B. L. Jones & Smith, 2016; Lu et al., 2010; Martiszus et al., 2021; Penn et 

al., 2016; Yue et al., 2008). However, DS1 cultures displayed a similar, or even increased 

frequency in induced compared to spontaneous conditions (Fig. 5.5). Interestingly, the 

depolarising shift in voltage-dependence of NaV channels (Martiszus et al., 2021) has been 

proposed as a possible mechanism to explain decreased excitability in response to high 

extracellular Ca2+ concentrations (Martiszus et al., 2021). Considering the loss of function of 

NaV1.1 in DS1 neurons, the observation that their excitability is unaffected or even enhanced 

by higher extracellular Ca2+ concentrations could imply a role for NaV1.1 in mediating this 

mechanism. Independently from this observation, spontaneous and induced calcium imaging 

data both suggested an increase in neuronal excitability in late DS1 excitatory neurons.  
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Possible indications of hyperexcitability of late DS1 iGlut neurons were also observed in 

current-clamp recordings. Specifically, DS1 iGlut showed a trend towards increased current-

induced repetitive firing and higher maximum AP frequency compared to wildtype and 

corrected neurons (Fig. 5.6). It is important to note that, while these results are in agreement 

with increased neuronal excitability, they were not found to be statistically significant, possibly 

due to the small size of the dataset. Future experiments with higher numbers of recorded cells 

could potentially reveal whether the observed trend is representative of a significant difference 

across populations.  

In both in vivo and in vitro models of DS, Na+ currents have been occasionally reported to be 

increased in pyramidal neurons (Jiao et al., 2013b; Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013; Mistry 

et al., 2014). In this study however, contrarily to previously reported DS1 phenotypes (Y. Liu, 

Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013), Na+ and K+ current densities were comparable across all neuronal 

populations (Fig. 5.6). As mentioned in for the previous chapter, in this study, putative Na+ and 

K+ currents were estimated from voltage clamp recordings based on the minimum fast inward 

current and average steady-state output. This method doesn’t allow for the accurate assessment 

of somatic Na+ currents, as they might be contaminated by membrane conductance to non-

sodium ions and cannot be isolated from uncontrolled axonal currents (Bar-Yehuda & 

Korngreen, 2008; Hartline & Castelfranco, 2003). As suggested for the characterisation of 

currents in iGABA neurons, future assessment of somatic Na+ currents should be performed in 

isolation from families of inward and outward currents, using electrophysiological solutions 

designed to eliminate voltage-dependent potassium and calcium currents (Y. Sun et al., 2016) 

or a voltage pre-pulse (Milescu et al., 2010). 

Overall, electrophysiological assessment of late DS1 excitatory neurons suggested a phenotype 

consistent with increased excitability. Neuronal hyperexcitability has been previously shown to 

be associated with lengthening and proximal relocation of the AIS (Grubb & Burrone, 2010; 

Hatch et al., 2017; Lezmy et al., 2017; Wefelmeyer et al., 2015). These trends were not observed 

in DS1 iGlut neurons, where the AIS remained short and did not proximally relocate, contrarily 

to wildtype and corrected neurons (Fig. 5.7). Shortening of the AIS associated with increased 

neuronal excitability of pyramidal neurons have been previously reported in animal models of 

epilepsy (T. T. Liu et al., 2017; Y. Wang et al., 2016). This shortening was attributed to 

irreversible calpain-mediated proteolysis of Ank-G triggered by seizure-induced hypoxia. Since 

this is not a condition that could have happened in our in vitro system, we speculate that AIS 
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homeostatic plasticity might be impaired in late DS1 iGlut. Indeed, shortening of the AIS is a 

well-established plasticity mechanism by which neurons decrease their intrinsic excitability in 

response to chronic depolarisation (Evans et al., 2015; Galliano et al., 2021; Jamann et al., 

2021b; Sohn et al., 2019). It is possible that DS1 iGlut have a normal homeostatic response to 

the increased excitatory activity in the culture, however, this is not sufficient to counterbalance 

the primary cause of increased neuronal excitability. Further characterisation of AIS 

homeostatic plasticity mechanisms in our pyramidal neurons might reveal if and how these 

might be affected in DS.  

Finally, in an attempt to explain the causes of the increased excitability observed in late DS1 

iGlut neurons, we investigated whether a transcriptionally-regulated compensational 

mechanism might be responsible. The expression of different types of sodium, potassium and 

calcium channels, as well as sodium channel beta subunits and AIS resident proteins was 

compared in late wildtype, DS1 and corrected iGlut neurons (Fig. 5.8). Interestingly, we found 

that a variety of different sodium and calcium channels were upregulated in DS1 iGlut neurons. 

These include NaV1.1 (SCN1A), NaV1.2 (SCN2A), NaV1.3 (SCN3A), NaV1.6 (SCN8A), 

NaV1.7 (SCN9A) and sodium channel  subunit 2 (SCN2B), as well as CaV1.1 (CACNA1S) 

and CaV2.2 (CACNA1B). Although it is important to note that the observed differences did not 

reach statistical significance, they suggest that an array of different genes may be involved in 

regulating this phenotype. Indeed, a similar trend towards upregulation has been previously 

observed for NaV1.2 and NaV1.8 in animal models of DS (Mistry et al., 2014). Considering 

the important role of these channels in maintaining neuronal excitability, their upregulation 

might result in elevated activity that goes beyond compensation of NaV1.1 loss-of-function 

resulting in hyperexcitability.  

 

Chapter 6: Excitatory and inhibitory neurons both contribute to the 

SCN1AIVS14+3A>T pathogenic phenotype 

This final chapter described the characterisation of SCN1AIVS14+3A>T -mediated phenotypes in 

co-culture models of cortical circuits. Specifically, iGlut neurons expressing GCaMP6f and 

iGABA neurons expressing jrGECO1a were assembled, together with mAstro, into co-cultures 

with a stable ratio of 70% excitatory neurons and 30% inhibitory interneurons to resemble the 

human cortex E/I ratio. The presence of two spectrally distinct calcium indicators allowed us 
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to assess the specific activity and AIS properties of the two different neuronal populations 

within the co-culture. Crucially, the use of a co-culture model allowed us to assess the relative 

contribution of individual population phenotypes on the overall network activity.  

We have shown that at the early time point of 3 weeks, DS1 iGABA neurons in monoculture 

displayed increased neuronal activity (Chapter 4) while the activity of early DS1 iGlut neurons 

in monoculture was not affected by the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation (Chapter 5). In co-cultures, 

early DS1 iGABA neurons still displayed increased levels of activity and this increase in 

inhibition resulted in a significant decrease in the activity of DS1 iGlut neurons in co-culture 

(Fig. 6.1). This represented an important experimental indication that iGlut and iGABA neurons 

were forming functional neuronal networks when assembled into our in vitro co-culture system. 

Furthermore, as a result of these E/I interactions, which were lacking in the monoculture 

models, early DS1 iGlut and iGABA neurons in co-culture exhibited a shorter AIS (Fig. 6.4). 

This phenotype, which was not observed in early monocultures (Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 5.3), can be 

interpreted as an activity-dependant homeostatic response to the increased levels of inhibition. 

Indeed, as previously discussed, shortening the AIS is an AIS-mediated homeostatic mechanism 

employed by neurons to decrease their intrinsic excitability and restore physiological levels of 

activity (Evans et al., 2015; Galliano et al., 2021; Jamann et al., 2021b; Sohn et al., 2019).  

The study of SCN1AIVS14+3A>T -mediated phenotypes in early neuronal cultures is essential in 

order to assess how such phenotypes develop over time. However, in isolation, the observations 

made at this early time point have very limited relevance and translatability to the 

pathophysiological mechanisms of DS. Indeed, early neuronal cultures are still very immature, 

as evidenced by the electrophysiological characterisations discussed for chapter 4 and 5. Instead 

we have shown that, at the later time point of 6 weeks, neurons display more mature 

electrophysiological properties, including repetitive firing and, for iGlut neurons, synchronous 

“network-like” activity.  Previous studies on DS have demonstrated that hiPSC-derived neurons 

with a similar level of maturity display relevant disease phenotypes. Specifically, decreased 

inhibition consistent with Dravet animal models as well as network activity consistent with 

patient-specific clinical features have both been observed (Higurashi et al., 2013b; J. Liu et al., 

2016a; Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013; Y. Sun et al., 2016; van Hugte et al., 2023).  

In accordance with this literature, in our own late monoculture studies, we found that DS1 

iGABA neurons displayed decreased neuronal activity (Chapter 4) while late DS1 iGlut neurons 

exhibited a pronounced phenotype characterised by hyperexcitability (Chapter 5). In co-culture, 
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late DS1 iGlut neurons displayed the same phenotypic profile observed in monocultures, 

namely a higher Ca2+ signal frequency compared to wildtype (Fig. 6.2). However, the strength 

of this phenotype was substantially reduced compared to the one observed in monoculture, 

owing to the residual inhibitory effect of DS1 iGABA neurons. Even though we were not able 

to directly assess the activity of iGABA neurons in late co-cultures, we have no reason to believe 

that the net effect of their activity would differ from the one observed in monocultures. 

Nonetheless, this should be confirmed in future studies.  

Similarly to what we observed in late iGlut monocultures, the increased excitatory activity in 

late co-cultures is likely to be responsible for the reduced AIS length observed in DS1 iGlut 

neurons (Fig. 6.5). Indeed, shortening the AIS should result in decreased intrinsic excitability, 

however, this homeostatic response does not seem to be sufficient to counterbalance the primary 

cause of increased neuronal excitability in late DS1 iGlut neurons. On the other hand, DS1 

iGABA neurons in co-culture extend their AIS (Fig. 6.5). This phenotype was not observed in 

late iGABA monocultures (Fig. 4.7), where E/I interactions were lacking. For this reason, 

lengthening of the AIS in DS1 iGABA neurons could also be attributed to the increased 

excitatory activity in late co-cultures, driving a homeostatic response to potentiate DS1 iGABA 

neurons inhibitory activity and restore E/I balance in the network. However even in this case, 

this response is not sufficient to overcome the primary cause of decreased neuronal excitability 

in late DS1 iGABA neurons. AIS elongation in GABAergic inhibitory interneurons has also 

been observed in a DS mouse model. Interestingly, this study showed that the impaired activity 

of interneurons was only limited to the severe stage of the disease, during which inhibitory 

interneurons extend their AIS but still displayed reduced intrinsic excitability. Following this 

stage, the AIS remains elongated and the excitability of inhibitory neurons was restored (Favero 

et al., 2018).  

The ‘interneuron hypothesis’ postulates that seizures in DS arise due to the reduced activity of 

GABAergic interneurons, producing a network that lacks sufficient inhibitory tone (Chopra & 

Isom, 2014). Since this hypothesis has been formulated (F. H. Yu et al., 2006b), evidence of 

pyramidal neuron-specific phenotypes has emerged in animal models as well as hiPSC-derived 

in vitro systems. However, so far excitatory and inhibitory phenotypes have mainly been studied 

in isolation, or in the context of a homogenous genetic background, such as global Scn1a+/- 

mice models. In some animal studies, one Scn1a allele was conditionally inactivated only in 

parvalbumin interneurons or only in excitatory neurons to assess the contribution of the 

different mutated populations to the epileptic phenotype (Dutton et al., 2013; Ogiwara et al., 
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2013). One study found that conditional Scn1a inactivation in parvalbumin interneurons, but 

not excitatory neurons, was sufficient to increase the susceptibility to fluorothyl (a convulsant 

agent) and hyperthermia-induced seizures. Furthermore, reduced interneuron-specific Scn1a 

expression resulted in the generation of spontaneous seizures (Dutton et al., 2013). Another 

study also found that parvalbumin-specific Scn1a inactivation was sufficient to cause 

spontaneous epileptic seizures and when Scn1a was inactivated in excitatory neurons, 

additionally to parvalbumin neurons, this had a beneficial effect on the severe epileptic 

phenotype (Ogiwara et al., 2013). However, the presence of spontaneous epileptic activity in 

animals with selective inactivation of Scn1a in excitatory neurons only was not investigated in 

either study.  

Using our model of neuronal networks, composed of ratio-defined excitatory and inhibitory 

neurons, we were able to perform a similar experiment in vitro, using Dravet patient-derived 

neurons. Specifically, we were able to assess the isolated contribution that impaired inhibition 

(DS1 iGABA neurons) or increased excitation (DS1 iGlut neurons) have, respectively, on the 

overall network activity. To this end, we generated the following “mixed genotype” co-cultures,   

WT-iGlut+DS1-iGABA and DS1-iGlut+WT-iGABA, and compared their activity with fully 

wildtype (WT-iGlut+WT-iGABA) and fully Dravet (DS1-iGlut+DS1-iGABA) co-cultures. 

Interestingly, we found that the overall excitatory activity in the network was equally increased 

in WT-iGlut+DS1-iGABA and DS1-iGlut+WT-iGABA compared to fully wildtype cultures, 

and the observed increase was comparable to the one observed in fully Dravet cultures (Fig. 

6.3). These results indicate that the presence of the SCN1AIVS14+3A>T mutation in either the 

excitatory or the inhibitory component of the network is sufficient, in both cases, to cause a 

disease phenotype characterised by increased excitatory activity.  

While these results differed from the ones observed in animal models, if confirmed, the equal 

contribution to the phenotype from both excitatory and inhibitory neurons could have important 

implications for the treatment of DS. As previously discussed, first- and second-line Dravet 

treatments involve the use of GABA-agonists to restore appropriate levels of inhibition. 

However, these treatments typically fail to achieve seizure-control (He et al., 2022). When used 

in combination, their combined inhibitory enhancing activity has better results, however, still 

far from satisfactory seizure-control (Strzelczyk & Schubert-Bast, 2022). If excitatory neurons 

were indeed playing an active role in mediating the epileptic phenotype of DS, this could 

explain why restoring inhibition, alone, is not enough to achieve seizure-freedom. Interestingly, 

two “add-on” treatments recently approved for the management of DS are fenfluramine and 
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cannabidiol. While the exact mechanism of their anticonvulsant activity is not fully understood 

yet, both compounds are thought to act through combined effects of increasing GABAergic 

inhibition as well as decreasing glutamatergic activity (P. Martin et al., 2021; Rosenberg et al., 

2017; Y. Sun & Dolmetsch, 2018). Emerging surveillance studies revealed that up to 51% of 

patients treated with fenfluramine have stopped the concomitant dosage of other anti-seizure 

medications (Guerrini et al., 2022), suggesting that the effect mediated by this drug is, alone, 

sufficient to achieve a satisfactory reduction of seizure frequency.  

Overall, our co-culture model represents an innovative platform that can be applied to 

investigate mutation-specific phenotypes in order to identify common and distinct pathological 

mechanisms and test novel DS treatments. Uncovering common disease mechanisms would 

substantially contribute to advancing our knowledge on Dravet syndrome pathophysiology and 

promote the discovery and development of novel therapeutical approaches. 

7.2 Limitations 

The work described in this thesis provided interesting new insights into the pathophysiology of 

SCN1AIVS14+3A>T -mediated Dravet syndrome however, some of the limitations associated with 

this work must be discussed. Firstly, we described the generation of a cortical model composed 

of identity-defined excitatory and inhibitory neurons assembled at physiological ratios to 

resemble the human cortex. While such model is innovative in the way cortical networks are 

assembled to have physiological E/I balance, it still constitutes a very basic and reductionist 

model of cortical circuits. Adherent 2-dimensional (2D) cultures are not a physiological 

representation of neuronal networks in vivo, where neurons assemble into complex 3D 

anatomical structures. The cerebral cortex has a defined architecture consisting of 6 distinct 

layers (neocortex) in which neurons are radially organised into cortical columns. Each layer is 

characterised by a unique neuronal composition and specific connections with other cortical 

and sub-cortical regions (Lodato & Arlotta, 2015). Such complex anatomical and functional 

organisation is challenging to reproduce in vitro. Even the most advanced organoid technology, 

at the moment, is not able to recapitulate the physiological architecture of the human cortex 

(Velasco et al., 2020). For these reasons, in vitro cellular models, and in particular 2D models, 

are less appropriate for the study of complex network behaviours such as epilepsy phenotypes, 

for which in vivo animal models are typically preferred. Nonetheless, cellular models offer the 

unique opportunity to study disease phenotypes in the context of human neuronal networks and, 
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even considering the abovementioned limitations, 2D models can still provide valuable insights 

into more simple cellular phenotypes.  

The cellular composition of the model generated in this thesis also presents some limitations. 

The astrocytic component of our co-culture is of mouse origin and therefore, some important 

functional differences between mouse and human astrocytes must be considered. Most notably, 

human cortical astrocytes are bigger and extend 10-fold more processes compared to mouse 

astrocytes, resulting in the integration of a larger number of synapses (Oberheim et al., 2009).    

Furthermore, human astrocytes transiently increase cytosolic Ca2+ in response to ATP and 

glutamate and propagate calcium waves much faster than their mouse counterpart, with 

important implications in the release of gliotransmitters for the modulation of synaptic activity 

(Oberheim et al., 2009). More in general, the presence of astrocytes in our co-culture model 

provides only some of the supportive cellular functions offered by glial cells in the CNS. Some 

of the processes that are key to the formation and development of neuronal networks are exerted 

by other glial types such as oligodendrocytes and microglia, which are not present in our co-

culture model.  

Finally, a major limitation of the work described here is represented by the number of disease 

cell lines included in this study. A single DS patient-derived hiPSC line and its isogenic control 

were used, together with an unrelated wildtype line, to investigate disease phenotypes. The use 

of a single disease line restricts any phenotypic observation to the specific mutation harboured 

by the cell line, in this case SCN1AIVS14+3A>T. In order to understand general pathomechanisms 

associated with the loss-of-function of SCN1A in human neurons, a study must include multiple 

disease lines, harbouring different Dravet syndrome-associated mutations.  

7.3 Future perspectives 

Following up on our current results, future work should firstly focus on expanding and 

completing some datasets generated herein. As previously discussed, due to the immature 

electrophysiological phenotype of early neuronal cultures, the observations made at this early 

time point (3 weeks) have limited relevance to the pathophysiological mechanisms of DS. For 

this reason, future efforts should focus exclusively on the later time point (6 weeks), when the 

neurons display relevant pathological phenotypes. Specifically, further electrophysiological 

characterisation must be performed in order to confirm the altered intrinsic excitability observed 

in late inhibitory and excitatory neurons. Furthermore, as previously discussed, a more accurate 
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assessment of isolated somatic sodium currents should be performed, in late neuronal cultures, 

to assess whether these are affected in SCN1AIVS14+3A>T neurons – as previously observed by 

Liu and colleagues (Y. Liu, Lopez-Santiago, et al., 2013). Finally, calcium imaging datasets in 

late co-culture models will need to be completed by increasing the number of recordings for 

inhibitory interneurons.  

Continuation of this work will include the application of our model to investigate other Dravet-

related SCN1A mutations. hiPSC lines suitable for forward programming differentiation into 

excitatory and inhibitory neurons are easy to generate and, contrarily to small-molecule based 

approaches, the efficiency of forward programming differentiation is not limited by intrinsic 

differences in differentiation potential across cell lines (B. Y. Hu et al., 2010; K. Kim et al., 

2011; Koyanagi-Aoi et al., 2013; Osafune et al., 2008). For these reasons, our co-culture model 

can be easily established using neuronal populations generated from Dravet patient-derived 

hiPSCs carrying different SCN1A mutations. Comparing mutation-specific phenotypes would 

be important to assess whether communal pathophysiological mechanisms are maintained 

across different disease-causing mutations.  

Following up on our observations on transcriptomic upregulation of sodium and calcium 

channels in SCN1AIVS14+3A>T excitatory neurons, further and more comprehensive 

characterisation can be performed, in the form of RNA-seq, to uncover potential 

transcriptionally-regulated compensational mechanisms. Furthermore, potential post-

transcriptionally-regulated compensational mechanisms could be investigated through active 

mRNA translation sequencing (Ribo-seq), to reveal if active translation of key proteins is 

altered, in DS neurons but not healthy neurons, to confer seizure susceptibility.  

The presence of distinct fluorescent reporters in our neuronal lines offers the unique opportunity 

to perform a series of different studies in the context of functional neuronal networks. For 

example, some studies have suggested that synaptic transmission, inhibitory transmission in 

particular, might be compromised in DS (Kaneko et al., 2022; Uchino et al., 2021). Our co-

culture model would be ideally suited to investigate synaptic transmission phenotypes in DS. 

Specifically, the strength and frequency of spontaneous and evoked excitatory and inhibitory 

synaptic currents can be evaluated in our co-culture system through patch-clamp recordings, 

using the different calcium reporters to distinguish between excitatory and inhibitory neurons. 

Furthermore, the number and distribution of excitatory and inhibitory synapses can be assessed 
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– in a neuronal type-specific manner – by immunolabelling of PSD-95 and Gephyrin, markers 

of excitatory and inhibitory synapses respectively.  

Two-colour calcium imaging could also be used to assess temperature-induced epileptic-like 

activity in our in vitro model of DS. Febrile seizures are a common feature of many epileptic 

disorders, including DS. Many mouse models of DS recapitulate this phenotype, whereby 

seizure events are induced by exposure to high temperatures (S. Y. Ho et al., 2021; Oakley et 

al., 2009b; Tran et al., 2020c; Warner et al., 2017). Recently, this phenotype has also been 

reproduced in vitro, in excitatory neuronal networks derived from Dravet patient hiPSCs (van 

Hugte et al., 2023). To test if such a phenotype can be observed in our in vitro model, two-

colour calcium imaging can be performed at 40C to assess the activity of both excitatory and 

inhibitory neurons in response to fever-like temperatures.  

Two-colour calcium imaging allowed for monitoring of neuronal network activity with single 

cell resolution and distinguishable contributions from each neuronal population. However, the 

temporal resolution of this technique is limited. Instead, the use of Multi-Electrode Arrays 

(MEAs) allows for high temporal resolution, multi-point measurement of cultured network 

activity, including recordings of extracellular potentials, spiking and bursting (Matsuda et al., 

2018). In the future, spontaneous and induced epileptic-like activity in late co-culture models 

can be investigated using MEAs. Furthermore, using MEAs our co-culture model could be 

adapted to be used as a drug-screening platform for the identification of novel DS treatments. 

For example, the efficacy of a small compound library in preventing temperature-induced 

seizures could be assessed using multi-well MEAs. 

The co-culture system described in this study could also be implemented to include Dravet 

patient-hiPSC derived astrocytes. While this was part of our initial design, we failed to generate 

functional human astrocytes suitable for neuronal co-culture (discussed in Chapter 3). Since 

then, novel and improved forward programming approaches for the rapid differentiation of 

hiPSCs into functionally mature astrocytes have been published (Cvetkovic et al., 2022; X. Li 

et al., 2018b; Neyrinck et al., 2021). The role of astrocytes in DS has only been partially 

investigated, with recent studies suggesting that their development and function might be 

altered in DS (Goisis et al., 2022; Martín-Suárez et al., 2020; Uchino et al., 2023). Our co-

culture model would be well suited to investigate astrocyte-specific phenotypes and their direct 

effect on neuronal activity. A number of different parameters could be evaluated, including 

astrocyte reactive state, electrophysiological activity and glutamate uptake and release.   
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